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HOT HATCH
Project Torana is (almost) 
finished! And you can win 
it. Check out page 38 to find 
out how
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LUKE GREEN
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Engine: Chev 372ci
’Box: Powerglide
Diff: Nine-inch
Rims: Weld Magnum
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S
TREET MACHINE isn’t just a magazine about cars, it is about the people, who build, 
drive and love them. Our sport is full of cool, colourful and inspirational characters and 
we lost one of the best back in February - Rod Johnston from Wongarbon in NSW, at 
the age of 79. Rod spent his long life building cool stuff, but from the early 90s, he and 
his son Hud produced a stream of customs from their humble shed that have surprised 
and delighted just about anyone who saw them. The pair had no less than five cars 

featured in SM and won plenty of trophies too, including a couple of Elite Top 20 spots. The fact 
that all but the last of those feature cars – Hud’s FJ Holden coupe, SM, May ’11 – was built in 
a dirt-floor shed with very minimal tools only added to the interest in the pair’s creations. How 
minimal? With typical dry humour, Rod liked to say that he had his own CNC machine to create 
his signature custom billet pieces – namely a hacksaw and some files!  And until the FJ coupe 
came along, they drove each and every one of their cars to Summernats and back. The FJ was 
a big step up from their previous (and mainly Ford-based) creations, with massive body mods, 
an almost endless list of billet dress-up items and a fully-detailed undercarriage. It took out Top 
Custom at Summernats 24, but for Rod, it was never about the trophies. “We aren’t out to 
compete with anyone else, just ourselves,” he told me when photographer Simon Davidson and 
I visited the boys back in 2008. “All I’ve ever wanted to do is have the best car in the car park.” 

Rod passed away doing what he loved best, working on his ’34 Ford coupe. His vision was
of a vintage race car for the street, powered by a 4.2-litre Jaguar six. It is a mark of how well-
respected and liked Rod was in his local community that a number of car builders in the area 
are going to pitch in to help Hud get the coupe finished and do Rod proud. I for one, can’t 
wait to see it. And if you’d like to read some more about the Johnstons just do a search on 
streetmachine.com.au s
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NEWS FRONT
M A Y  2 0 1 6 :  A L L  T H E  N E W S  T H A T  M A T T E R S
S T O R Y  C A R L Y  D A L E   P H O T O S  B R E N T Y N  W A K E F I E L D

PHOTOS of a swoopy, black EJ Holden coupe have 
been circulating around the internet for over a decade. 
Countless threads of chatter have been dedicated to the 
car, but beyond the fact that it had a removable FB/EK 
roof, hard facts were scarce. That is, until we bumped 
into the owner/builder Hugo Halls at Adelaide’s Kustom 
Kulture Weekender, last month and got the story. 
Turns out, Hugo had lusted after topless late-models that 
were out of his financial reach, but also loved customised 
cars like Bob Moule’s legendary Bobcat FJ and locally 
built 50s sleds. He thought it would be cool to put the 
two together to make something really interesting. This 
EJ coupe/convertible was the result, though it’s actually 
not the only one Hugo has built.
“I built two of them around 26 years ago,” he explained.  
“When an EJ Premier came up for the right price, I decided 
to make a convertible out of that.” Hugo scrapped the 
roof and fabbed up longer front doors, while the rears 
were welded shut. This first, roofless build was dubbed, 
appropriately enough, The Prototype.
Hugo sold it to a mate, who owned it for 18 years, before 
it was moved on to another mate, who eventually sold it 
on eBay last year. That’s where Hugo lost contact with it.
What about the second one – the one you see here? 
Shortly after selling his first EJ, Hugo decided to build 
another one, this time a true convertible with a coupe 
roof: “When I chopped the EJ roof, it didn’t look right,” 

he explained. “So I went with an FB/EK roof instead.” 
Once the right chop height was sorted, it was widened 
to suit, and then one foot was lopped from the top of the 
EJ windscreen. Hugo created clips so the roof could 
be easily removed, and welded up the side window 
channels, capping it all for a clean convertible form. The 
front doors were again extended, this time by using two 
doors per side.
An HK Monaro donated the interior, but the EJ’s original 
driveline remains: 138ci six, Hydramatic and banjo diff. 
Hugo finished it in gold duco with a white roof. 
After the car had won a few trophies, Hugo sold it off 
around 2004. Shortly after changing hands, the car was 
resprayed black, and even sported fake trumpets through 
the bonnet for a while. A marine biologist bought it a few 
years later, changing the hue to the current Hothouse 
Green. Three months ago Hugo bought it back. 
In the years between, Hugo built up his business 2H 
Automotive, specialising in Individually Constructed 
Vehicles. He’s an all-rounder, doing paint, panel and 
mechanics. He’s also had a few blats down the salt in 
his ’59 Porsche 356. 
“In retirement I want to do something like the Beatnik 
Bandit, a Roth-style car,” he said. “But for now I’m going 
to weld the roof onto the coupe and add some side 
windows so it’s fully sealed. I might also add an air 
conditioner and make it a daily driver.”  s

COUPE DE RACE 
> THE MYSTERY OF THE ADELAIDE EJ COUPE IS SOLVED 

with an FB/EK roof instead.”
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NEWS FRONT
M A Y  2 0 1 6 :  A L L  T H E  N E W S  T H A T  M A T T E R S
S T O R Y  S C O T T  T A Y L O R  P H O T O S  M I C H E L L E  P O R O B I C

I
T HAS been a busy couple of months for burnouts, 
especially for those looking to qualify for Summernats 
30 Burnout Masters. In the past six weeks we’ve 
seen four qualifying events which have added eight 
new names to the Burnout Masters competition.

A win at UBC Victoria for Andrew Pool, who had 
already qualified, meant that the blown ticket went 
to Steve Nogas and his KILLA-B Camaro, while the 
naturally aspirated ticket went to Andrew Lynch with 
his LS2-powered Corolla LYNCHY. A couple weeks 
later Justen Brown, with the candy coloured STRUGLIN 
wagon, won the blown ticket at Gazzanats WA despite 
some strong competition from Peter Grmusa and 
Darren Green. In the naturally aspirated class it was 
Colin Byrne with the SEWERSIDE plumbers van that 
took home the Burnout Masters ticket. 

Back in Victoria there was only one spot up for grabs 
at Lardner Park Motorfest and there were plenty of 
entrants with their eyes on the prize, but it was Ross 
Heasley in the MRBADQ Monaro who won the cash 

and the Summernats ticket. Then we were back to 
WA for Burnout King at Perth Motorplex, which was a 
televised event with three tickets for the taking. Steve 
Sines made a triumphant return to the pad with his 
KINGER Kingswood to score one of the blown passes, 
while Jason Rapoff and his PARALINES Commodore 
took the other. There was also a naturally aspirated 
ticket available and that went to Jason Fletcher with 
the RUCKUS Nissan Patrol. Don’t miss the Burnout 
Masters TV show; it’ll be on 7mate, Saturday April 16th.

Next event will be Supernats at Sydney Dragway on 
April 23rd, and there’s only one ticket available, then 
there’s a six week wait until Brashernats Sydney on 
the June 12th. But don’t forget the Red CentreNATS, a 
large chunk of the Summernats qualifiers will score tow 
money to help them get to Alice Springs in September, 
and they’ll be joined by Brett Nidrie (IMMORTAL), Peter 
Grmusa (ATRISK), Darren Green (LX383), Rick Fuller 
(LSONE) and Mick Cleary (GMHAZD). Phew, what 
a list!  s

BURNOUT MASTERS UPDATE
WHO’S IN NOW?

UBC VICTORIA
Steve Nogas KILLA-B 
Andrew Lynch LYNCHY 

GAZZANATS WA
Justen Brown STRUGLIN 
Colin Byrne SEWERSIDE 

LARDNER MOTORFEST
Ross Heasley MRBADQ 

BURNOUT KING
Steve Sines KINGER 

Jason Rapoff PARALINES 
Jason Fletcher RUCKUS 

UPCOMING EVENTS
SUPERNATS: 

23 April – 1 Overall
BRASHERNATS SYD: 
12 June – 2 Blown; 1 NA

TROPICAL MELTDOWN: 
13 Aug – 1 Overall

BURNOUT OUTLAWS: 
20 Aug – 1 Overall

RED CENTRENATS: 
2-4 Sept – 2 Blown; 1 NA
TREAD CEMETERY: 

15 Nov – 1 Team Nomination
SUMMERNATS 30: 
5-8 Jan – 3 Wildcards

12  STREET MACHINE 

THEY WANT YOU! 
SUMMERNATS need some helpers 
for the burnout track at Street 
Machine Summernats 30. They’re 
calling for help from people who are 
experienced/enthusiastic car people 
who love Summernats and are willing 
to help out on the burnout track. 
Burnout experience is preferred 
but not essential. Email admin@
summernats.com.au.

LOVE YOU, BRISBANE
THE 46th Brisbane Hot Rod Show is on 
21-22 May at the Southbank Convention 
Centre. You could win a Harley Davidson 
Street 500 just by turning up for a squiz 
and the show is raising funds for Young Care 
through a massive charity auction. The floor 
space has been expanded over last year 
and there is live airbrushing, a Miss Hot Rod 
Show pageant and much more. For more 
info, check out www.qhrp.org

NEXT!
SO, we’re sitting on a hat trick of Ford covers, could there be 
another one proudly on the front of the June mag? You’ll have to 
wait and see! What we can confirm is that we’ll have all the Valiant 
Chargers you can handle thanks to Chryslers on the Murray, plus 
coverage of the Lardner Park Motorfest, the mighty Ballarat Swap 
and Street Machine Supernats. We’ll also delve into the colourful 
history of Surfers Paradise International Raceway as we celebrate 
the 50th anniversary of that much-missed home of horsepower and 
bring you a killer feature on one of the top elite cars that debuted 
at Street Machine Summernats 29. On sale 19 May

 >     HOT GOSSIP



Accelerate your innovation with PPG

Innovation in custom paint finishes
For a custom finish that turns heads, draws crowds and 
gets award winning recognition there’s only one choice – 
PPG’s VIBRANCE COLLECTION® custom paint finishes!

Featuring the absolute latest in innovative pigment 
technologies and a dazzling palette of colours, Vibrance 
Collection custom colours gives unprecedented choice  
and freedom to create your own one-of-a-kind finish.  
From mild and mysterious to totally wild, you’ll find existing 
Vibrance favourites, including RADIANCE® II candy colours, 
PRIZMATIQUE®, FLAMBOYANCE® and CRYSTALLANCE™, 
as well as cutting-edge new products. These high-energy 
finishes are straightforward to use and compatible 
with PPG’s popular GRS paint system, as well as the 

ENVIROBASE® High Performance waterborne  
basecoat system – making eco-friendly custom 
paintwork a reality!

Whether it’s for a hot rod or a custom car, truck or 
motorcycle, Vibrance Collection custom colours is the 
ultimate in innovative, special effects paint finishes.

Contact your PPG representative or the customer  
service hotline 13 24 24 (Aust) or 0800 320 320 (NZ)  
for more information. 
 www.ppgrefinish.com.au



SPIT  AND POL ISH
Send your event details to Spit & Polish, Street Machine, Locked Bag 12,
Oakleigh, Vic 3166 or email streetmachine@bauer-media.com.au.

>   STREET MACHINE SUPERNATS
23 APR, SYDNEY DRAGWAY

23 APR, EASTERN CREEK, NSW
Street Machine Supernats, Sydney 
Dragway. Contact Ahmet 0417 458 327.

24 APR, KENILWORTH, QLD
Kenilworth Hotel Classic & Custom
Car Show, Kenilworth Hotel. Contact 
(07) 5446 0206.

24 APR, KERANG, VIC
Kerang Show ’n’ Shine, Kerang 
Showgrounds. Contact Sandra
0400 698 424.

24 APR, MAFFRA, VIC
Maffra Motor Museum Automotive 
Swap Meet, Motor Museum.
Contact Peter 0427 455 513 or
Sue 0428 456 614.

24 APR, PAKENHAM, VIC
Pakenham Swap Meet, Pakenham 
Football Ground. Contact
(03) 9585 6567.

24 APR, PENRITH, NSW
43rd Annual General Motors Display 
Day, Museum of Fire. Contact Ray 
(02) 9631 6896.

25 APR, WERRINGTON, NSW
Anzac Day Show ’n’ Shine, Colonial 

Hotel. Contact Michael 0416 139 742 

29 APR–01 MAY, YARRAWONGA, VIC
Yarrawonga Rod Run, in and
around Yarrawonga. Visit
facebook.com/Yarrawonga.rodrun.

30 APR, DARWIN, NT
Brasher Nats, Hidden Valley Raceway. 
Visit brashernats.com.

30 APR–01 MAY, CASTLEMAINE, VIC
Goldfields Rod Run, in and around 
Castlemaine. Contact Geoff
0403 507 621 or Patty 0459 490 416.

30 APR–01 MAY, NARACOORTE, SA
Naracoorte Swap Meet, Naracoorte 
Showgrounds. Contact Therese
0408 854 658.

01 MAY, FLEMINGTON, VIC
Shannons American Motor
Show, Flemington Racecourse. 
Contact (03) 9890 0524.

01 MAY, TOOWOOMBA, QLD
David Hack Classic Meet, Aerotec 
Hangar, Toowoomba City Airport. 
Contact Chris 0407 372 908.

06-08 MAY, MAITLAND, NSW

AutumnFest Kustom Karz & Kulture, 
Maitland Showgrounds. Visit 
autumnfest.com.au.

07 MAY, TAHMOOR, NSW
Wheels at Wollondilly, Wollondilly 
Anglican College. Contact 46 77 2282. 

07-08 MAY, WARWICK, QLD
Mopar Muscle Weekend,
Warwick Dragstrip. Contact
Darryl 0415 861 361. 

13-15 MAY, MAREEBA, QLD
Northern Nats, Springmount Dragway.
Check springmountraceway.com

14 MAY, LAWNTON, QLD
Sims Rock ’n’ Roll Show ’n’ Shine,
Pine Rivers Showground. Contact 
Simon 0449 291 000. 

14 MAY, SILVERWATER, NSW
Silverwater Motor Festival,
Silverwater Park. Visit 
greghirstenterprises.com.au.

14-15 MAY, TAMWORTH, NSW
Shannons Tamworth Motor Show, 
Tamworth Regional Entertainment 
& Conference Centre. Visit 
tamworthmotorshow.com.

14-15 MAY, ROSEHILL, NSW
Hot Rod and Custom Auto Expo 
Sydney, Rosehill Racecourse.
Visit hotrodandcustom.com.au.

14-15 MAY, WHYALLA, SA
Steel City Nats, Whyalla Steel City 
Drags. Contact Slim 0407 160 270.

15 MAY, BUNBURY, WA
SW Mega Motoring Extravaganza, 
Bunbury SWIT/TAFE Campus.
Contact Jan 0448 259 882. 

15 MAY, PORT STEPHENS, NSW
Tilligerry Motorama, Tilligerry
RSL & Sports Club Oval. Contact
Ian (02) 4982 3703.

15 MAY, ROSS, TAS
Picnic at Ross, Ross Community 
Sports Ground. Contact Rod
(03) 6227 8053.

15 MAY, WILLIAMSTOWN, VIC
Bumpers by the Bay, Seaworks 
Maritime Museum. Visit 
fxfjholdenclubmelb.com. 

15-21 MAY, ALBERT PARK, VIC
Aussie Muscle Car Run, starts

at Albert Park. Contact Meaghan
(03) 9949 5803.

21 MAY, LAIDLEY, QLD
Laidley Charity Show ’n’ Shine 
& Ute Show Swap Meet, Laidley 
Showgrounds. Contact Barbara
0412 140 239.

21-22 MAY, BRISBANE, QLD
46th Queensland Hot Rod Show, 
Convention Centre, Southbank.
Visit qhrp.org.

22 MAY, PRAIRIEWOOD, NSW
VW Nationals 2016, Fairfield
City Showgrounds. Contact
David (02) 9534 4825.

22 MAY, RYLSTONE, NSW
Annual Rylstone Swap Meet,
Rylstone Showground. Contact
Peter 0429 441 220.

27-29 MAY, BENALLA, VIC
40th Historic Winton, Winton
Motor Raceway. Contact
Noel (03) 5428 2689.

28-29 MAY, TAREE, NSW
Weekend on Wheels, Jack Neal
Oval. Contact (02) 6551 5550.
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Mothers® NuLens™ Headlight Renewal Kit 
removes yellowing, scratches and smudges 
with a simple, fully mechanised process. No 
hand scrubbing, just crystal clear lenses.

www.tcag.com.au
 

   facebook.com/motherspolishaustralia

Some things are 
meant to be yellow.

Your headlights 
aren’t one of them.

236ml. PowerPlastic 4Lights® 
Plastic Polish clarifies, maintains 
and prevents future damage.

Quick Change Severe 
Damage Restoration Discs 

remove stains and unsightly scratches.

7.62c, (3”) Soft-Flex Backing 
Plate safely contours to any 
surface.
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PowerBall 4Lights® Quick 
Change Polishing Tool 
Patented foam technology 
removes oxidation and 
restores clarity.
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Available at all quality automotive retailers



KEITH VAN DER LEER
> ROCKINGHAM, WA 

WE SPOTTED Keith van der Leer’s 
HX panel van on the grass at the 
inaugural Red CentreNATS in 
all its retro 70s glory – polished 

Center Lines, bug catcher scoop, Stato front 
and a GTS spoiler on the roof. He’d dragged it 
all the way from Rockingham, about as far west 
from the Alice as you can get!

Tell us a bit about the pano.
I bought the van about three-and-a-half years 
ago. It was a total rust-bucket wreck of a thing. 
It sat idle for quite some time; then the very start 
of January last year I decided I was going to the 
Red CentreNATS, so me and a mate just turned 
around and said: “Let’s do it!”
So that gave you around nine months to 
get it done?
At that stage I was working two-and-one on 
the mines, so it only gave me every third week 
to work on it. Effectively the van was built in 
about 14 weeks. There were even a couple of 
breaks where if things were falling behind I’d do 
a 36-hour stint on it. I was that determined to get 
to the Red CentreNATS it wasn’t funny.

Is it a Sandman or anything special?
Nah, she’s just a Belmont, originally a 173 three-
on-the-tree, but I’ve put all the GTS interior in it, 
GTS guards, HX Statesman front. It runs a pretty 
thumped-up 308 and good ol’ Trimatic that’s 
been tricked up with a 3000 high-stall, and I’m 
running a nine-inch diff in her.
Is the paint new as well?
Yep, a mate of mine did most of the panel and 
paint, but what I did was buy another chassis and 
put the body on that and sent it off to him. While 
he was doing the panel and paint, I was doing 
all the chassis, suspension and driveline work – 
all done in a single-car garage in my backyard.
Is it a straight black?
No, it’s actually a Candy Apple Coke. If the light’s 
not on it at the right angle, it does look black, but 
when you get it out on a sunny day she absolutely 
beams out at you.
You’ve kept it pretty true to the old van era.
That was one of the things I was aiming for when 
I was building the van. I wanted stuff on there 
from the era that it was built, that’s why I’ve 
stuck with the old Center Line rims and white-
letter tyres.

Are you a mechanic by trade?
Well, I’m a jack of all trades, master of none. My 
very first involvement with cars was at the tender 
age of 14 when my dad bought me an FJ to be 
my first speedway car.
People cry when they see that stuff now.
I look back at my first three cars; I was the second 
owner of an EH Holden, then a GTR XU-1 and 
then an HQ Sandman panel van. I sort of think 
now: Why didn’t I keep all three of them buggers?
That’s how we all learn, by working on our 
old cars.
One time I put battery acid in the radiator of the 
EH. The radiator was that choked up I had to buy 
a new one, but I tell you what, it never ran so cool 
after that [laughs]. I still chuckle at myself when 
I think about that.
What was your highlight from the Red 
CentreNATS?
When I was getting interviewed by that sheila 
from the Darwin news. That was so funny 
because when she came up to me I had a can 
of Jack’s in me hand, so I said: “I’ll just put this 
down.” She looked at me and said: “Don’t be so 
stupid, you’re in Alice Springs now!”  s

It was a total rust-bucket wreck 
of a thing, but I was determined 

to get it to Red CentreNATS

PEOPLE  L IKE  US
S T O R Y  B O R I S  V I S K O V I C   P H O T O S  N A T H A N  J A C O B S   
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Shannons insurance is for motoring enthusiasts just like you, with features like:

 Choice of repairer    Agreed value    Multi-Vehicle & Multi-Policy discounts
 Limited Use & Club Plate cover    Laid up cover    One excess free windscreen 

claim per year    Total Loss Salvage options    Home Contents Insurance 
including $10,000 enthusiast cover for your collectables & tools      

 Towing & storage costs as a result of loss or damage    Pay by the month 
premiums at no extra cost

Call Shannons on 13 46 46 for a quote on your special car, daily drive, bike or your 
home, and speak with a genuine enthusiast.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS  |  CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE  |  SHANNONS.COM.AU

Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Some benefits only apply to comprehensive vehicle cover. Shannons has not 
taken account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

“ N O  O N E  K N O W S  Y O U R

P A S S I O N  L I K E  S H A N N O N S.”

Join the Shannons Club today! Get connected 
and share your passion - shannons.com.au/club



SNAP SHOTS
S T O R Y  S I M O N  M A J O R  

SYDNEY’S Paul Foley is a quiet, humble 
sort of guy with a fierce passion for drag 
racing. His Hombre moniker has been a 
mainstay at Aussie drag strips for nearly 50 

years, standing as a proud signifier of both a close 
group of mates and a handful of iconic race cars.

01: THIS is Paul’s good mate Erik Johnson at the 
wheel of the flathead-powered bucket he built in the 
late 60s. “He pieced it together in his dad’s shed 
using plans from an American hot rod magazine,” 
Paul says. “I bought it off Erik in ’68 and couldn’t 
wait to race it at Castlereagh. C/CR is an old hot 
rod class where I went up against the likes of Mike 
O’Sullivan and Trevor Chapman, and the sidevalve 
ran in the 15s, which was pretty respectable. We 
pretended it was a Model T but the body was 
actually a ’24 Chev. It served me well as a street car 
and race car, even picking up a trophy at an early 
Roselands show.”

02: TWELVE months on and the bucket was 

retired from street use and converted to full race 
duties. The original steel body was replaced with a 
fibreglass version and the flathead swapped out for 
a hot Y-block Ford donk. “It was bored out to 325 
cubes and I tried a number of different intake set-
ups – triple two-barrel carbs, twin AFB four-barrels 
and even six two-barrels,” Paul remembers. “They 
were always on homemade intakes, which is just 
how we afforded it back then. I eventually fitted a 
pick-up body that I made from an old radio cabinet, 
so we really did use anything at our disposal.”

03: PAUL was racing the A/HR class and dabbling 
with some wild exhaust set-ups too. The zoomies 
helped him to a 12.4@112mph best and ran 
consistently to take out a class win at the Mr Ford 
titles back in ’71. The Hombre name had appeared 
by this stage, inspired by the band The Hombres. 
“Their tune Let It Out (Let It All Hang Out) was 
our theme song back in the day when messing 
around the streets in my ’38 Ford,” Paul says. 
“Most people thought it was named after the Paul

Newman film Hombre, but that wasn’t the case.”

04: HAVING raced the hot rod for a few years, by 
1973 Paul was keen to try something different, so 
he fitted the donk to his ’56 Cusso, also dubbed 
Hombre. “It was originally my tow car,” he says. “I 
chopped out the rear guards to fit the tyres and took 
some weight out of it, but it was still too heavy. It ran 
in the 15s, but that felt like I was walking compared 
to running 12s, so I gave the idea away.”

05: THIS pea-green Anglia was owned by another 
of Paul’s mates, John ‘Nugget’ Rice. “We went 
everywhere in that thing,” Paul says. “Nugget and 
Erik even drove it non-stop to Surfers one year for 
the Nationals, calling in at every servo to fill it with 
oil! It was his daily driver, but he always had bigger 
plans. He started building it as a drag car but had 
nowhere to finish it, so gave it to me in ’73 on the 
proviso that I did something with it.”

06: NUGGET’S old Anglia became the next and 

PAUL FOLEY
> SYDNEY, NSW  
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probably most famous Hombre, with Paul slotting 
in an injected small-block Chev, T10 four-speed 
and adding yellow paint. “I walked into American 
Auto Parts in 1974, and Bill Oakey held up the 
Enderle injection and said: ‘This is what you 
need, son.’ It cost me $400 back then, which 
was huge money, but is still on the car today. The 
manual was just savage off the line, so I replaced 
it with a Powerglide, which settled it right down. 
It ran 11s – a man couldn’t live at that speed in 
those days,” he laughs.

07: FORTY years on and the yellow paint and 
Hombre name remain, albeit finished to a higher 
standard. “It’s still an unchopped steel body,” 
Paul says, “however the bootlid was replaced 
with ’glass back in the 70s due to rust. It’s run 
a few different small-block combos but the 
current 382-cuber and Powerglide has pushed 
it to a 9.03@147mph best. Chris Gibson from 
Gibson Race Engines in Matong takes care 
of the mechanicals. He told me 40 years ago 
that I knew nothing about engines and has 
been instrumental in the success of my cars
ever since.”

08: THE other Hombre sharing space in Paul’s 
shed is this Datsun 260Z. He has had a few 
close calls over the years, as shown in this 
shot, after it rolled seven times at Willowbank 
back in 1999. It left Paul hanging from the belts 

and nursing two broken ribs. “I’ve had plenty of 
practice fixing it,” he laughs. “It ran a big-block 
for a while, going as quick as 7.90@172mph, but 
these days I switch the small-block between this 
and the Anglia, which in the Datsun has run an 
8.65@158mph.”

09: THIS shot, from a recent Nostalgia Drags, 
is proof that both friendships and cars can 
withstand the test of time. Paul and Hombre are 
pictured here with old friend and the Anglia’s 
original owner, Nugget Rice, and Nugget’s T 
altered called American Graffiti. Coincidentally, 
the black T runs the same ’glass body that Paul 
fitted to the first version of Hombre back in 1970. 
Nugget’s T also relies on injected small-block 
power and runs in the high eights. “I’ve had a ball 
drag racing,” Paul says. “But if it wasn’t for the 
pit crew members I’ve had over the years and 
ongoing help from my stepsons, Ben and Peter 
Akhurst, I never could have raced at all.”  s
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QUICK, DEEP SHINE 
BETWEEN WASHES
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FANGING FL ICK
S T O R Y  S I M O N  M A J O R  

FLICK FACT:  The Lincoln used for Huggy Bear’s ride is from Snoop Dogg’s personal collection. 

FILM adaptations of TV shows are seriously hit-
and-miss – often a miss – but director Todd 
Phillips (Road Trip, Old School) nailed the ‘hit’ 
option with his 2004 big-screen version of the 

classic 70s cop show Starsky & Hutch. 
Choosing the comedic double act of Ben Stiller and 

Owen Wilson to play cops David Starsky and Ken 
Hutchinson respectively was the perfect move, as their 
proven ‘buddy’ chemistry offered a solid footing for a 
crime-fighting duo flick.

The film serves as a prequel to the TV series 
by establishing the origins of the title characters’ 
partnership, albeit played out with a generous dollop of 
comedy compared to the original’s dramatic edge. 

Starsky is painfully by the book and sees only black 
and white, while Hutch is lazy and reckless and not 
averse to dabbling in some petty crime of his own. The 
high-maintenance work ethic of each has Police Captain 
Doby (Williamson) at his wits’ end, so he pairs them up, 
hoping their clashing traits will neutralise one another. 

They are soon working a murder investigation, on the 
trail of alleged drug lord Feldman (Vaughn), his mistress 
Kitty (Lewis) and brains guy Kevin (Bateman), who have 
developed an undetectable style of cocaine that is about 
to be marketed internationally.

While attempting to connect the murder to Feldman, 
Starsky and Hutch bond via some funny-arsed 
experiences with dragon-obsessed jailbird Big Earl 
(Ferrell), street-wise informant Huggy Bear (Snoop 

Dogg) and smokin’-hot love interests Holly (Smart) and 
Staci (Electra).

Of course, no 70s re-creation would be complete 
without the real star of the show: an awesome ride. 
In this case it’s the iconic red and white Ford Gran 
Torino, smoking the tyres off its slot mags at any given 
opportunity. It’s a highlight of a flick that is already fast-
paced and fun, with the Stiller-Wilson-Vaughn-Bateman-
Ferrell conglomerate in their natural comedic element.

VERDICT: 4/5
STARSKY & Hutch is an easy-watching, entertaining 
film that nails its 70s setting through pedantic set detail 
and perfect costume, hair and music choices. There are 
plenty of laugh-out-loud moments, and even though it 
works as a stand-alone movie, some familiarity with the 
TV series will help the enjoyment of particular scenes, 
with throwbacks to certain characters and episodes from 
the original.  s

STARSKY & HUTCH 2004 
> THEY’RE THE MAN

  BREAKDOWN

VEHICLES: 1975 Ford Gran Torino, 
1976 Lincoln Continental, 1970 
Mercedes 280SE, 1975 AMC Pacer, 1973 
Ford F250, 1975 Chevrolet Camaro, 1973 
Chevrolet Impala, 1969 Chevrolet Nova 

STARS: Ben Stiller, Owen Wilson, 
Snoop Dogg, Vince Vaughn, Jason 
Bateman, Will Ferrell, Juliette Lewis, 
Amy Smart, Carmen Electra, Fred 
Williamson, George Cheung  

DIRECTOR: Todd Phillips

ACTION: Any 70s-based action flick 
guarantees tyre-smoking body roll and 
ample vehicular air time. The car stunt 
outtakes are one of the film’s highlights, 
so be sure to stick with it to the end 

PLOT: Two oddball detectives are 
forced to team up and investigate a 
murder, which sees them hot on the 
trail of an international drug syndicate
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 > LETTER OF THE MONTH

BALANCED DIET
IN YOUR March mag a reader wrote in to have a rant about the rusty XK featured 
in Readers’ Rockets (SM, Feb ’16). While it wasn’t exactly my cup of tea either, 
I thought it was worthwhile as a rat rod-style vehicle. I like to see a balance 
between shiny show cars and cool sleepers, and other alternatives such as that 
XK. I have a personal preference for sleepers (how cool is John Di Mauro’s HQ?), 
but most of all I like to see variety and people who think outside of the box. 

While I fully understand why LS-powered vehicles are so popular (and would 
love to stick one in my old injected 5.0L Calais), and can appreciate the effort 
that goes into making a shiny sweet ride (especially out of older tin), it would be a 
boring scene if that was all there was.

I enjoy seeing retrotech conversions, whether the donor vehicles are Ford, GM, 
Mopar or Japanese, and I also enjoy restored or slightly modded classics and 
customs. Having worked in the motor industry for over 20 years, I firmly believe 
that any car can be a good car at the right price – although having said that there 
are also some that you would have to pay me to take away!

So keep up the good work SM, and remember everyone: variety is supposed to 
be the spice of life.

Paul Bowd, email

OUT OF SERVICE  
I’VE just read the Stage Write article in the March mag and 
unfortunately agree 100 per cent with Bob. It’s a sad sign of current 
times that so many car products are throwaway items. In this day 
and age where society is trying to be environmentally focused and 
recycle, why are there no ‘rebuild kits’ for car parts?

As for used car values, how can a car that has been serviced 
by a 17-year-old apprentice, who has been told only to do task A, 
B and C and not even look at X,Y and Z, be worth so much more 
than it being serviced by your local mechanic with 30-plus years’ 
experience? Once I was told I had lost $5000 because my car was 
not stamped by the manufacturer for every service. Apparently my 
day job of maintaining RAAF Super Hornets was not good enough 
to change my car’s oil by the book! 

I would love to see a manufacturer run some sort of class to allow 
people to DIY their cars under supervision, but in this day and age of 
corporates and profit margins, it’s just a crazy dream.

Brendan Wilkie, email

MONZA MASH
HEY guys, years ago there was an article in SM about a Sydney-based 
gent who had an A9X and a Chevy Monza – both cars stick in my mind 
as being absolutely stunning. Just wondering if you know what issue it 
was in and whether I could obtain a copy of that mag?

The Monza was something unusual at the time, and brought back 
memories of one that we saw from time to time in our teenage years 
around Brickies and Carter Street and a couple of inner-west locations. 
It and a gold Corvette were two cars that never lost, irrespective of 
who took them on.

Anyway, keep up the great articles. I am really appreciating the 
diverse range of coverage, whether it’s about Aussie, NZ, US, street or
drag cars.

Paul Zeleny, email

HEY mate, the Chev Monza belonged to Bruno Caterina and was 
featured in the Sep ’99 issue. As for tracking down a copy of the 
mag, eBay is your bet.
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YOUR STUFF
Write to: Your Stuff, Street Machine, Locked Bag 12, Oakleigh, Vic 3166 or email streetmachine@bauer-media.com.au. 
Make sure you include your address (not necessarily for publication). Keep it short and sweet!
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Vaughan Johns, 9, Canberra, ACT

 >     DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH

Vaughan Johns, 9, Canberra,

PARTMENT OF YOUTH

OPEN YOUR MIND
HEY Redmond (Your Stuff, SM, Feb ’16), I don’t 
usually feel the need to comment on things in SM 
but your letter compelled me to type in. Given your 
blatant one-eyed view, I felt the need to enlighten you 
to the real world. I own a business doing restoration 
and modification work. I’m definitely a Ford fan, but 
70 per cent of my work is rust repairs on Holdens or 
Ford nine-inch conversions. Granted, more people 
like Holdens than any other brand, but it doesn’t 
matter what badge is on the front, the quality of my 
work does not change (nor does the passion for cars) 
– although Holdens do seem to need more work than 
other brands.

You need to appreciate a car for what it is – 
someone’s pride and joy, no matter the brand. Don’t 
be so narrow-minded.

Just to highlight your ignorance in regard to the Ford 
vs Holden battle, check out the number-one spots 
in the APSA classes! While you’re at it, have a think 
about how many cars in those classes have an actual 
Holden engine or a Ford-based nine-inch.

Also, you should realise that mental health is a real 
problem for lots of people in the greater car community 
and the world in general. Have a think about it.

Adam Nicholls, Street Neat Fabrication, email

YEARN TO BURN 
THANK you so much for putting my drawing in the 
magazine (Department Of Youth, SM, Dec ’15). You 
have made my dreams come true.

I live four doors down from BLWNLUX, which is 
one of my favourite street machines. I cannot wait 
until I have my own burnout car.

Thanks so much, and long live the burnouts!
Jett Bullock, 10, Portland, NSW

HAVE VAN, WILL TRAVEL 
I RECENTLY purchased a 1974 XB V8 GS panel 
van that had been owned by Wayne Ryan for the 
past 40 years. It was named The Travelin’ Tavern, 
and was on the show circuit from the late 70s until 
1982. I have photos from a show in Dee Why in 
Sydney; Endless Flight and Alley Cat were at the 
same show.

The van has been dormant since sometime in 
1982, when the rear barn doors were stolen along 
with the TV and stereo from the back. Wayne 
took the van home, replaced the barn doors with 
the ones from his brother’s written-off van, then 
left it to sit under a carport, until health issues 
prompted him to sell it.

So far I’ve stripped the rear of the van to access 
the fuel tank, with the hope of getting it running 
and mechanically sound for registration.

I have included some recent photos (above), but 
hopefully you have some on file from back in the 
day. Somebody out there might remember the van 
or Wayne himself.

Larry Lloyd, email

150% MORE 
CONCENTRATED

THAN OTHER  
PREMIUM FUEL 

ADDITIVES

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING  
AUTOMOTIVE DISTRIBUTORS
For further information contact  
CRC Industries (Aust) P/L  
1800 224 227 
info@crcind.com.au  
www.crcindustries.com.au

CRC GDI IVDTM Intake Valve Cleaner removes carbon 
build-up commonly found on the backs of intake 
valves in all types of petrol powered engines.

Increasing power and torque.  
It cures rough idle, hesitation 
and stalling as well as improving 
airflow and fuel efficiency.

Also effective in standard fuel injected engines. Safe 
for use on turbos and intercoolers.

HAVE VAN WILL TRAVEL
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THE age-old cyclists versus motorists debate is 
one that elicits, shall we say, ‘strong’ views on both 
sides. That much was apparent from the response 
on our Facebook page to Dave Carey’s piece on 
the new bike-passing laws, which you can read 
on streetmachine.com.au. Most Australian states 
have adopted the laws, which state that when 
passing cyclists, motorists must keep a minimum 
of one metre’s distance in a 60km/h zone, or 
1.5 metres in a zone with a higher limit. Dave 
suggested that maybe on some roads bicycle use 
could be restricted to certain times of the day. 

Cam – As a cyclist and a car nut, I think you have 
hit it spot-on. Just like cars can park in certain areas 
at certain times of the day.
Daniel – Great idea you have there, but how about 
only letting cyclists use roads with a speed limit of 
60km/h or less? And charging them registration 
to use the roads.
Hellish – Try making a law that ensures cyclists 
travel in single file, as well as charging them the 
same as other motorists to use the road. Come on 
people, they travel three, four and five wide, leaving 
no option to pass at all.
Anthony Farnan – Drivers already pass cyclists 
when it is unsafe to do so. This law won’t change 
that. Any law that protects the most vulnerable on 
our roads should be supported. Disappointed in 
the ignorance shown in this opinion piece.
Sammy Anthony Sablinskis – So there’s 
double lines where it’s not safe to overtake, yet 
they’re now saying you can cross them to pass a 
cyclist? Great idea! Let’s cause more accidents!

Mick Egan – Maybe have times on certain roads 
that cyclists can’t use them, but then times that 
motor vehicles can’t use them. We must be 
the stupidest people in Australia – most other 
countries seem to be able to work it out, but here 
we all think we are entitled.
Ryan Shaw – You’re spot-on Mick with the 
‘entitled’ mentality. I’m in Central America at the 
moment and there are people on bikes everywhere 
– not only pushbikes but slow scooters and 
motorcycles. The road users over here have no 
problem giving way or giving space to the bikes. 
There is no road rage or sense of entitlement like 
we have in Australia. 
Josh Miller – If the cyclists didn’t think that their 
sense of entitlement would protect them from 
tonnes of metal, it would work. Decades ago you 
kept to the side of the road as much as possible. 
You were responsible for choosing a safe area to 
ride. Some of these clowns now ride two abreast 
and chant: ‘It’s for safety.” If the road was that 
dangerous I wouldn’t use it in the first place! 
Tim O’Brien – Riding two abreast – just because 
something is legal doesn’t make it safe or sensible. 
I could legally ride my motorbike in jocks and 
socks, but I would be a dumbarse if I did – not 
to mention scare a lot of innocent motorists! It’s 
common sense that’s missing.
Rob Freeze – Maybe you should all ride a bike for 
one day, then post your feedback. I tried it once. 
Even nearly against the gutter in a bike lane, I was 
almost getting hit by cockheads who can’t drive.
John Brandt – On another page I said I would 
turn the laws around, where if I go out for a ride 

on my pushie I make sure that it’s me who stays 
at least a metre away from cars, stops to let traffic 
clear before crossing a road, obeys stop signs 
and red lights. Other cyclists said to me that I was 
“thinking too much like a car driver”!
Liam Campbell – I think the laws are okay 
but I also believe that if there is a safer option 
available like bike tracks and riders don’t 
use them, they should be fined for recklessly
risking people.
Christopher O’Sullivan – I understand why 
they’re there, and while I don’t share their passion 
(my fat arse would die), I respect their right to enjoy 
good roads. But there are good and bad times to 
enjoy them.
Tim Eldred – I ride and I drive. When I ride, it’s 
mostly off-road, far from the frappuccino Lycra 
cyclists who would be too afraid to get their bikes 
dirty. When I do ride on the road, I respect motorists 
and they respect me. Human life is at stake! 
Craig Bradley – Spot-on mate, the Lycra coffee 
set are the problem. There are plenty of cyclists 
doing the right thing. It’s the Cadel wannabes 
who have the self-righteous attitude and ride
three abreast.
Mick Repacholi – I completely agree that 
everyone has an entitlement to use the road, but as 
a cyclist I always prefer to exercise that entitlement 
defensively and stay well out of the way of traffic. 
Unfortunately, it seems most cyclists don’t think 
that way and pretend that the law will guard them 
from injury as they’re riding up the middle of the 
road. It always pays to remember who’s bigger 
and can inflict more damage.

 >     IN YOUR FACEBOOK

ON YER BIKE
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IS CHRIS BITMEAD’S XBOSS FALCON THE BEST
STREET MACHINE EVER BUILT IN AUSTRALIA? 

S T OO R YY  B O R I S  V I S K O V I C   PP H O T O S  C H R I S  T H O R O G O O D  &  J O R D A N  L E I S T
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W
HERE do you start when it comes to explaining all the 
things that have been done to this car? If you’ve been 
living under a rock for a while, I’m talking about Chris 
and Colleen Bitmead’s XBOSS Falcon, the XB coupe 
that took it to the Yanks and came oh-so-close to beating 
them at their own game. A Great Eight finalist for the 

Ridler Award at this year’s Detroit Autorama, XBOSS is arguably 
the greatest modified car ever built in Australia.

Yes, there have been Aussies that have taken their cars over to 
the US and won some accolades; Rex Webster and his amazing FJ 
two-door is the first that comes to mind, and more recently, Mario 
Colalillo and Justin Hills with their wild custom creations. But no 
one – and we’re not just talking Aussies here – no one from outside 
North America has built a car to compete for the Ridler, let alone 
made it to the Great Eight. It’s a massive achievement by all involved 
and one that took more than eight years to complete – and before 
anyone starts on about it being a chequebook build, this car was 
legitimately built in Chris’s shed with just a handful of blokes doing 
the fabrication.

Yep, unlike most of the cars that compete at this level, XBOSS 
wasn’t farmed out to some shop while Chris sat at home signing 
cheques. In fact, it was Colleen that signed the cheques – but that’s 
okay because according to Chris, it was all her idea anyway! 

Like all well-planned projects these days, Chris used a designer 

to come up with some renderings, but instead of using local talent, 
he went to the US. “The reason I went to Don Vierstra was because 
I figured a lot of the Australian artists had done XBs for years, and I 
just wanted fresh ideas,” he says.

The brief was pretty simple: The car had to be sympathetic to 
Ford Australia's iconic original design, not deviate wildly from it, but 
be different enough so that people would know things had been 
changed. Of course, being a Yank, Don only had photos to go off, 
but Chris did send across a 1:18 scale model of an XB hardtop for 
Don to work from. It’s testament to the soundness of Don’s design 
that the car stayed pretty true to those original renderings throughout 
the eight-year build.

What wasn’t in the original plan was taking the car to the Autorama, 
but it became apparent pretty early on that they were building 
something special. “Originally I was going to build the car to do 
[Hot Rod] Power Tour, but it sort of got out of hand after a couple 
of years,” Chris says.

“The exterior design was pretty much how it [ended up], although 
the bonnet was only going to open like standard. But the look with 
the chin spoiler was always going to be done. The tail section where 
the exhaust comes out through the middle, the Jag suspension, the 
modular engine, that was all going to be done, but it was going to 
be a stock-ish interior and have the standard glass, not flush-fitting.”

John Gilbert from Fantasy Customs was the man who turned Don's 

ASS AA GRREEATT EIGGHHT FINNNALISSTT FORR TTHE RIDLER AWAARD ATT THEE DEEETRRRROITTT 
AAUTORRAMMA, XXBBOSSSS IS AARRGUAABLY THE GREATESST MOODIFIEED CCCAARRR

EVERR BUILLT IN AUSTRALIA
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REAR UNDERCARRIAGE:
Looking from the rear you can 

see the amount of work that has gone 
into smoothing everything out. The Jag 
diff has been modified extensively and 

detailed beyond belief

ENGINE:
The engine started out life as a 

Boss 290, but it’s had a massive 
makeover with fabricated covers
and hidden everything. It looks

like it wouldn’t run, but
trust us, it does

The lime-green 
pinstripe was painted 

first and then back-
masked using 1.5mm 

tape. Have a look at the 
other pics and try and 

imagine how much 
work that was!
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The bonnet is formed from 
fibreglass and is raised 
2.5in for engine clearance, 
while the functional GT 
scoops have been upsized 
by 30 per cent to keep in 
proportion with the widened 
front sheet metal

In keeping with the 
modernised but 
still recognisable 
theme of the car, 
the bonnet was also 
extended up to the 
windscreen to hide 
the wipers, and the 
vents were deleted 
for a cleaner look

The front and rear 
screens are flush-
mounted, just like a 
modern car, which 
meant they had to be 
custom-made slightly 
larger than standard. 
This was a major 
undertaking

The sills were extended 20mm to 
add some depth to the side profile 
and they continue right under the 
car. The undercarriage panels are 
so flat and perfectly polished that 
you could shave under there

The door handles have been shaved 
and replaced with mechanical door 
poppers located just behind the 
mirrors. Why not electrical solenoids? 
Because it was a requirement for 
registration

An entirely new front beaver panel that 
incorporates a 70s-style chin spoiler was 
fabricated in steel. There are also two 
small driving lights, a nod to the grille-
mounted lights on the GT

The bumper has been reshaped and 
the gaps tightened up to 3mm. The 
wraparound indicators are incorporated 
into the design and include custom lenses

The front grille looks pretty similar to a 
standard XB, but of course it’s not. It’s 
completely custom-made from fibreglass 
to set the headlights 1.75in further in for a 
more aggressive appearance

3
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While the roof remains the 
stock height, it appears 
slightly chopped because the 
gutters have been removed 
and the sheet metal extended

The bootlid was 
also fabricated from 
fibreglass and opens 
in a similar fashion 
to the bonnet, 
swinging up and 
over the rear window

The rear beaver panel continues 
right through to the wheelarch 
and includes a removable
centre panel for access to the 
exhaust. It’s just as shiny and 
detailed underneath

The side marker light has 
been custom-made and 
is in a slightly different 
position to the standard 
one, so that it would line 
up with the top edge of the 
rear bumper

When it comes to cars 
of this calibre, it’s all 
about the gaps. On 
the doors and other 
moving panels the 
gaps are 4mm, while 
the bumpers and other 
solid-mounted parts 
get a measly 3mm

The tail-light panel was also custom-
made in steel, with much tighter gaps 
than what you see on a stock car. The 

silver-painted piece is fibreglass and was 
machined with a custom-designed Falcon 

script by Don Vierstra. Custom tail-light 
housings were also fabricated; the lenses 

are a similar grey to the panel but hide 
LED lights that shine red and amber

The rear bumper is another piece of art, 
with gaps so tight you can’t fit a cotton 
bud between it and the body. How do I 
know this? It was my job to clean that 

part prior to the show. All hands on deck!

4

5

4
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FRONT UNDERCARRIAGE:
The central belly pan is a

fixed piece that joins the front
of the body to the crossmember,

while the ‘wing’ panels are removable. 
Behind that is the cover for the 

steering rack, then the engine sump, 
followed by the transmission cover.

All fasteners are hidden and
a small contortionist was

hired for assembly

BOOT:
According to the trimmer,

Michael Carter, there’s more
work in the boot of XBOSS than

you would find in the full interior
of a normal car. The tanks are for

the fuel system and airbags,
and are a bit of  a cheeky

nod to Mad Max
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Another favourite 
design detail for me is the 
central exhaust exit and 
the number plate, which 

flips down to give access to 
the battery terminals. The 
custom-made plates are

a nice touch too

concept sketches into metallic reality, pumping the front guards out 
a total of 3.5 inches, creating the custom front beaver panel and chin 
spoiler as well as the custom rear panel that would eventually house 
the centrally located twin exhaust outlets. 

For all the GT restorers out there crying into their camomile tea, don’t 
freak out too much. Chris started off with a lowly Falcon 500 shell, 
and there was no driveline or suspension – perfect for what he had in 
mind. “The plenum was all rusted out and there had been some dodgy 
repairs done in the past. We put a new plenum in to repair it properly, 
and then chopped it out when we changed direction,” Chris laughs.

The front and rear of the chassis had already been modified to take 
the Jag suspension, but then a couple of things happened that sent 
the build in a slightly different direction, which I guess you could say 
was upwards: “We bought the CL500 seats with the seatbelts built 
in, so we had to strengthen the floor up for that, and it was also at 
that time that John, who had done the full-metal interior for Mercules, 
said that he wanted to do the same for my car. That’s about when we 
decided to do something different and build the car for the Ridler.”

And just to make things tougher, Chris insisted that the XB had to 
be built to Ridler standards and yet remain a street car, registered in 
WA as an Individually Constructed Vehicle. A big ask, but this wasn't 
a task Chris took lightly, and he also didn’t enter into it without any 
experience. He’d already built one of the best hot rods in the country, 
a ’32 Ford coupe that was on the cover of SM Hot Rod in 2006, but 
competing with the big boys in the US was still going to be a pretty 
big step up. On the shed wall at the Bitmead ranch was the mantra 
that the car would be built to: Creativity. Engineering. Workmanship.

These weren’t just some buzzwords to keep the guys in the shed 
busy, they’re basically criteria that have to be met if you even want 
to be considered for the Ridler Award. While some people might 
not understand why the bonnet and boot open the way they do, you 
can’t deny that those elements involved a hell of a lot of creativity and 
engineering, a lot of which goes unseen.

The workmanship, on the other hand, is plain to see. Just check out 
the paint finish on the suspension arms, or the way that 1.5mm pinstripe 
snakes its way around the undercarriage, even through the boot. 

It is one of those cars that you can spend hours looking at – hell, we 
spent at least an hour under the car the first time we saw it, pointing 
at things and saying: “Look at this! Check that out! Look at how they 
did that!” Then we got up and started checking out the interior and 
the engine bay – it was a pretty long night!

The decision to take the car to the Ridler was made pretty early, 
about a year-and-a-half or so into the build, so there was another six 
or seven years of solid work to get the car done. One thing Chris 
was adamant about was that near enough was not going to be good 
enough, and the guys involved with the build all stepped up to the 
plate. Travis Sparrow, Mark Allen, John Gilbert and Brodie Mitchell 
brought all their considerable talent to the build, and at the end of it 
all, they built an amazing car and are now even better at what they do.

Surely a bunch of Aussies building a car in the back shed didn’t 
stand a chance against all those fancy big-name shops in the US? But 
that’s the thing about the Ridler; you never know who’s going to show 
up. Chris was pretty sure they had what it took: “We were reasonably 
confident that we had the skills to build a car that would make it into 
the Great Eight,” he says. “When we went over to the Autorama in 
2012, Mark Allen and I had a look at all the cars that we thought were 
eligible and we chose nine, and out of those nine cars we chose the 
Great Eight. We chose the winner as well.”

While it’s true that the majority of the fabrication took place at 
Chris’s home shed, when it came to body and paint, it was time to 
get the experts involved. Avon Valley Spray Painting in Northam had 
the unenviable task of painting the entire driveline and suspension, 
and the car also spent almost three years at Reaper Customs in 
Malaga, where they fine-tuned the fit and finish of every square inch 
of the body. From top to bottom, inside and out, every panel was 
finished off to the highest standard possible – the gaps on this car are 

CCHHRISS INNNSIISSTTEED THAT TTHEE XXXBBB
HHAADD TTOOO BEEE BBUUILT TO RRIDLERR 

SSTTAANDDAARRRDDSS AANND YET RREMMAAIINNN 
AA SSTTRREEETTT CCAARR,, REGISTEREDD INNNN 
WWWEESSTEEERRNNN AAUUSTTRALIA ASS AAN IICCCVVVV
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INTERIOR:
The interior is a modernised

version of a 70s muscle car. The
seats are from a CL500 Merc and have
built-in seatbelts. The door panels are 

fabricated from steel and make the shape
of an X – for XBOSS

1: Not much room for gloves, but it’s a good 
spot to hide a few switches. L-R: Main power, 

fuel, rocket launchers, ejector seat 

2: The centre console hides the airbag 
switches; the lid has been designed

to mimic the way the bonnet
opens up

21
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unbelievably good. Once they were happy with it, the XB was given 
a quick black ‘jam job’ – you know, the kind that looks better than the 
paintjob on your own car.

Reaper Customs was also responsible for creating the custom-mix 
PPG blue and grey, spraying out around 200 different options before 
Chris settled on the final combination. He knew what he wanted, both 
in colour and how the paint reacted to different sources of light. We did 
a pretty good job capturing it in the photos, but it’s something else in 
real life. What we didn’t get to see was the car out in the full sunlight, 
but that’s because we shot it in Detroit and it was snowing outside!

With the car missing a couple of deadlines, Chris decided to send 
it to Maskell’s Customs & Classics in Victoria to get the final paint 
finish applied. Chris knew Maskell’s had what it took to build a car to 
the highest level, as they had been involved with Gary Myers’s Silver 
Bullet Mustang, Leisa Chinnock’s PSYCHO XF and Karen Keves’s 
Mission Impossible HQ.

When it came time to do the interior trim, Chris shipped the seats 
over to Michael Carter at Mick’s Custom Interiors (also in Victoria), 
where he covered them in charcoal leather and then hand-stitched 
the pleats. To complete the rest of the car, Michael flew across to 
Perth with his sewing machine in his luggage, and finished the work 
in Chris’s shed.

By all accounts, this year there was a big step up in the depth of 
quality at the Autorama, so for XBOSS to make the Great Eight was 
an even more remarkable achievement. “The judges said that this 
year the Top 20 cars would have made the Great Eight in previous 
years,” Chris says.

Chatting to Chris before he left for Detroit, I asked how confident 
he was about his chances. He said: “If there are eight cars there 
better than mine, then it will be a really good show!” As it turned out, 
there weren’t eight cars better than his, in fact there was only one or 
maybe two.

Best car in Australia? I think so, but it will only be a matter of time 
before someone steps up and builds an even better car – and that can 
only be good for the Aussie street machine scene.  s

CHRIS BITMEAD
1976 XB FALCON COUPE
Colour: PPG custom
blue and grey

DONK
Type: Boss 290
Inlet: Kenne Bell Australia
Blower: Kenne Bell 2.6-litre
Induction: Twin
60mm throttlebody
Heads: Boss 290
Valves: Stock
Cam: Custom Crow Cams
Pistons: Diamond 8.5:1
Crank: Stock
Conrods: Manley
Exhaust: Custom stainless 
headers and twin 3in system
Ignition: Stock
Radiator: Custom aluminium

SHIFT
’Box: C10, fully manualised, 
reverse pattern
Diff: Jag IRS

BENEATH
Front end: Jag
Shocks: Airbags
Steering: Rack-and-pinion
Brakes: Wilwood 13.5in discs, 
four-spot calipers (f); Porsche 
ventilated discs, Jag calipers (r)

ROLLING STOCK
Rims: Budnik Gasser;
18x8 (f), 20x12 (r)
Rubber: Michelin;
245/35 (f), 335/30 (r)

THANKS
Chris and Colleen are sincerely 
grateful to the following people 
and organisations that have 
played a part in the creation of 
XBOSS (in alphabetical order):
Aeroplate; Jeff Allen; Mark Allen; 
American Speed Company; 
Avon Valley Spray Painting; 
Benchmark Auto Electrical; 
Benzenes Detailing; Brown’s 
Radiator Service; Michael Carter; 
Chris Caruso; Class A Auto 
Electrical; Classic Instruments; 
Concours West Industries; 
Converter Services; Competition 
& Industrial Coatings; Extreme 
Ford Tuning; John Gilbert; John 
Gilbert Jr; Glass For Classics; 
Greening Autos; Sam Hawkins; 
Jetcut; Steve Kempton; Stan 
Khose; Gareth Lougher; Maskell’s 
Customs & Classics; Brian 
McDonagh; Brodie Mitchell; 
Brennan Morrison; Gary Morrison; 
PPG; Reaper Customs; Seatbelt 
Solutions; Ash Sparrow; Travis 
Sparrow; Vierstra Automotive 
Design; Ash Waters

AASS ITT TUURRNEDDD OUUT,, THEERRE WWERREN’T EIGHT CAARS BETTEERR TTTHAAAANN 
XXBOOSSS, INNN FAACTTT THERRE WWAAS ONLY ONE ORR MAYYBE TTWWOOO
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One lucky reader is going to drive away in our orange 
and black Torana hatchback. 

This isn’t just any Torana. The good folk from Unique 

Cars and Street Machine magazines have come up 

with a special brew, including a warm Holden 355 

V8, topped by a Quick Fuel EFI set up and backed by 

a stout Turbo 350 and 9in diff combo. That lot rides 

on Koni suspension and showcases some of the best 

workmanship you will find anywhere in the country. 

What you’ll end up with is a quick, comfortable and  

one-off car that’s also very drive-able. It’s valued at 

$80,000. You’ll be the envy of your mates, while your 

family will be fighting you for the keys!

So what are you waiting for? Enter today!

APRIL 2016

$9.50 incl GST
NZ $9.95 incl GST

streetmachinemagazinestreetmachine.com.au

OH! WHAT A LOVELY DAY:  REUNION ROCKS

THHE CHRRIISTOU CCCLLAN SUMMMMMERRNNATS 

WWWITH ANNNOOTHER FAAALLCONNN STUUNNER GUNSONOFA 

XBOSS FALCON PREVIEW  SLEEPERS  WIN OUR TORANA, PAGE 48

APRIL 2016
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NZ $9.95 incl GST
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THHE CHHRRISTTOU  CLLANNN  
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WWITTH AANOOTHER FAHHERR FALLWITW TH AANOOTHER FHHERR

SSOSOSSOOOOOOSOSONNNOOONNNOOONONO
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HOLDEN TORANA HATCHBACK

T R I B U T E

   www.streetmachine.com.au/A9X 



Subscribe to Unique Cars print or 

digital magazine or magazine bundle 

for at least 12 months for

Go online and complete the  

online entry form for

100 AUTOMATIC ENTRIES! 5 AUTOMATIC ENTRIES! 1 AUTOMATIC ENTRY!

Competition commences 7/01/16 and closes 18/05/16. For full terms and conditions, please visit www.magshop.com.au/win-A9X. Winner will be drawn on 21/06/16. Competition authorised under  

permit numbers: NSW: LTPS/15/10074, ACT: TP 15/08404, SA: T15/2276. Offer open to Australian residents only. Entrants under 18 years old must obtain account holder’s consent to enter. 

Enter the special reader code  
M1605STM online for

VALUED AT 

$80,000!

10 AUTOMATIC ENTRIES!
WIN A 1976 HOLDEN TORANA HATCHBACK

PLEASE PRINT YOUR DETAILS

Name:

Address:

State: Post Code:

Tel: (        )  

Email:  

  I do not wish to receive information on Bauer’s future offers, competitions, surveys, 

products, services and events.

Cut out and send original coupon to: 
Win a 1976 Holden Torana Hatchback 
Locked bag 12, Oakleigh, Vic, 3166



FROM RACETRACK TO STREET, HOLDEN’S A9X 
TORANA HATCH IS THE KING OF COOL, AND OUR 

OWN LEGENDARY TRIBUTE COULD BE YOURS
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T
HE A9X Torana is one of Australia’s most desirable muscle cars, and 
our bright orange tribute car is just as cool – and it could end up in your 
driveway by subscribing to Street Machine.

The LX Torana hatch has been laying boot to butt for the past 40 
years; from street to strip to race circuit, it’s been a cultural icon. Wins 
with Brocky at Bathurst in both 1978 and 1979 (when he famously set 

the circuit record on the last lap), combined with ATCC wins in those same 
years – one with Brock, the other with Bob Morris – created a whole legion of 
fans. Like the Valiant Charger and the Ford Falcon coupe, the Torana hatch’s 
popularity transcends brand affiliations; it’s a car that any car guy or girl will 
happily trade a body part for. 

It was just over 12 months ago that we first saw our ‘50 Shades of Blue’ 
Torana hatch. It was a straight rust-free example purchased from the NSW 
Central Coast, with a 253 V8 and four-speed for motivation and wearing 
some very ordinary-looking blue paint. The guards already sported a set of 
A9X replica flares and the requisite front and rear spoilers; throw in a cowl 
induction scoop, spider gearknob and massive drop tank and it was like a trip 
back to the 1980s. 

Our plan was simple: tart it up with some fresh paint, throw in a nice Holden 
V8 stroker, shift-kitted auto and nine-inch combo that would be easy to register 
anywhere in Australia, and throw open the entries for you guys.

As much as we would like to, we don’t have a lot of spare time to build cars 
anymore, so we subbed the job out to Michael and his team at Glenlyon Motors. 
Mick did such an awesome job finishing off our Dodge Dart for us that we 
reckoned he was the best man for the LX. After a few ‘before’ shots for posterity, 
the guys set about stripping the hatch down to a bare shell and putting it on a 
rotisserie for the team at Corporate Auto Body.

Our main concern was that once the paint was stripped back we’d find a 
whole bunch of ugliness underneath. Thankfully Chris Pearson and his guys 
didn’t find anything they didn’t expect to see, so they smoothed off the rough 
edges and got it ready for paint. We wanted something bright and punchy, 
and it doesn’t get much brighter than Ford Focus Electric Orange with the 
mandatory black-outs.

THE STANCE IS PERFECT, THE COLOUR IS AWESOME AND THE OVERALL 

1: Glenlyon Motors was given 
the nod to run the whole build, 
and they’ve deemed it worthy 
of a Rats Ass Racing build tag. If 
you’re in Melbourne and you need 
some old-school muscle sorted, 
Mick is definitely your man

2: The rocker covers are 
billet alloy items from Lowe 
Fabrications, which were 
powdercoated black before 
a CNC machine inscribed the 
Torana emblem in the top

1

2
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               PACKAGE IS SO GOOD WE JUST WANT TO TAKE IT HOME AND HIDE IT

ABOVE: Up front there’s 355 cubes of Holden’s finest. 
It isn’t fancy, but it’s a good solid performer, with a 
Redline intake, 235/245@50thou Howards cam and 
EFI heads. Perfect for cruising the streets with an 
occasional run on the strip
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While that was happening, Ray and Russell at McDonald Bros Racing 
put together one of their killer disc-brake nine-inch packages for us. It’s 
packing 31-spline axles, 3.5 gears and a Truetrac centre. Combined 
with some fixed-length tubular lower trailing arms and some adjustable 
uppers, the rear end sits perfectly on King springs and Koni shocks. 

The drop tank was an old unit from Brown Davis, so we took it back to 
them for a look. It was useable, but not very flash-looking and deemed 
more trouble than it was worth, so they fixed us up with a brand new unit 
with EFI capability for our chosen powerplant.

Talking horsepower, we decided to tone this one down. The idea was 
to make it decidedly more street than strip, but we didn’t want it to be 
a yawn-mobile either. Mick from Glenlyon sourced a 304 EFI donk and 
stretched it out to 355 cubes using parts from Precision International. 
We dressed it up with bits and pieces from Lowe Fabrications and Reid 
Speed, and then added a self-learning Quick Fuel EFI system from APD 
and spark from Performance Ignition Systems. We’ve backed all that up 
with a BBE Automatics-built TH350 and a 3000rpm stall converter – 
just to help it get off the line a bit quicker.

With the painted shell back at Glenlyon, Mick and his boys started 
reassembling the car with a bit of help from Rare Spares and Tuff Mounts. 
Aussie Desert Coolers was given the nod to keep the temperature under 
control, and Glenroy Exhaust built and installed a new twin 2.5-inch 
system with an X-pipe to match the nicely coated Pacemaker headers.

Inside, Auto Image Interiors has taken us back to 1976, with a full 
reproduction interior that looks a whole lot better than what we got when 
we purchased the hatch a year ago. But we still need to fill the hole in 
the dash with a suitable radio.

Rather than spend a motza on wheels, we decided to stick with the 
fat Globes that came with the car, and it’s sporting a set of 275/50/15s 
under the back end.

Mick, Con and Alex have done an awesome job throwing this beast 
together, and while we miss slinging the spanners ourselves, we certainly 
don’t miss the associated headaches that come with any car build. We 
can’t wait until we can jump behind the wheel and drive to the horizon.

It’s so close to finished we can taste it. The stance is perfect, the 
colour is awesome and the overall package is so good we just want to 
take it home and hide it.

But we can’t – that’ll be your privilege if you win it. Turn to page 38 to 
find out how.  s

ABOVE: Holden got it 
so right back in the 70s 
that we didn’t see the 
point in messing with 
perfection. Auto Image 
Interiors retrimmed our 
seats and door trims. 
All we need now is a 
killer wireless to fill 
that hole in the dash

LEFT: Forget big 
billets or fancy racing 
wheels – we decided to 
stick with the Globes 
replicas that came with 
the car. The classic 
alloys are wearing BFG 
275/50/15s on the rear 
and Toyo 225/50/15s 
on the front

Thanks to our Build Partners
Glenlyon Motors  Precision International  BBE Automatics  Glenroy Exhaust  Corporate Auto Body  Auto Image Interiors    

Performance Ignition Systems  Aussie Desert Coolers  Lowe Fabrications  Reid Speed  Shannons Insurance  
Quick Fuel Technology  Koni Suspension  Tuff Mounts  Rare Spares  McDonald Bros Racing Phil Walker
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S T O R Y  A I D E N  T A Y L O R   P H O T O S  C H R I S  T H O R O G O O D

THE SOUND AND THE FURY OF THE
OUTLAW NITRO FUNNY CARS AT PORTLAND’S 

EIGHTH-MILE SOUTH COAST RACEWAY
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A
S FAR as regional Aussie drag strips go, it’s hard to beat Portland’s 
seaside South Coast Raceway. It’s got green grass, nice food, and 
there’s the marina and some cool wind farms nearby.

But we weren’t there for sightseeing. We were camping at the track, 
eating Damien Kemp’s pasta and anticipating the next day’s racing, 
when the Outlaw Nitro Funny Cars would be gunning for 200mph while 

scaring the shit out of anyone without ear protection within a half-mile radius.
After sleeping in Hayden Ivers’s car trailer (read: very enormous, very cold 

Esky) because I couldn’t be arsed setting up the tent, we woke on Saturday 
morning to find the eighth-mile track prepped to perfection.

The mental Outlaw Nitro Funny Cars fired up in the afternoon. For those that 
don’t know, these cars are front-engined monsters powered by a big-block with 
a maximum capacity of 500ci, with a 6/71 blower strapped on top. They make 
around 4000hp, which hits the tarmac through a two-speed gearbox – that’s 
where things get interesting, and what makes these cars such a challenge to 
drive. They really need to be man-handled, and the drivers are correcting the 
car the whole way down the track. 

The Outlaw Nitro Funny Car series started in 2013, when Top Fuel legend 
Graeme Cowin decided he wanted to play with floppers again, and create a 
crowd-pleasing new race series along the way. He set the rules to make the 
cars affordable to build and run, hence the baby blower, relatively small cubes, 
one fuel pump and a single magneto. Drinking nitro, they have about half the 
horsepower of a Top Fuel car, and are much more reliable and cost-effective. 

IT WAS BLOODY AWESOME AND 
SOMEWHAT TERRIFYING TO 

SEE THESE 4000HP WEAPONS 
CONSISTENTLY HITTING 200MPH

BELOW: Brett Henley runs Henley Chassis in Mount 
Gambier, SA, which builds some stunning drag cars. At 
Portland, Brett had around eight customer cars at the 
track, and all were running in the low five-second range. 
Brett’s own LC Torana runs an 850hp 417ci small-block 
Chev built by Craig Carrison Race Engines, and during 
Friday’s testing it went 5.1sec, its quickest time yet
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Portlandian Tim Parker brought his Henley 
Chassis-fettled, street-registered, 598ci BBF-
powered Mustang out for a play. He ran a PB 
during Friday’s practice of 5.68@123mph 

South Australian Shane Kramer races the 
ThunderStruck altered, with a 2000hp 540ci 
Chev and 14/71 blower combo. He’s run a 4.4sec 
eighth-mile best in the past, but bad tyre shake 
kept him around the 4.6sec mark at this meet
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BELOW: This Datto 1200 ute once ran a six-banger 
in the hands of Drag Challenge vet Louis Younis, 
but now belongs to Glenn Henley. It’s powered 
by a methanol-drinking, World Products LS7X 
Warhawk mill, and has run a best of 5.46@125mph 
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ABOVE: Adrian Kemp was racing this 377-cube ’69 
Mustang in the Nostalgia class, and ran in the sevens. 
The car was originally an auto, but one night after a 
few cold ones he and his mates decided it would be 
more fun with a manual – can’t argue with that 

It’s a Ford with a Chevy engine, but gosh, 
Jason Arbery’s Capri is a tough car. Packing 
an 850hp 417ci SBC built by Craig Carrison 
Race Engines, and with a three-quarter 
Henley-built chassis, its best pass over the 
eighth is 5.30@120mph

Don’t go thinking they’ve lost the wow-factor though; as I discovered 
at Portland, these cars are still mind-bendingly fast. When they come 
past at full throttle you’ll feel like you’ve taken a whack to the chest. And 
even though they’re cheaper than running a Top Fuel car, so is flushing 
$100 bills down the dunny; it costs around $400 just to fire them up, 
and these blown big-blocks use about 40 litres of fuel and 20 litres of 
oil per pass. Ouch. 

Once these Nitro cars hit the track it didn’t take long for the records 
to start tumbling. Shane Olive in the Red Devil ’57 Chev was the first to 
set a new record during round one with a 3.7@198.7mph, claiming the 
fastest mph ever at the track. Then Rick Gauci came along on the very 
next run and smashed Olive’s time with 3.65@209.61mph! 

The competition was fierce, and most races saw side-by-side 200mph 
passes as the drivers fought for position. Gauci remained unbeaten in 
terms of highest top speed, and raced for overall first spot in the final 
round. But shortly after leaving the line the car took a vicious swing 
to the left and grazed the wall for half the track. That killed his chance 
of a podium finish, and in the end Shane Olive won first place in the 
Red Devil ’57, after going 3.67@206.37mph in the final round. Paul 
Messineo came second with the Dark Horse Mustang and the Bandit 
Trans Am of Darren Fry was third. It was actually Darren’s first-ever 
event in the Outlaw Nitro Funny Car series, and he was stoked to pick 
up a trophy!

This being my first Nitro car experience, I thought it was bloody 
awesome and somewhat terrifying to see these 4000hp weapons 

THOUGH THE NITRO CARS ARE 
CHEAPER THAN RUNNING A

TOP FUELER, SO IS FLUSHING
$100 BILLS DOWN THE DUNNY
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AFTER Shane Olive clinched first place in the Nitro 
racing in his Red Devil ’57 Chev, we just had to find out 
what it takes to drive an insane Outlaw Nitro Funny Car.

I’m still struggling to comprehend how you guys 
drive these things!
Honestly, it is something that you get used to. When I’m 
in the car I just black out everything else and my focus 
is 100 per cent on the finish line, which is a little weird 
because I can’t actually see the finish line! I sit behind 
the blower so all I see is the wall on one side and the 
centre line on the other. 
How did you get to this level of racing?
Like a lot of people, I started off with a street car as a 
young guy and of course I wanted to make it faster, so I 
modified it and raced at the local drags. Then the street 
car turned into a race car, and it all just evolved from there. 
This is the fastest car I’ve driven and it’s probably the most 
difficult to drive, too. This is the third outing for this car; 
before that I raced the Fast Company Plymouth Arrow 
funny car, and I have been racing Nitro cars since 2009.
What do you think of Portland? 
I absolutely love it here. The fans have been amazing, and 
the track is one of the best-prepped in Australia. The only 
issue here is braking, because there isn’t a lot of room 
to stop and the track turns slightly. When you cross the 
finish line at 200mph, those sheds at the end of the strip 
are coming up real fast! 
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Matt Kaos’s cool single-turbo Corolla Super 
Sedan was at the track for the first time 
since making the switch to E85. It runs a 
completely stock LS1 motor, Garrett T51R, 
Powerglide and BorgWarner diff combo, 
which was good for a 6.25@108mph on 8psi

consistently hitting 200mph. I never got used to their sheer ferocity and violence 
when they hit full noise. Nor could I quite get my head around what it must feel like 
to be in a car that’s doing 0-200mph in three seconds while changing gears and 
steering (so I asked Shane Olive for some tips – see breakout). If you’ve never seen 
or felt the brute force of an Outlaw Nitro Funny Car, you need to.

But it wasn’t all about the Nitro cars; the sportsman drivers kept the tarmac warm in 
between funny car sessions. With everything from dragsters, Super Street and Super 
Sedans to modified bikes, the racing was fast and loud, with plenty of guys and gals 
running some really quick times.

In the Super Sedan class, Scott Foreman was looking to improve on his Friday 
5.5-second practice run in his ProCharged VB Commodore. The super-clean streeter 
packs a 383-cube small-block Chev with an F1R blower strapped on. Foreman 
was the model of consistency, hitting mid-fives on every pass. “I’m going to screw 
some more timing and fuel into the engine and lean on it a bit more once I adjust my 
suspension settings,” he said. 

The increasingly popular Nostalgia class, led by Damien Kemp and his crazy 
mates, also brought plenty of action. Damien’s Funderbolt ’64 Fairlane gasser was 
running a little off during Friday’s practice, due to it racing at sea-level. To make 
things worse, the car was also pulling to the right, so it was only running sixes. 
But overnight the boys gave her a bit more fuel to liberate some extra ponies, and 
corrected the suspension so it wasn’t trying to switch lanes after take-off. The blown 

SHANE OLIVE SET A NEW RECORD WITH 
3.7@198.7MPH, BUT RICK GAUCI WENT 
3.65@209.61MPH THE VERY NEXT RUN BELOW: Doug Anderson is the clutch and nitro 

expert for Aaron Russell’s Pontiac funny car, 
The Russler. Here he is mixing up a batch of 
the good stuff for the car’s first run of the day
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Andrew Sanders brought his turbo 
Hemi-six Centura out to play in the 
Supercharged Outlaw class. With 
its new billet head fitted, it ran a 
4.95@147mph, a couple of tenths 
quicker than the car’s previous 
eighth-mile best

440 Windsor-powered gasser ended the event with a best pass of 
5.6 seconds.

“At the end of the day though, for me it’s about putting on a good 
show for the crowd and showing them a style of racing that they might 
not have seen before,” Damien said. “Going fast and having a good 
time with my mates is a bonus.” 

The Loose Cannon ’56 Chevrolet of Damien’s mate Stephen Biggs 
ended up taking the win in the Nostalgia class, while Hayden Ivers’s 
neat Thunderbolt Fairlane came second. 

The modified dragsters were also awesome to watch and it was 
great to see around half the field made up of fast females. Jess 
Turner took out the top spot, running a scorching 4.52@148mph 
in her home-built 420ci small-block Chev-powered Competition
Eliminator dragster. 

I’ve got to hand it to the great people at South Coast Raceway; 
they know how to put on a top day’s racing. They’re all volunteers, 
doing it simply because they love drag racing. It’s no surprise that 
this is one of the best-prepped strips in the country, and our quickest 
eighth-mile track.  s

I’VE GOT TO HAND IT TO THE GREAT PEOPLE AT SOUTH COAST 
RACEWAY; THEY KNOW HOW TO PUT ON A TOP DAY’S RACING

Scott Foreman’s VB Commodore street car runs a 
383ci small-block Chev force-fed by an F1R ProCharger 
and hooked up to a Powerglide. Scott consistently hit 
5.5sec passes all weekend and hopes to go quicker 
with suspension tweaks and more boost 
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BRUTISH
EMPIRE

A ROLLS-ROYCE IN STREET MACHINE? HOLD YOUR FIRE; 
THIS POMMY BRAWLER PROVES THAT ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER THAN ACCENT

P H O T O S 
C H R I S  T H O R O G O O D

S T O R Y 
G L E N N  T O R R E N S
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T
O THE ears of a hardened petrolhead, 
it has the unmistakeable corrugated 
idle, valvetrain clatter and bassy 
exhaust of a tough street machine. But 
the sound doesn’t match the scene – 
where said petrolhead might expect a 

wicked-up Monaro or Falcon, they are instead 
confronted with the stately sprinkled-with-
chrome white elegance of a 1965 Rolls-Royce 
Silver Shadow. Huh?

“People see it roll by and it’s like: ‘Is that – 
that’s a – wow, a Rolls-Royce!’” owner Ben 
Crombie explains, pointing comically at his 
tough white luxo-barge. We get that. 

This car’s odd blur of sight and sound scored 
plenty of smiles – and a thumbs-up from a 
couple of black-suited security spooks – at 
Canberra’s Old Parliament House where we 
took some pics.

Ben bought his Rolls with a Chev V8 already 
installed. It’s a common enough conversion 
for older Rollers – the Chev is simple, durable 
and far easier to service and maintain than 
the sometimes troublesome, always time-
consuming Rolls-Royce V8.

For his first seven years of Rolls ownership, 
Ben delivered happy brides to weddings 

around his hometown of Orange, NSW. Then 
three years ago, he blew up the diff doing a 
burnout. As you do. “So I thought: ‘Ah stuff 
it, I’ll do it up,’” he says. “After seven years of 
Saturdays, I was starting to not enjoy doing 
weddings. Sure, it’s the bride’s big day, but 
too often I was hearing: ‘Oh it’s too hot,’ or ‘Oh 
it’s too cold,’ or ‘Oh, I don’t drink that brand of 
mineral water’, or whatever. I’d had enough.” 

The busted diff – within a subframe that 
carried the Roller’s complex height-adjustable 
independent rear suspension – was replaced 
with a shortened Ford F100 nine-inch. There 
was a fair bit of modification needed to anchor 
the four control arms and Watt’s link the nine-
inch required, and of course to make sure those 
20x13-inch Billet Specialties wheels would fit. 

Working by himself, Ben had to tinker with the 
chassis rails from the back seat to the rear of 
the boot to make it all fit. “You make it up as you 
go along,” he admits. “I had no one I could ask!”

The rear suspension change was matched 
with a rework of the front end, too. The 
original strut front and box-type steering was 
replaced with a wishbone front end created 
from an amalgam of a Southern Rod & Custom 
crossmember, 1980s XF Falcon uprights, 

larger early-noughties BA Falcon brakes and 
BMW 3 Series rack-and-pinion steering. Both 
ends are suspended on airbags, capable of 
bellying the big Rolls.

Helping the build logistically and financially 
was the fact that Ben was given an unwanted 
Roller dragged from a farm. The donor car’s 
engine/suspension K-frame helped with the 
front suspension conversion, while items such 
as the grille and door trims were sold to give 
Ben some extra spendooly and make a few 
other older Rollers pretty again. 

Many car enthusiasts get a surprise when they 
learn that these Rolls-Royce Silver Shadows 
used a GM TH400 three-speed auto. That 
makes fitting a Chev V8 a relatively easy task. 
And of course, with a Chevrolet V8 comes the 
opportunity for more good ol’ grunt. “Yeah, it 
was screaming out for it,” Ben says. “It needed 
some attitude!” 

The 408ci Chev – an overbore of a 400 small-
block – that Ben’s Rolls now sports is a no-fuss 
engine, with a torquey Camtech bumpstick, 
Dart Sportsman II heads and a Holley 850 
on a Weiand manifold. Keeping it cool is the 
standard Rolls-Royce radiator but with three 
thermo fans.

B R U T I S H E M P I R E
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ENGINE 
Ben’s Rolls already had a truck-spec 

Chev heart transplant when he bought 
it for wedding use, but this one is a little 

perkier. It’s 408 cubes with a Holley carb, 
Weiand intake and Dart Sportsman II 

heads. It sits in an engine bay that has 
been pleasantly, rather than

obsessively, detailed

BODY 
“It’s a welded steel body with aluminium 

hanging panels,” Ben explains of the 
Silver Shadow’s factory construction. 

Having the car’s mudguards fixed to the 
shell added an extra element of challenge 
for Ben in carrying out his modifications, 

especially crafting the custom
 front suspension

GRILLE 
In the world of flash cars, that finely 

slatted Rolls-Royce grille is an icon. It’s 
been inspiration for plenty of others over 

the years, too, such as Lincolns, and 
Australia’s own Ford LTDs and

Holden Caprices 

HISTORY
With a government gig in its past, 

chances are this Rolls-Royce has been to 
Parliament House once or twice before. 

But last time, it wouldn’t have been 
looking quite this casual!

IT WAS THE FIRST SILVER SHADOW IN AUSTRALIA. AND I CHOPPED IT UP!
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INTERIOR
ABOVE: Coffee tables? Yes, Rolls-Royces 

(and some other Pommy cars such as 
Humbers) have these drop-down tables 
in the front seat-backs. But we bet Ben 
doesn’t let his kids sit their milkshakes 

there when they’re cruising! 

BELOW: Ben has retained the Roller’s 
gorgeous interior, right down to the 

standard gauges inset into the varnished 
timber dash, which was carefully crafted 

from a tree trunk split so one side is a 
mirror image of the other. He’s made a 

Hurst Pro Ratchet shifter appear standard, 
too, replacing the factory column item 

THIS CAR’S ODD BLUR OF SIGHT AND SOUND SCORES PLENTY OF SMILES
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BEN CROMBIE
1965 ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER SHADOW
Colour: White

DONK
Make: Chev small-block V8
Capacity: 408ci
Heads: Dart Sportsman II
Intake: Weiand 
Carb: Holley 850
Cam: Camtech

TRANS
Gearbox: TH400 three-speed auto
Rear end: Ford nine-inch, narrowed, 
4.56:1 gears

BENEATH
Front: Upper/lower wishbone and R&P steering 
conversion with XF Falcon stubs; Shockwaves 
airbag suspension
Rear: Five-link (with Watt’s link); Shockwaves
Brakes: PBR discs, BA Falcon twin-piston 
calipers (f); PBR discs, Camaro single-piston 
calipers (r)

ROLLS
Wheels: Billet Specialties; 20x8.5 (f), 20x13 (r)
Tyres: 245/30 (f), 335/25 (r)

THANKS
Thank you to my wife, for putting up with 
the build!

“I got the motor from some bloke in Lithgow 
who specialises in Holden grey motors,” Ben 
says. “It was to be used in an HQ Monaro, but 
that ended up with an LSX instead.”

The Chev’s natural match to the transmission 
meant there was little mucking around with 
crossmember or shifter – the shifter is now on 
the console, not the column – and of course 
that TH400 trans has a reputation for easy 
performance, too.

Ben loves the shape and personality of 
the Rolls, so most of his effort was spent 
on the suspension and driveline, rather than 
modifying the body and interior. Having been 
kept classy for weddings, both were in terrific 
– but not perfect – condition.

“They’re a very well-built car,” Ben says
of his luxury icon, before pointing out a few 
features that helped make the Silver Shadow 
‘The Best Car In The World’ in the 1960s. 

“People reckon I’ve shaved the gutters 
from the turret – but I haven’t,” he explains. 
“It’s standard. They’re very subtle along the 
edge of the roof. The flip-forward bonnet 
is standard, too.” But not the reverse-cowl 
bonnet scoop!

What Ben did manage to shave from the 
car with his modifications was weight: “I 
chopped out about 300kg; it’s only 1960kg 
now,” he says. 

Ben mentions other aspects of this Rolls-
Royce’s heritage that would strengthen its 
collectors’ appeal – if it was still original! 
“It was the first Silver Shadow delivered to 
Australia,” he says. “It was the sixth ever built – 
real early. It was shown at both the Melbourne 
and Sydney Motor Shows in 1965. 

“Originally it was grey with a green interior, 
and it was used for government duties in 
Melbourne until 1968. When new, it cost 
more than the average Sydney house.

“All that, and I chopped it up! Ha!” 
With its early build number, and government 

and wedding work in its past repertoire, it’s 
clear this particular Rolls has what some 
stodgy automotive historians would call 
provenance. But for Ben, its past roles pale 
compared to the simple honour of being a 
family cruiser for him, his wife Bec and kids 
Enzo and Jack. 

“We go get milkshakes,” he says. “The kids 
in the back seat – it’s really a fun car.”  s

B R U T I S H E M P I R E
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ONE OF 
THERE ARE PLENTY OF TALL TALES ABOUT
‘ONE-OFF FACTORY SPECIALS’, BUT THIS

XW GS PANEL VAN IS THE REAL DEAL
S T O R Y  C R A I G  P A R K E R   P H O T O S  N A T H A N  J A C O B S
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 A KIND
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H
OW many times have you heard 
stories of ultra-rare, one-off 
factory-built specials that turn 
out to be nothing more than a 
myth or urban legend? Well, this 
incredible panel van is no myth, 

it’s a bona fide one-of-one, special-order 
XW GS panel van that rolled off Ford’s 
production line in September 1970.

The story goes like this: Melbourne’s 
Doak family managed to convince 
Heath’s Motors Ford in Geelong to 
order – and then Ford 
Australia to build – 
a unique XW van, 
equipped with all the 
factory GS goodies. 
Ford was reluctant, but 
the Doak family were 
very persuasive. They 
traded-in their near-
new 327 HK Monaro 
to finance it, and in the end 20-year-old 
surf-mad Bruce Doak got his dream 
machine. 

The Silver Fox van was registered 
(KSA-714) on Friday, 11 September 
1970, and delivered through Peter 
Wright Ford, Footscray. It was so against 
Ford policy, they made the Doaks sign a 
paper stating they wouldn’t sell the car 
for two years. 

“I picked the car up Friday and 
christened it Friday night,” 

says the now 65-year-old Bruce Doak. 
“Cracked the underside of the console 
lid on that first night.”

The GS van served as Bruce’s work 
truck, getting loaded up with carpet 
during the day and surfboards every 
weekend. Close mate Terry Klemm, of 
Klemm-Bell Surfboards, also used the 
van in one of the company’s ads back 
in the day.

After a hard life, it was parked up in 
1975. Unfortunately its time in storage, 

followed by a handful of other owners 
and a couple of dodgy repairs, wreaked 
havoc on this rare piece of Australian 
motoring. Enter the current owners: Jan 
and John Basso.

The Bassos are well known as 
custodians of Peter Brock’s famous 
1972 HDT GTR XU-1 Torana. John has 
also been a Falcon GT fanatic for over 

40 years, amassing an amazing car 
collection, along with a treasure trove of 
new old stock (NOS) parts.

John had seen the craftsmanship 
that Steve Alldrick and the crew from 
Deluxe Rod Shop had put into Anthony 
Newman’s EH Holden (SM, Dec ’12), 
and decided he wanted the same for the 
XW.

“It was very rough,” Steve says of the 
van’s condition when it first came to him. 
“It had a lot of rust, with bog an inch thick 

in places.” 
Oddly, the normal 

XW/XY rust
areas were pretty 
reasonable – instead 
it was like it had 
corroded from the 
outside in. Deluxe 
set about replacing 
all the rust-riddled 

tinwork, unpicking both quarters to repair 
the inner structure. A complete lower half 
for one quarter (along with many other 
body sections and structural pieces) had 
to be fashioned from scratch. Three solid 
weeks were spent stitching together 
three different sets of wheelarches 
to create one mint set – only for Rare 
Spares to release reproductions a
short time later!

John’s vast parts collection helped 
things along, though. “The 

I PICKED THE CAR UP FRIDAY AND 
CHRISTENED IT FRIDAY NIGHT; 

CRACKED THE UNDERSIDE OF THE 
CONSOLE LID ON THAT FIRST NIGHT
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ENGINE: The Windsor is about the 
only area where this van deviates from 
stock. Built by Ford guru Mick Webb, 
the matching-numbers 302 has been 
stretched to 347 cubes and is fed by 
a Ford SVO inlet manifold and 650 
Holley double-pumper. Not that you’d 
notice; the Holley has been modified 
to accept the factory fuel line, while 
the inlet manifold has been painted 
the same factory blue as the rest of 
the engine. Just out of sight is another 
mind-melting piece of history: a mint-
condition, old-stock Autolite battery. 
This pristine piece is 45 years old and 
has never had acid in it!

INTERIOR: The cockpit is almost 100 
per cent original. The seats have 
been re-covered, the dash fascia 
re-chromed and the steering wheel 
and column refurbished. However, 
other than a meticulous clean, 
the original door trims, armrests 
and crash pad were untouched. 
Admittedly there are a handful of 
reproduction parts, such as the 
console lid, and kudos to you if 
you picked the loop-pile carpet as 
the only non-factory-spec element. 
Dynamat has also been added 
under the carpet to keep things a bit 
quieter and comfier

UNDERCARRIAGE: 
Ford sourced many of 
the undercarriage’s 
sub-assemblies from 
different suppliers 
– all of whom used 
a slightly different 
shade of black.
“There’s seven 
different blacks used 
in this car,” Steve 
says. “John was very 
meticulous about 
getting the right black 
matched to the right 
parts.” Every original 
paint marking, chalk 
assembly mark and 
decal is factory-
perfect. Over-the-top 
attention to detail 
like this consumes 
massive hours – yet 
at a glance the van 
simply looks stock
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JAN & JOHN BASSO
1970 XW GS PANEL VAN

Colour: Ford Silver Fox

ENGINE
Engine: 347ci Windsor

Intake: Ford SVO
Carb: Holley 650

double-pumper (modified)
Radiator: Re-cored original 

Headers: Tubular with
cast-iron-look coating

Exhaust: Repro 2¼in XW GS
Power/torque: 460hp/470ft-lb

POWERTRAIN
Gearbox: Top Loader four-speed

Clutch: Extreme 11-inch
Diff: 9in, 3.50:1, 31-spline

CHASSIS
Shocks: FoMoCo

Suspension: Factory
springs, riveted ball joints
Brakes: PBR discs (f), 

standard drums (r)

WHEELS & TYRES
Wheels: FoMoCo steelies 

with dress rims, 14x6 (f & r)
Tyres: Kelly Springfield

ER70H14 (f & r)

John and Deluxe’s quest for originality 
was extreme. The wheels, dress rims 
and ER70H14 Kelly Springfields, along 
with myriad other pieces, are NOS. The 
original side mirrors were repaired, 
painted and fitted with custom-cut 
glass, as the reproduction versions 
look slightly different. John was 
particularly fussy about getting the 
correct colour, with Deluxe using an 
unrestored Silver Fox XW GT to get a 
perfect match. John forbade the Deluxe 
boys – including Mick McCallum (left) 
and proprietor Steve Alldrick (right) – 
to cut-and-buff it flat, as that wouldn’t 
have looked original

TRAY: Despite being used as 
a workhorse, the van’s cargo 
area was in remarkably good 
condition. Most of the dents 
were smoothed out with deft 

hammer-and-dolly work

ABOVE: The van differs in only 
two ways from when it was 

bought new in 1970. Back then it 
rolled on US Indy mags instead 
of the steelies and dress rims, 

and it never sported a front 
spoiler. Yet when original owner 

Bruce Doak checked it out, he 
commented: “I always wanted 
a front spoiler, but never got 

around to fitting one”

THANKS
David and Zed from GT Ford Performance; 

Chris from HPC; Mal from Church 
Restorations; Andrew Hird for the 

reflective stripes; Steve’s wife Kathleen 
for her support, organisation and cleaning
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sheer volume of NOS stuff John had 
was staggering,” Steve marvels. “I 
pulled hundreds of brand new 45-year-
old parts out of original Ford boxes. 
Door skins, guards, tail-light housings, 
wiper motor, scuff plates, mouldings, 
heater controls, seatbelts, ignition 
switch, hubcaps, wheels, tyres – it 
was insane. What John didn’t have, he 
knew someone he could barter with.”

Trevor Davis was a case in point: 
Trev had an NOS XW grille and 
bonnet scoop he wanted $2000 for, 
but John had an original, unused 
Dunlop Aquajet that Trevor wanted for 
his GTHO Phase III – they traded at 
high noon at an undisclosed location.

Another of John’s good friends, 
Bob Dunlop, a self-confessed XW/
XY van tragic, researched a lot of the 
van’s history. He also spent countless 
hours tracking down near-impossible-
to-find parts like tailgate hinges and 
handles – of which he eventually had 

to find three, after number one wasn’t 
up to scratch and number two was 
mutilated by a chrome plater. 

“John is an GT judge and really knows 
his stuff,” Steve says. “He wanted the 
van to be 100 per cent factory. It was 
in a million boxes when he bought it, 
with lots of missing or damaged parts. 
Finding all the correct bolts and clips 
was the biggest nightmare. I also got 
personally involved, going to swap 
meets, searching for parts. Normally 
we don’t do that with the types of cars 
we build.”

The blokes even went to the extent 
of using correctly dated glass, and all 
the bolts are small, two-ring, small-S 
items – a detail the GT fraternity goes 
crazy over.

Very little was farmed out; Mick 
Webb looked after the engine, Reid 
McInnes retrimmed the seats and 
Scott from SG Auto Electrical cleaned 
and re-taped the original loom. In fact, 

the van never left Deluxe’s workshop 
throughout the entire four-year build. 
Dave Wicken wielded the spray 
gun, while Jim Wolstencroft and 
Mick McCallum also put in plenty
of hours.

Although Jan and John had seen 
the van painted, they didn’t see it 
finished prior to its Summernats 
29 debut. A few weeks later, John 
brought the whole family, including 
Jan, his daughter and grandkids to 
the Melbourne Hot Rod Show to see 
the finished van for the first time, and 
they were suitably blown away by the 
end result.

Despite being quite different to the 
builds Deluxe Rod Shop are renowned 
for – Steve freely admits the van has 
gone far beyond any of his other builds 
– the reaction has been amazing. 
Maybe people are recognising that 
this is one urban legend that’s actually
for real.  s

THE SHEER VOLUME OF NEW OLD STOCK THAT JOHN HAD 
WAS STAGGERING. I PULLED HUNDREDS OF BRAND NEW

45-YEAR-OLD PARTS OUT OF ORIGINAL FORD BOXES

This is by no means John’s only 
unique machine; in addition to a 

string of Falcon GTs, he’s the proud 
owner of an ultra-rare, very late 
XY that was fitted with unused 

driveline parts from the stillborn 
Phase IV program. He even has a 
Blue Meanie VK with 20,000 kays 

on the clock!
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When Tony Vestuto asked his painter Pat
Hampton to “throw a little basic lace on
it”, you can see it got very out of hand

WE GO BACK TO WHERE IT ALL STARTED
AND CHECK OUT SOME OF THE BEST

CARS ON THE PLANET AT THE
DETROIT AUTORAMA

  P H
O T O S  C H R I S  T H O R O G O O D      

S T O R Y  B
O R I S

 V
I S

K O V I
C 
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I
’VE been fortunate over the past few years to have ticked quite a few 
things off my automotive bucket list: Bonneville, Pendine Sands, SEMA, 
and most recently, the Detroit Autorama. Apart from being recognised as 
one of the best car shows in the world, it’s also the event where the highly 
coveted Ridler Award is handed out. And if you missed our social media 
onslaught in late February, you may not be aware that for the very first time 

a car was entered from Australia. Making it even more special was the fact it 
was a classic Aussie muscle car, the highly modified yet instantly identifiable 
XB Falcon coupe of Perth’s Chris Bitmead.

Dubbed XBOSS – XB Falcon plus BOSS 290 engine, get it? – it was 
indeed the boss of many people’s lives, taking over eight years to complete 
using some of the finest craftsmen in the land. But this was no chequebook 
build; even though it’s quite obvious plenty of money was spent, I have 
no doubt that Chris was more hands-on than any of the other owners of
Ridler contenders.

Just getting to the show was a mission in itself. Consider this: You just spent 
a truckload of money and eight years of your life building a car – pretty much 
in secret, because if you’re going for the Ridler Award no one is allowed to 
see the car before it gets shown in Detroit. Then three months out from the 
show you shove it in a custom-built shipping container, along with the display, 
lighting, spare paint and parts and a massive toolbox, then stick it on a boat 
and cross your fingers for the next two months as it makes its way across the 
Pacific. When the car left Perth it was about 40 degrees, and the next time it 
saw daylight the temperature was hovering around freezing, on a good day.

A couple of weeks after it arrived, Chris, along with Mark Allen, Brodie 
Mitchell and Greg Maskell, headed across to the US to do the final 

1: While some of the 
styling cues on this 
Gremlin were not quite 
to my taste, it was 
pretty cool to see one 
up close. Surprisingly, 
it wasn’t the only 
AMC there, with three 
Javelins on display

2: I bumped into our 
mate Gene Winfield 
checking out one 
of the other Ridler 
contenders, so I asked 
him to come and have 
a look at XBOSS and 
that’s when he got to 
meet Greg Maskell 

3: XBOSS got quite
a bit of press in the 
local newspapers 

4: Dubbed ‘California 
Dreamin’, Harvey 
Bagshaw has owned 
this wild ’56 Chev 
since 1962, but 
customised it only 

recently – in 1985. 
Yep, that candy apple 
paint job is over 30 
years old

5: One of the other 
cars we saw getting 
finished off at ASC 
was the stunning ’64 
Fairlane Sports Coupe 
of Danny Shaffer. It 
features a Roush-
supercharged Coyote 
motor that’s good for 
600hp, and a Roadster 
Shop chassis

6: The top car 
downstairs in the 
Autorama Extreme 
show was the T 
roadster of Bill 
Jagenow from 
Brothers Customs. A 
beautifully detailed 
flathead and polished 
B17 oxygen tanks for 
fuel tanks were just 
a couple of the many 
cool touches

APART FROM BEING ONE OF THE 
BEST CAR SHOWS IN THE WORLD, 

IT’S ALSO WHERE THE HIGHLY 
COVETED RIDLER AWARD IS 

HANDED OUT

WHEN I bumped into Gene Winfield he mentioned that he was at the show with Jade Idol II and that I had to go and check out the tail-lights. So I did. How the hell he did that I have no idea, and I didn’t manage to catch up with him again to ask. Built as a tribute to the original Jade Idol – and to Gene himself – by Bob Fryz, it’s based on a ’57 Ford, not a ’56 Mercury like the original. It incorporates all of the same custom touches, and of course, that amazing signature fade job that Gene is renowned for.
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That’s Chris on the left and Greg on the 
right cleaning and polishing XBOSS. 
Like I said, hands-on
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1211

No, this isn’t a C10 that’s been 
stretched; it’s an original windowless 
C30 delivery that was once used 
to deliver Maxwell House coffee in 
Southern California. Dubbed Mega 
Max and built by Watkins Boyz Speed 
& Kustom, it now sports a 502 BBC and 
much lower ride height
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preparation on the car. They gave themselves around three weeks, 
figuring on a week or so to finish the car off and then some time to look 
around and have a bit of a holiday. Yeah, that didn’t happen. The thing 
with cars of this level is, the more you look, the more you can find, and 
when it comes to competing for a prize like the Ridler, the only way the 
judges can separate the cars is to look for things that are wrong. Let’s 
just say the guys used up all the time they had getting the car ready for
the show.

All this preparation was being done at American Speed Company (ASC) 
in Plymouth, and we flew in a few days prior to the show to check out the 
car getting ready. Our first sight as we walked in was of Mark and Greg 
feverishly sanding and polishing a spot on the car where it had been 
damaged the day before, and with the show opening in just three days, 
many other people would have chucked in the towel. “But that’s cars,” as 
Greg put it, and they just knuckled down and got the job done. A big thank 
you has to go to the guys from the PPG Training Centre who helped out 
immensely during the lead-up to the show.

As it turns out, a quick chamois and some ArmorAll on the tyres doesn’t 
quite cut the mustard if you’re going for the Ridler; the car not only has to 
be built to perfection, it has to be spotless as well. I mentioned earlier that 
Chris was hands-on with the build, and we saw that first-hand. He wasn’t 
standing around with his arms crossed directing people; he was in, on and 
under the car making sure everything was just right.

The other thing about Chris – and I’ve known him for around 10 years 
now – is that it’s not about the ego. He even got us involved, handing us 
a torch, spray detailer and polishing cloth and instructing us to let him 

THE MAIN FLOOR MEASURES 
625,000 SQUARE FEET, THE

SIZE OF 13 AMERICAN
FOOTBALL FIELDS

I LOVE those crazy show rods of the 60s, and when this rolled 

in I just had to go and take a closer look. Built by Dennis Heapy, 

it actually started out as a ’56 Chevy two-door sedan. He’s 

used parts from a ’51 Mercury, ’58 Chev rear quarters, ’71 Buick 

Riviera, ’59 Chev, ’57 Ford, ’72 Plymouth and of course, a ’59 

Cadillac. Yet somehow, it all works.

7: If there was an 
award for the best 
name given to a car, 
it would go to Chris 
Collins’s Camaro – 
Cha-Ching! 

8: We absolutely 
loved this ’61 F100 
unibody, built by 
Jason Graham 
Hot Rods for Todd 
Williams. With 
a Coyote engine 
transplant and 
slightly modernised 
interior, it would 
make for an
awesome cruiser

9: Apparently the 
‘Eight-dollar Corn’ 
reference is to do with 
an unachievable pipe 
dream, which only 
makes sense if you’re 
a farmer according 
to Cindy and Dave 
Gutelius, the owners 
of this classy ’52 
International pick-up

10: Chris gets his 
Great Eight trophy 
and jacket at the gala 
dinner on Friday night

11: Chris explaining 
some of the finer 
points to the Ridler 
judges. In all,
seven judges
descend on each
car simultaneously 
and the owner only 
has 10 minutes to 
explain the changes 
to the car

12: Another one of 
our favourites was 
the gorgeous ’67 
Plymouth GTX of 
Andrew Gavula, who 
actually bought the 
car brand new when 
he was a teenager!
It’s been treated to a 
bit of an update, with 
the old 440 replaced 
with an all-alloy KB 
Hemi and tastefully
upsized wheels

h 6 s and when this rolled 
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What’s better than a ’61 Chev bubble-
top? How about two of ’em put together 
to make a wagon? That’s what Nashville’s 
Greening Auto Company did to make 
Joe Horish’s awesome Double Bubble. 
As well as a three-inch haircut, it sports 
countless mods and custom fabrication, 
including many 3D-printed parts
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A: JOE HORISH 1961 Chevrolet bubble-top wagon, ‘Double Bubble’

B: GREG MALVASO 1940 Willys, ‘Full Throttle’

C: MICHAEL & PATRICIA MARKIN 1938 Graham, ‘Shark’

D: BILLY THOMAS 1939 Oldsmobile convertible, ‘Olds Cool’

E: CHRIS & COLLEEN BITMEAD 1976 XB Falcon coupe, ‘XBOSS’

F: MARK GOODEN 1952 Mercedes-Benz, ‘Mercedes’

G: DAN WATHOR 1937 Ford coupe, ‘Ford Hemi’

H: RICHARD BROYLES 1941 Ford pick-up, ‘Mirage’
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know if we spotted anything wrong: “No egos here, if you see something, say 
something. If you can spot it, the judges definitely will!”

In the end, while XBOSS didn’t come away with the big prize, it was 
selected as a Pirelli Great Eight finalist, and although they don’t give out 
any placings it was pretty clear that the XB was not far behind the winner 
(see breakout, p78). One thing we all now know for a fact is that the Aussies 
can build a car as good as anyone. If crowd reaction was anything to go by, 
the Falcon was the big winner, with people standing six-deep around it for 
the entire show. Ridler contenders aren’t eligible for any other awards, but 
Chris didn’t leave empty-handed, receiving the CASI Cup award for best 
car at the show, as judged by the show management, Championship Auto
Show Incorporated.

While it was pretty cool hanging out with the XBOSS crew and dozens of 
other Aussies that had made the trek across the Pacific, we still had another 
750 cars to check out – and only five days to do it. Sounds easy, but when the 
main floor measures 625,000 square feet – the size of 13 American football 
fields – and there are around 550 vehicles on display, there’s a fair bit of 
ground to cover. To top it off, there is another show downstairs – Autorama 
Extreme – with another couple hundred old-school hot rods and customs. 
There is so much to see and so many people to talk to that I don’t think it’s 
possible to see everything. The most annoying part was looking through Chris 
Thorogood’s photos and thinking: “How the hell did I not see that?”

A lot has been said about the decline of the once-great city of Detroit. These 
days, the town that put the world on wheels and brought us the Motown 
sound is more renowned for being the world’s murder capital and home of 
some pawn shop that has a TV show. But while we did see some places 

WHEN XBOSS LEFT PERTH IT WAS ABOUT 
40 DEGREES AND THE NEXT TIME IT SAW 

DAYLIGHT THE TEMP WAS HOVERING 
AROUND FREEZING

TOP Fuelers of the mid-60s were just a beautiful sight to behold, and they don’t get much nicer than The Grunt, which was entered in the Autorama 50 years ago. Driven by Larry Posluszny, with a chassis by Marty Posluszny and draped in a body by Al Bergler – who won the very first Ridler Award – it was as handsome as it was fast, running 8.01 and 203mph back in the day.

13: John and Holly 
Zick’s ’30 coupe was 
bad-arse. I dunno, 
maybe it’s the slicks, 
spindle mounts, 
no front brakes, 
blown SBC and high 
likelihood of dying 
that makes it look
so mean

14: This killer 
’50 Ford single-
spinner was one 
of the coolest cars 
downstairs and is 
owned by Brandon, 
the president of
the Road Devils’ 
Detroit chapter

15: Ed Tillrock III 
built something a 
little bit outside the 

square. His ‘Sinister 
8’ is a ’29 Dodge 
coupe that runs the 
entire drivetrain from 
a ’56 Buick

16: This is what 
happens when the 
Eldred Hot Rod
Shop decides to
put together a shop 
truck – one totally 
radical ’39 Chevy 
pick-up with a 355 
Chevy and rear-
mounted radiator

17: A 1970 
Oldsmobile Vista 
Cruiser wagon with a 
650hp Lingenfelter-
blown LS3. That’s the 
kind of family wagon 
I could live with!

P F l
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Tom Fritz has been responsible 
for building the BMX tracks for 
the past few Olympic Games, 
and as you can see, he builds a 
pretty cool hot rod, too

17
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WHILE THE AUSSIE CLASSICS WE 
REVERE MAY NOT HAVE BEEN BORN 
IN THE USA, THEIR BLOODLINE CAN 

DEFINITELY BE TRACED BACK TO THE 
BANKS OF THE DETROIT RIVER

that looked a bit sketchy on the outskirts of town, Detroit is 
working very hard to clean things up and breathe some life 
back into the city.

The downtown district is a prime example. A ton of money 
was spent on upgrading the Cobo Center, where the 
Autorama was held, and we strolled around the riverfront 
and Greek Town with no problems at all.

There’s no denying that the US auto industry has suffered, 
and there are many and varied reasons for that, but that 
doesn’t mean it’s dying. There is still plenty going on in 
terms of research and development and there are still many 
clever people in Detroit making modern cars more efficient 
and reliable. There’s also a bunch that are hot rodding the 
shit out of them – and that’s what makes Detroit such a 
special place.

It really is the birthplace of the cars we know and love, 
and while the Aussie classics we revere may not have been 
born in the USA, their bloodline can definitely be traced 
back to the banks of the Detroit River. Just driving around 
is a constant reminder, with road signs pointing out so 
many places that are part of our automotive vernacular: 
Dearborn, Windsor, Cleveland, Plymouth, Fairlane, Pontiac, 
Rochester – all of them just a stone’s throw from Detroit, the
Motor City.  s

THE winner of the 2016 Ridler Award was the 1939 ‘Olds Cool’ Oldsmobile 

convertible of Billy and Debbie Thomas. The car was built by Customs & 

Hot Rods of Andice in Texas, with the body mostly fabbed from scratch; 

apparently the only parts that are vintage ’39 Olds items are the top of the 

decklid, the tops of the quarters and the headlight buckets! The chassis 

is from Art Morrison, although heavily modified, and the whole deal is 

powered by a 455ci Oldsmobile running EFI and a custom intake. Legendary 

painter Charley Hutton applied the stunning custom PPG Kona Brown hue.

d the 1939 ‘Olds Cool’ Oldsmob
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LUKE GREEN’S TWIN-TURBO SMALL-BLOCK TORANA RUNS 
EIGHTS AND CRUISES WITH APLOMB

S T O R Y  A N D R E W  B R O A D L E Y   P H O T O S  C H R I S  T H O R O G O O D

CRUISING 
BRUISING
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I BOUGHT THE CAR AS A ROLLER IN 1999 TO FIT AN RB30 
TURBO ENGINE. WITH SOME BASIC HOME MODS IT RAN 

10.50 WHILE I WAS STILL ON MY P-PLATES

W
HILE it will always be a case of different strokes 
for different folks, if you haven’t noticed that 
turbocharged V8s are all the rage when it 
comes to fast, legal street cars, you probably 
haven’t been paying much attention. 

The pointy end of the field at both Hot Rod 
Drag Week and our own Street Machine Drag Challenge 
is populated by turbocharged V8-powered missiles, and 
that alone should tell you that dangling one or more snails 
off the side of a healthy bent-eight has become the path to 
street car righteousness in recent years.

Victorian Luke Green knows this to be true, and he 
speaks with the wisdom of experience, having slotted a 
number of different engine combos between the front rails 
of his clinically clean LH Torana over the years.

“I bought the car as a roller in 1999 to fit an RB30 turbo 
engine I purchased when I was on my L-plates,” Greeny 
says. “With some basic home mods it ran 10.50 while I 
was still on my Ps, and I used to drive it an hour to work 
and back every day.”

When the RB eventually gave up the ghost Luke fitted 
a balls-out LS1, which served him well, going as quick as 
10.6 on pump fuel and proving to be plenty of fun on the 
street. When he got an offer on the LS combo that was 
too good to refuse, he sold it to a bloke who fitted it to an 
early Corolla.

The Torana was engineless once more, so when Greeny 
got wind that the 700hp naturally aspirated small-block 

from his mate’s LC drag car was up for sale, he jumped at 
it. The engine was a stout 372-cuber that made plenty of 
grunt, but it wasn’t all it was cracked up to be. “Driveability 
and reliability were of course no good,” Greeny says. “The 
car was in need of a good birthday, so I decided to clean it 
up and do the V8 turbo thing, which is what I should have 
done years ago.” 

The little Chev had been built tough, so once the pistons 
and camshaft had been swapped out for more boost-friendly 
items, it was good to go. The engine was assembled by Joe 
Bertuna and now runs RaceTec forged slugs and a custom 
turbo-grind solid-roller camshaft, along with a Callies crank 
and Lunati Pro Billet rods. The heads are 18-degree CNC-
ported CHI items with T&D shaft-mounted rockers, and 
they’re topped with a twin-throttlebody EFI inlet manifold, 
which Greeny knocked up himself out of an old sheet-
metal tunnel-ram. Beautly, it clears the standard bonnet 
and allows the Torana to maintain a stealthy appearance. 

Greeny also knocked up the first set of exhaust manifolds 
himself, with the twin Garrett Ford XR6 turbochargers 
positioned up high in the engine bay. But when engine 
bay temperatures turned out to be a little too excessive for 
street use, Strop from Moolap Mufflers knocked up a set 
of low-mount manifolds instead, to reposition the turbos 
and drastically reduce temps. Probes in the primaries 
communicate with the Innovate LM-2 datalogger so exhaust 
gas temperature and air/fuel ratios can be assessed for 
each cylinder; the ECU is from MicroTech.

 C R U I S I N G   B R U I S I N G
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INTERIOR: Jazz race seats were stuffed with extra 
foam for increased comfort, while the steering 
wheel is on long-term loan from fellow Street 

Machine feature car owner Scott MacFadyen (SM, 
Aug ’14). The cabin houses plenty of race-spec 
hardware, including a six-point chrome-moly 

rollcage, MicroTech dash unit, Hurst shifter and 
G-Force harnesses. The re-trim was carried out by 

Marty from Trim Workz

CUP HOLDERS: “You have to have a cup holder or 
it’s not a street car!” Greeny declares. “My wife 
Pippa is a big supporter of me and the car, and 
she loves to sit her coffee in it when we go for a 

cruise. You’ve gotta keep the missus happy!”
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For an eight-second car, the 
Torana sports a seriously 

clean engine bay, and it hasn’t 
been chopped to pieces like 
a lot of turbo cars. Mounting 

the turbo hardware low keeps 
temperatures down and hides 
unsightly plumbing from view
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It’s an un-intercooled set-up, with a very effective boost-
actuated water/methanol injection system keeping inlet air 
temperatures to a manageable level. The engine is good for 
670rwhp on pump fuel, and Greeny tells us it makes roughly 
750rwhp (or 1000hp at the engine) on E85.

The combo is backed by a Transmission Specialties Reid-
cased Powerglide with a Dominator converter, which feeds 
grunt rearwards via a custom A1 tailshaft with Strange yokes 
to a nine-inch with a Strange alloy centre, 35-spline axles and 
full-floating hubs.

Running on E85 and rolling on 275/60/15 Mickey Thompson 
ET Streets, the Torana has picked up the front wheels and 
boogied down the quarter in a best time of 8.90@160mph. 
“It’s always done pretty good wheelstands,” Greeny grins. “I 
was pretty happy to run an eight and if I wound up the boost it 
would probably go quicker, but I’m happy with that number. As 
it is I can hop in it, turn the key and go for a cruise with 1000hp 
on tap. That’s what I wanted to achieve, and that’s what it does.”

As far as eight-second street cars go, this one’s pretty easy 
on the eye, too. Mark Drew took care of the car’s bodywork; 
then Greeny and his dad completed the prep work before SPS 
Panels laid on the PPG Formula Blue duco. Considering its 

I CAN HOP IN IT, TURN THE 
KEY AND GO FOR A CRUISE 

WITH 1000HP ON TAP. THAT’S 
WHAT I WANTED TO ACHIEVE, 

AND THAT’S WHAT IT DOES
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LUKE GREEN
HOLDEN LH TORANA
Paint: PPG Formula Blue 

ENGINE
Brand: 372ci Chev
Induction: Twin-
throttlebody EFI
inlet manifold 
ECU: MicroTech
Turbo: Twin Garrett
XR6T turbochargers

Heads: CHI 18-degree, 
CNC-ported, T&D rockers 
Camshaft: Custom-grind 
solid-roller
Conrods: Lunati Pro Billet
Pistons: RaceTec
Crank: Callies
Oil pump: Melling
Fuel system: Three
Bosch 044 fuel pumps, 
2200cc injectors
Cooling: Alloy radiator, 

Davies Craig thermo fan
Exhaust: Custom turbo 
manifolds, twin 3in
exhaust system
Ignition: MSD crank
trigger, MSD Digi 6

TRANSMISSION
Gearbox: Transmission 
Specialties Powerglide,
Reid case
Converter: Dominator

Diff: Aluminium 9in,
Strange centre, full spool, 
35-spline axles, full-floater 
hubs, 3.7:1 gears

SUSPENSION & BRAKES
Springs: Viking (f), custom (r)
Shocks: Viking double 
adjustable (f & r)
Brakes: Wilwood discs (f), 
Nissan discs (r)
Master cylinder: Standard

WHEELS & TYRES
Rims: Weld Magnum; 
15x3.5 (f), 15x10 (r)
Rubber: Mickey Thompson 
Sportsman S/R (f), Mickey 
Thompson ET Street 
275/60/15 (r)

THANKS
My wife Pippa for her 
support; Craig Dyson for
the tuning tips

capabilities on the racetrack, it’s a fairly modest-looking ride, 
and that’s just how Greeny likes them. “Yeah, it’s great to have 
a fast car without anything hanging out of the bonnet!” he says.

“It used to be real cranky, but now with the turbo engine 
it’s toned down heaps and it cruises beautifully. I’ve always 
wanted a 1000hp car that was reliable, and now I have it. It’s 
been a long road, but a fun one, and I’ve made some great 
mates along the way!”  s

BOOT: The larger of the two tanks is the fuel cell, while the smaller 
is the reservoir for the water/methanol injection system. Greeny is 
gathering parts at the moment to fit the car out with an octane-on-
demand system, incorporating two parallel fuel systems – one for 
pump fuel and one for E85

EXTERIOR: The beauty of a fuel-injected, turbocharged V8-powered 
street car is that you don’t need massive bonnet protrusions or huge 
rubber to run big numbers. From the outside looking in, there’s very 
little that hints at the Torana’s eight-second pace
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SCOTT SHARPE TRADED SURF-SIDE CRUISING 
FOR BLACK-TOP BRUISING WITH THE BUILD OF 

HIS BIG-CUBE VG VALIANT SAFARI WAGON
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T
HE humble station wagon has been on the fringe of the 
street machine movement for many years. Once snubbed 
as the poor man’s choice back in the panel-vanning heyday, 
their stock has gradually risen, with a few memorable builds 
now entrenched in Aussie hot car folklore. In recent times 
the wagon has become a super-cool alternative to the more 

traditional – and nowadays more expensive – coupe and sedan 
body styles. 

And why not? Wagons combine maximum seating capacity with 
cubic Esky space, don’t pack too many extra pounds if ‘go’ is your 
thing, and are a more individual choice if you’re keen to stand out 
from the crowd. 

Gold Coast local Scott Sharpe is all for the latter, and was looking 
for something different after a decade-long break from hotties. “I 
found the wagon online back in 2010,” he explains. “It was already 
a big-block car but had succumbed to the bad combo of too many 
owners and not enough maintenance, so was pretty tired. I pulled 
the whole thing apart and started again.”

With beautiful sandy beaches at his doorstep, you’d imagine a 
surfin’ safari-inspired build would be the go – maybe sporting an 
extra strap or two to hold the boards down with 440 power – but 
Scott chose to steer clear of that well-trodden path and focus more 
on tough street. 

“The only thing left from the original driveline is the tailshaft loop,” 
he laughs. “It was all sold off when the ‘mild’ plan went out the 
window and the whole snowball effect took hold.” 

Emails to Hughes Racing in the States regarding a cylinder head 
purchase soon evolved into a complete engine combo, and before 
you could say ‘strong Aussie dollar’, an all-aluminium 540-cuber was 
heading Scott’s way. The Indy Maxx Wedge block is of the taller-
deck RB variety and runs an Eagle 4.25-inch stroker crank pumping 
Scat rods and Diamond pistons. 

Hughes sorted the valvetrain with one of its own hydraulic-roller 
cam/lifter/pushrod/valve spring packages, for a sensible balance of 

performance and compatibility. Indy valves keep that concept alive, 
housed in Indy EZ alloy heads topped with a single-plane intake, 
again by Indy. 

A Pro Systems SV1 monster one-barrel carb is fed 98 PULP via 
a Magna Fuel ProStar 500 pump and custom fuel tank. Modified 
TTI two-inch primary headers weave their way rearward to a twin 
3.5-inch exhaust running Hurricane mufflers. 

Local gurus PWR supplied the aluminium radiator, which keeps 
a lid on summertime cruising with twin AU fans and a Meziere 
electric water pump. The ignition comprises an MSD 6AL2 unit 
with matching Pro Billet dizzy and Blaster coil, used in conjunction 
with ICE 9mm leads.

A Hughes dyno-proven 720hp@6000rpm is more than ample for 
Scott’s needs, with a healthy 696lb-ft of torque peaking at 4600rpm.

This newfound grunt meant the remaining driveline couldn’t be 
ignored, so Scott had Rick Allison from A&A Transmission piece 
together a race-ready 727 Torqueflite fronted with an A&A 3800rpm 
stall converter. The full-manual, reverse-pattern gear selection is 
chosen by way of a B&M Pro Ratchet shifter.

A Strange nine-inch housing packs an Eaton Truetrac centre with 
3.5 gears and 35-spline Dutchman axles, all ably handled by Mark 
at Aussie Diffs.

Scott decided early on to do away with the stock torsion-bar front 
end, ordering an aftermarket independent coil-over set-up as part 
of his consignment from the US. “The importer lost it, which set the 
build back a good six months while I chased him for the money,” he 
says. “The old front end was long gone, so I had no choice but to 
persevere with my original plan. It was about that time that a mate, 
Frank, was sourcing a coil-over-style front end for his Charger from 
HDK Suspension in Ohio. Denny from HDK had Frank’s Aussie 
specs on file, so doubled up to piece one together for me. It was a 
blessing in disguise really, as it is a far superior design to the one I 
originally bought.” 

The old K-frame made way for the HDK chrome-moly crossmember, 

IT WAS ALREADY A BIG-BLOCK 
CAR BUT HAD SUCCUMBED
TO THE BAD COMBO OF TOO 
MANY OWNERS AND NOT
ENOUGH MAINTENANCE

L O C K L O A D

Big rear rubber, Weld Magnum rims, a reverse-cowl scoop and 
the swingin’ Milodon sump hint at the wolf under this sheep’s 
clothing. You would swear that the VW green paint is a factory 
Chrysler colour, and ties in nicely with the white roof, Regal 
brightware and A-body wagon lines. The combination of an all-
aluminium engine, chrome-moly front end and revised rear sees 
the Val tipping the scales at just over 1400kg
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ENGINE: The aluminium 540-cube 
big-block Chrysler donk was sourced 
from Hughes Engines in the States 
and cranked out a healthy 720hp 
on their in-house dyno. “It runs 10:1 
compression and is more than happy 
on 98 PULP,” Scott says. An HDK 
coil-over chrome-moly front end 
and Flaming River rack-and-pinion 
steering frees up valuable space for 
the modified TTI headers, while subtle 
engine bay detailing adds to the 
neatness of the overall package

BOOT: Mini-tubs were already 
installed when Scott purchased the 
wagon, but as a sheet metal fabricator 
by trade, he felt they could be redone 
to a better standard. While he was at
it he got busy removing the spare 
wheel recess to make room for a 
custom fuel tank. NOS tail-lamp lenses 
and perfect chrome were a lucky 
find, while the factory D-pillar dust 
deflectors are a cool calling card for 
this era of Safari wagon
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INTERIOR: Black vinyl has been 
used throughout the interior, with 
the rear seat modified to clear the 
tubs. The carbonfibre switch panel 
and gauge fascia is more of Scott’s 
handiwork and its subtlety ties 
in nicely with the factory-styled 
trim. A B&M Pro Ratchet shifter 
and Auto Meter gauges are the 
only interior clues that this wagon 
has graduated beyond family 
workhorse status
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THE ENGINE’S A REAL TORQUE 
MONSTER BUT IS SUPER LOW-

MAINTENANCE, SO IT IS REALLY 
THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS

which mounts cro-mo upper and lower control arms tied together 
with QA1 coil-over shock absorbers. A Flaming River rack-and-
pinion steering conversion brings the old Valiant technology forward 
a few decades, and connects to a factory column topped with the 
original Regal soft-grip wheel. 

The aforementioned nine-inch resides in fresh surroundings, with a 
full complement of Gazzard Bros underpinnings helping make better 
use of the newfound grunt. “I spoke with Scott Cortina and sent the 
car to them for a rear-end makeover,” Scott says. “The lads swapped 
out the factory rear leaf packs for a split mono-leaf set-up that works 
in conjunction with custom front spring hangers and spring sliders, 
custom shocks and a Big Boy anti-roll bar. Scotty, Paul and their 
‘Valiant tech support’ guy, Dale, went above and beyond for me; the 
car felt like it had 200hp more when I got it back, as it actually gets 
power to the ground!” 

A Wilwood master cylinder activates Wilwood discs and calipers 
up front, matched to Falcon rear disc assemblies. Weld Magnums 
of 3.5 and 9in widths are shod with Hoosier 28x4.5 front-runners 
and 275/60 M/T ET Street Radials respectively. 

Scott applied his daytime sheet-metal fabrication skills to the 
cargo area by removing the spare wheel recess and reworking the 
previous mini-tubs to a far neater standard. The all-steel body was 

in pretty good nick when purchased, so needed only minor repairs 
and the addition of the ’glass reverse-cowl before being resprayed 
in the same Gecko Green hue from the VW Golf charts. The roof 
was finished in contrasting white tinter to retain its Regal lineage.

The original brown interior was never going to cut it, so fresh 
black vinyl and carpet was stitched in by B&K Auto Trimmers. Scott 
whipped up the neat carbonfibre switch panel and gauge fascia, 
which houses similarly finished Auto Meter gauges to keep a careful 
eye on what’s happening up front. 

“The wagon is pretty sedate to drive and happily idles along,” he 
says. “It’s even surprisingly quiet – until you nail it! The engine’s a 
real torque monster but is super low-maintenance, so it is really the 
best of all worlds.” 

With a few teething troubles sorted, Scott is keen to clock up more 
street miles before stretching the Val’s legs at Mopar track days and 
likely strip action. “I’ve learnt more about electrolysis than any one 
person should ever have to,” he laughs. “The different aluminium 
properties between the radiator, heads and block have been a 
mission to conquer, but I think we have it sorted now.

“It fought me the whole way, but I love this thing, and get 
such a kick out of driving it – I might even slip down the beach
in it, too!”  s

SCOTT SHARPE
1970 VG VALIANT WAGON
Colour: Gecko Green

DONK
Make: Hughes Engines Chrysler 540ci
Block: Indy Maxx Wedge aluminium
Crank: Eagle 4.250in
Rods: Scat
Pistons: Diamond
Camshaft: Hughes hydraulic-roller

Lifters: Hughes 
Heads: Indy EZ aluminium 
Intake: Indy single-plane 
Carb: Pro Systems SV1 1050cfm
Ignition: MSD 6AL2, MSD Pro Billet 
distributor, MSD Blaster coil, ICE leads 
Exhaust: Modified TTI 2in primaries, 
twin 3.5in system, Hurricane mufflers

SHIFT
Gearbox: A&A 727 Torqueflite

Converter: A&A 3800 stall 
Diff: Strange 9in, Eaton Truetrac, 3.5 
gears, 35-spline Dutchman axles

BENEATH
Front: HDK chrome-moly IFS 
Rear: Gazzard Bros split mono-leaf
Shocks: QA1 adjustable (f),
Gazzard Bros (r) 
Brakes: Wilwood discs & calipers (f), 
Ford discs & calipers (r)

ROLLING STOCK
Rims: Weld Magnum;
15x3.5 (f), 15x9 (r)
Tyres: Hoosier 28x4.5 (f),
M/T ET Street 275/60 (r)

THANKS
My dad John; Scotty, Paul and the 
team at Gazzard Bros Racing; Hughes 
Racing; A&A Transmission; HDK 
Suspension; B&K Auto Trimmers

L O C K L O A D

The VE, VF and VG range of Valiant wagons cut an awesome 
profile, but are the rarer of the Australian Chrysler product due 
to their penchant for rusting roof skins and rear pillars. Wagons 
as a whole were often first to meet their demise due to their 
hardworking lifestyles, but VGs like Scott’s prove that with the 
right stance, colour and wheels, the trusty station wagon can 
hold its own in a sea of more popular body styles
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THEY MIGHT HAVE DIFFERENT WAYS OF GOING ABOUT 
IT, BUT ALL THE MACHINES THAT GATHER AT LAKE 

GAIRDNER’S SALT FLATS FOR SPEED WEEK SHARE THE 
SAME PURPOSE: TO GO AS FAST AS POSSIBLE

Story G E O F F  S E D D O N         Photos S I M O N  D A V I D S O N
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SALT RACERS ARE A FRIENDLY AND ECCENTRIC BUNCH, 
WITH A STORY IN EVERY PIT

Most spectators arrived 
by 4WD, but not Jason 
Woodbury, who drove his 
1940 Ford pick-up from 
Wagga, NSW, with his dad 
riding shotgun

I
T WAS 2006 when I was last on Lake 
Gairdner for Speed Week. The World’s 
Fastest Indian had been released only 
the year before, and back then 22 
motorcycles had lined up alongside 
65 cars.

Things are different now. This year, 
some 120 riders and 49 drivers paid 
their money to experience Speed Week 
on South Australia’s famed salt lake, with 
many sharing seats with team-mates. In 
terms of actual vehicles, I counted maybe 
30 with four wheels and 90 with two.

While motorcycles dominated the 
startlines, cars still ruled the roost. 
Watching Suzuki Hayabusas fly past at 
nearly 230mph is an amazing, surreal 
experience, but the thunder and spectacle 
of Lionel West running 271mph in a V8 
Commodore takes your breath away. 
That’s 437km/h, for those who came in 
late. The World’s Fastest Holden built 

up speed all week, edging past Rod 
Hadfield’s long-standing record with 
260mph on Lionel’s fourth pass late on 
the first day. He bumped it up to 263mph 
on the Wednesday, then 268mph and 
finally the new record late on Thursday.

That Lionel was able to have so many 
runs was remarkable, with competitors 
lucky to get one pass per day when I was 
last here. This year conditions were nigh on 
perfect, with hard salt most days and little 
wind. The opening of a second track, now 
electronically timed, and a new requirement 
that all competitors volunteer a half-day’s 
labour made an enormous difference, as 
did the favourable weather and a welcome 
absence of racing incidents.

The event ran like clockwork all week, 
and full credit to Dry Lakes Racers 
Australia (DLRA) for really getting its act 
together; lord knows, it is not an easy 
place to hold a race meeting.

Mondays are always busy, but by 
Wednesday afternoon the queues 
had evaporated as entrants started 
to withdraw from competition, either 
because they’d broken something or, 
more commonly, had enough runs to 
realise they weren’t going any faster. 
The truly fast guys were the exception, 
feeling their way forward in incremental 
steps, with many of the fastest runs 
occurring late on Thursday afternoon 
or on the long course that opened
on Friday.

One thing that hasn’t changed is 
that Lake Gairdner is in the middle of 
nowhere. It’s easier to get a bike there 
than a car, and a lot of riders are simply 
racing their street or track bikes, which 
require relatively few mods to take part. 
Not so the cars, which must meet ever-
more-stringent safety regulations, many of 
them unique to land speed racing, such 

SSSSSSSSSAAAALLLTTT RRRRAACCEERS ARE A FRIENDLY AND ECCENTRIC BUNCH,
WITH A STORY IN EVERY PIT
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STEVE Main cracked the 200mph 
barrier in 2014, when his “scarily stock” 

VT Commodore was powered by a 
supercharged V6. He and team-mate 
Mark Reiners returned this year with 

a single-turbo LS V8, but not 200mph-
rated tyres, restricting Steve to a well-
disciplined 197mph. Mark later had a 
front tyre let go at 186mph, causing 

significant damage to the ex-Brisbane 
Council fleet car. Look out for the same 

engine in a more slippery body and 
some ‘scarily big’ numbers next year.

STILL HOLDEN ON

‘Gandalf’ had good reason to look pleased, with a new PB of 
212mph in the Big Knob Racing ’34 roadster. Norm Hardinge’s car 
ran like a steam train all week and it now holds four class records

FIRST-time racer Craig Rogers 
debuted an all-new lakester two-
and-a-half-years in the build and 
inspired by Frank Silva’s 324mph 

Bonneville record holder, Got Salt. 
Almost 25 feet long, it’s just two 
inches shorter than a Top Fueler. 
With 680hp from its single-turbo 
Falcon six, Craig breezed through 
his 125, 150 and 175mph licensing 

passes and clocked a best of 
202mph against a 127mph class 

record. A technical issue prevented 
him going any faster, but expect 

big things in 2017.

LAKE SUPERIOR
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STILL HOLDEN ON

‘Gandalf’ had good reason to look pleased, with a new PB of 
212mph in the Big Knob Racing ’34 roadster. Norm Hardinge’s car 
ran like a steam train all week and it now holds four class records
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Veteran Mike Davidson’s dual 
flathead-powered streamliner 
was the crowd favourite, but 
sadly didn’t complete a run

Daryl Chalmers ran 210mph in his EF sedan

ADRIAN Reid from Hobart first raced an EB XR8 
in 2004. This was his third time in his DOHC V8 
BA ute, which ran 180mph last year. He pulled 
187mph off the trailer, then 193mph naturally 
aspirated before making a gutsy call for a 150-

shot of nitrous, unsure of how the car would 
react. Not only did it run straight, Adrian went 
209mph for a coveted red hat. Mindful it was a 

long way home, Adrian later hooked up a
250-shot for 225mph on his final pass.

SALT CURED

WITH its roots in the US, 
land speed racing is all 

about miles per hour; no 
one talks kilometres. For 

those born in metric times, 
here’s how fast they’re 

really going.

100mph : 161km/h
150mph : 241km/h
175mph : 281km/h
200mph : 322km/h
210mph : 338km/h
220mph : 354km/h
230mph : 370km/h
240mph : 386km/h
250mph : 402km/h
260mph : 418km/h
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THEY FIRST APPEAR AS BLACK SPECKS ON THE 
HORIZON, AND THEN AS SPEEDING BULLETS

TRAILING LONG WHITE ROOSTER TAILS
Mick Percy won the Rookie of the 
Year Award in his 1956 VW Beetle. 
While Mick has a race motor in the 

build, he fronted with a 1600cc 
single-port donk, bone-stock but 
for the addition of a tiny AMR500 

supercharger. The mill was an 
ex-army stationary engine. “I 

literally changed the oil, set the 
tappets and strapped the blower 

on,” Mick said. His goal was to hit 
100mph, which he achieved on his 
fourth pass late on the second day, 

eventually running 109mph

as on-board fire suppression systems and 
thicker rollcages. Inevitably, the glory days 
of having a once-in-a-lifetime crack in your 
drag car or street rod have now passed.

Numbers have also been affected by 
Speed Week being rained out four times 
in the past decade – twice in consecutive 
years – which tested entrants’ patience to 
the point of making it too hard for some. 
On the positive side, the new rules have 
encouraged more hot rodders to build 
lakesters and bellytanks, with another four 
streamliners scheduled to debut next year, 
including two from New Zealand. Similarly, 
the XPs, XAs, FJs and HQs of yore have 
been replaced with ELs, AUs and all 
manner of Commodores, cheap enough 

to sacrifice as once-a-year race cars and 
more aerodynamic to boot.

With Bonneville closed for the past 
two years and racing again unlikely in 
2016, the Americans are also taking an 
interest. Les Davenport has run 333mph 
at Bonneville, and is the part-owner 
and driver of Target 550, a twin-Hemi 
streamliner capable of going faster than 
any piston-powered, wheel-driven car ever 
– if only they could get the opportunity to 
race it. After inspecting the Lake Gairdner 
track, Les said it would easily be good for 
450mph as is, with just another mile for 
run-up and a few more to slow down. His 
biggest issue, apart from logistics, is that 
Lake Gairdner is 120 metres above sea 

level, compared with Bonneville at 1300 
metres, so the air is much denser here. 
But you have to take your opportunities as 
they present themselves, he reckons. If he 
does make the call, a few others anxious 
to be the first into the 500mph Club might 
join him, which would be really something. 
The rejuvenated DLRA is confident it has 
the resources to host them and, with 
Bonneville’s long-term future in real doubt, 
it’s not as unlikely as it sounds.

But land speed racing is not just about 
the dream teams. There are infinitely more 
classes than competitors and records 
to be had at all speeds and budgets. 
Salt racers are a friendly and eccentric 
bunch, with a story in every pit, which are 
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IF YOU think Lake Gairdner is a bridge 
too far, spare a thought for Kiwis Mark 
Love and Dave Rosewarne, who shared 

a ’92 Firebird, albeit each with their 
own engine. Dave was first out, chasing 

a 179mph Gas-class record, which he 
blitzed with 212mph out of the box. 

They then fitted a monster fuel engine 
for Mark to pursue Rod Hadfield’s old 

259mph record in Bronze Aussie. In the 
end he managed 242mph, making the 

Firebird the third-fastest car
for the week.

BIRD NOISES

BELOW: American Les Davenport has 
gone 333mph at Bonneville and is 
considering running his Target 550 
streamliner here next year 

OVER 16 years, Malcolm Hewitt 
developed his 1950 Vincent 

Rapide from a 121mph street 
bike to a 166mph salt racer. He 
added home-built streamlining 

for 2016 to run 185mph, the 
fastest normally aspirated petrol-

powered Vincent on earth.

VINCENT VAN GO!
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ELOW: American Les Davenport has 
gone 333mph at Bonneville and is 
considering running his Target 550

ystreamliner here next year 
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Former GP racer Kevin Magee 
ran 200mph on a Hayabusa, 
test-riding for Ben Felten, who 
is blind and aiming next year 
to beat the Guinness record for 
riding blindfolded: 165mph!

Geoff Avent coaxed his big yellow taxi to 
212mph before he broke it

TO JOIN the 200mph Club, a driver must 
exceed 200mph while setting a new record 
for their class. Each new member receives 

a specially embroidered red hat, as per 
international tradition.

Shaine Benson BELLYTANK 257.382mph
Adrian Reid BA FALCON UTE 225.451mph
Dave Rosewarne FIREBIRD 212.904mph
Peter Warren BELLYTANK 205.456mph

Tom Noack VP COMMODORE 203.126mph
Craig Rogers LAKESTER 202.020mph

200MPH 
Club

THE DLRA also recognises drivers who 
achieve 200mph for the first time without 

setting a record, with a special DLRA
red cap with a black visor.

Geoff Avent AU FALCON 212.615mph
Darryn Weeks VP COMMODORE 202.554mph 

200MPH 
Achievers

Lionel West smashed Rod 
Hadfield’s record of 259mph, 
set in the same car way back 
in 2003

ForFo mer GP racer KeKevinvin MaMageee
ranra 202 0mph on an a HaHayaby usasa, ,
tesst-riding for BeBen Fn Felte en, whwho 
iss blind and aiminming next yeyeaar 
to beat the GuiGuinnness reccordord fof r r
riding blindfolldedded: 165m65mphph!

Geoff Avent coaxed his big yellow taxi to
212mph before he broke it
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Clubbb
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200MPH 
Achievers

Lionel West smashed Rod 
Hadfield’s record of 259mph,
set in the same car way back 
in 2003
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STUART Hooper first raced this 1959 Velocette as a 
street bike in 2009, running 131mph, and later grabbed 
the official Velo world record, held by Burt Munro, with 

147mph at Bonneville. Now supercharged, he ran 193mph 
this year, the fastest single-cylinder bike ever.

THE POWER OF ONE

Tom Noack ran a record 
203mph in his VP Commodore, 
just half a mph ahead of his 
close-finishing team-mate 
Darryn Weeks

all situated midway along the main track. 
There is little in the way of the time pressure 
you get circuit racing or at the drags, so 
most people are up for a chat, but everyone 
stops talking when the faster cars and 
bikes have their runs.

You hear them well before they appear as 
black specks on the horizon, and then as 
speeding bullets trailing long white rooster 

tails, which disappear into the ever-present 
mirage. There are no decibel limits, nor 
barriers to sound. The racers stay on it for 
miles and miles, literally flat-out until you 
can barely hear them, at which point the 
echo bounces back from the hills on the 
far side of the lake. And still they stay on it.

It’s what I remember most from my last trip, 
so maybe nothing has changed after all. I 

could say the same for the heat and the dust 
and the flies, but all that can be managed. 
Lake Gairdner is a magical place and Speed 
Week is a special event. We are very lucky 
to have it, and long may it not rain.  s

FOR more info, check out Dry Lakes 
Racers Australia’s excellent website at 
www.dlra.org.au.
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M I C HAE L  E LLAR D ’S  E L ITE-LEVE L  MASTE R P I E C E
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MICHAEL’S RODEO COPPED 
MORE SMOOTHING AND 
SHAVING THAN A BONDI 

BEAUTICIAN’S SHOP THE WEEK 
BEFORE BIKINI SEASON

A
MINI-TRUCK in Street Machine? Heaven forbid! But before anyone 
gathers a mob and starts lighting torches, take a good, close look 
at the work Michael ‘Bobbin’ Ellard has put into his ’92 Holden 
Rodeo. Bobbin and his mates have built a modern custom car, 
featuring a shortened back-halved chassis, chopped top, suicide 
doors, handmade guards, Cadillac tail-lights, custom suspension, 

and packing an LS1. 
Dubbed Severed Ruby, the House Of Kolor-coated ’Deo has wowed both 

Meguiar’s MotorEx and the Summernats Elite Hall, taking a swag of trophies 
from both and even a Top 10 finish at the ’Nats. It’s even cooler when you 
realise the history Bobbin has with this particular truck.

“I first built the ute almost 10 years ago,” he says. “It was orange with 
20-inch wheels and done as a typical mini-truck, but it won a lot of awards. 
I sold it to buy my first home, but I later heard it was smashed up so I bought 
it back around six years ago.” 

As the NSW president of the invite-only Severed Ties mini-truck club, 
Bobbin was never going to stick-weld a pre-fabbed rollpan in, wind the 
torsion bars down and call it a day. The Severed boys are known for going 
all-in, and that became Michael’s mantra for Severed Ruby. 

“My brother Matt talked me into going all out with the truck,” he says. “But 
I then decided to push it even further by doing the roof chop and upgrading 
all the mechanicals.” 

The amount of body mods is staggering, especially as they have still kept 
the truck’s overall proportions in sync to the casual observer. The chassis 
has been shortened 250mm and features a complete custom rear section 

S E V E R E D  R U B Y
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O N  A  R O L L
Fully engineered, Severed 
Ruby has been built to be 
driven, with big Skyline GT-R 
Brembo brakes at both ends 
behind the copper-coated 
Intro Retro billet wheels

S H E ’ S  A  D R I V E R
“After taking the truck to MotorEx, I drove it around 
locally and it has been great, with not even one issue,” 
Bobbin says. “Before Summernats we gave it some 
touch-ups and it drove like a dream in the driving events 
down there; I gave all those guys in Grand Champion a 
run for their money!” 

W H A T  L I E S  B E N E A T H
Under the tray is just as highly detailed as the top of the shell, 
with stand-outs including the candy-painted air and fuel tanks, 
copper detailing on the fasteners, and polished copper hard 
line for the air system. Viair 480C compressors inflate the Slam 
Specialties airbags, actuated by VU4 valves
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G O T  T H E  T O U C H
A Samsung tablet has been incorporated 
into the centre console to control many
of the ute’s functions, including the
power windows, interior and exterior
lights, retractable number plate, sat-nav
and even the wipers! 

H Y - L U X E 
Hy-Tone Motor Trimming did a killer
job on the interior, reshaping an R31
Skyline seat and adding brandy and
cream leather throughout. The cream
carpet and brandy suede hoodlining 
complement the copper details on the 
shifter and door cards perfectly
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from the cab back; the roof came down 51mm; the whole body was 
lowered 76mm over the chassis; and the doors were converted to
open suicide-style. 

Mini-trucks normally cop more smoothing and shaving than a Bondi 
beautician’s shop the week before bikini season, and Bobbin’s Rodeo 
was no different. The tailgate mechanism, petrol filler, door handles, 
indicators, windscreen wiper jets and stock tail-lights have all been 
binned, while the boys made up a custom flat firewall and floors to 
suit the body drop. The stock character lines on the body and in the 
tray were deleted, and the smooth tailgate was recessed behind the 
Cadillac tail-lights that Bobbin had fitted during the truck’s first build.

A 1960s Cadillac front bar was chopped up and integrated into the 
Rodeo’s front end. Other neat touches include the smooth pop-out 
door handles; pop-down number plate; custom polished copper air 
lines; electric hard tray lid; and tube grille inserts covered in copper 
to stand out against the eye-catching HOK Brandywine candy paint. 

The truck’s front end rocks custom tube top control arms from 
The Chop Shop, with modified lower arms and drop spindles to 
get it sitting real low. The rear end is all custom. The stock frame 
was hacked off behind the cab, and Severed Ruby now features a 
custom, smoothed rear clip with Chop Shop triangulated four-link 
bars, and a sizeable notch to get the 127mm-narrowed BorgWarner 
diff up high and the ’Deo’s belly flat on the floor. 

All the smoothed-off crossmembers under the car are custom-

made, as are the wheel tubs front and rear. The battery has been 
relocated under the tray and onto the left rear section of the frame, 
using a billet bracket, while the steering acts through an Ididit column 
to the Rodeo box and arms.

While Bobbin originally toyed with a turbo SOHC Isuzu four-pot, 
Severed Ruby was unveiled at MotorEx Sydney in 2015 with an 
LS1 V8. Apart from an Edelbrock high-rise intake sitting under the 
custom smoothed-off shaker hat, the Gen III small-block is pretty 
much stock – the Rodeo is light enough to not need much power or 
torque to get it scooting! 

The mods inside Bobbin’s truck are just as intense, and hold special 
meaning to him. While the truck’s metalwork was being carried out, 
Michael’s mate and mini-trucking legend Laurie Starling gifted him 
the custom sheet-metal smoothed-off dash and overhead gauge 
console from Laurie’s original, groundbreaking mini-truck CHOPPA. 
This would be akin to a street machiner being given signature parts 
from Howard Astill’s Race Rock coupe. 

“One of the hardest parts was losing my mate Laurie, who gave 
me a lot of motivation from his own work,” Bobbin admits. “When 
Laurie fitted the LS1 he also put the custom dash from CHOPPA 
into my car as a present, so after we lost him in July 2014, it was all 
the motivation I needed to get my Rodeo finished for MotorEx 2015.”

When it turned up at the Homebush Dome, even hardcore muscle 
car fans were blown away with the mini-truck. Part of this came down 

S E V E R E D  R U B Y

THE LATE LAURIE STARLING GIFTED MICHAEL THE CUSTOM 
SHEET-METAL DASH AND OVERHEAD GAUGE CONSOLE FROM 

LAURIE’S GROUNDBREAKING MINI-TRUCK CHOPPA
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to the build’s consistent high quality, from paint and panel, to engine bay, to the 
job Hy-Tone Motor Trimming did on the cabin. The Colorado Customs steering 
wheel, copper-plated B&M shifter and Dakota Digital gauges are cool additions, 
but the best feature is the lack of messy switchgear or controls.

Instead, Bobbin uses a Samsung tablet mounted in the custom centre console 
to operate the Rodeo’s functions. It is a high-tech feature Bobbin’s brother Matt 
designed, based on a similar type of system the Ellard boys install in the limos 
they build at Image Limousines. 

“The most fun in the build was the last six months before MotorEx, when I had 
all my closest mates at my shop night and day doing whatever they could to help 
me. I enjoyed it so much I kind of wish I was still building it,” Bobbin enthuses. 
“Seeing my family and friends’ faces when it was done and the awards were 
given to us was priceless. They are all so proud of the truck and I love that.

“I treat mini-trucks as a test to see how far I can take my skills and imagination,” 
he continues. “Every car I’ve done has been better and better, and now this truck 
has taught me that if I can make a Rodeo look like this, I can do anything. I have 
a lot of ideas for my next build, but the first step is picking one.”  s

MICHAEL ELLARD
1992 HOLDEN RODEO 
Colour: House Of Kolor 
Brandywine Candy

GRUNT
Type: 5.7L Chevrolet LS1 
Intake: Edelbrock high-rise
Throttlebody: Single
Exhaust: Custom handmade 
twin system
Management: Stock PCM
Ignition: Custom
relocated coils

BENEATH 
Transmission: 4L60E four-
speed auto
Diff: BTR78 BorgWarner, 
shortened, 4.11 final drive
Brakes: GT-R Skyline calipers 
(f & r); 340mm Brembo discs 
(f), 280mm Brembo discs (r)

ROLLING
Rims: Intro Retro billet;
19x8.5 (f), 20x9.5 (r)
Rubber: 225/35 (f), 265/30 (r)

BELOW: The late Laurie Starling endowed the Rodeo with its LS1 
heart, and while it goes well, Bobbin has a hankering for more. “I’d 
like a copper blower from BG Engines hanging out the bonnet, but 
we’ll see how we go,” he says

S E V E R E D  R U B Y
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Setting the pad alight and dripping his 
rear bumper all over the place during 
Blown qualifying, Justen Brown regrouped 
and delivered a solid second-place skid 
during Saturday night’s finals
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WITH TWO SUMMERNATS BURNOUT MASTERS SPOTS UP FOR GRABS, 
TYRE-SHREDDING ACTION CAME THICK AND FAST AS 

SMOKED OUT COLLIE MOTORPLEX
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THIS YEAR THE TWO-DAY EVENT
WAS EXTENDED BY HALF A DAY, AND WHO

WOULDN’T WANT A FEW EXTRA
HOURS TO BURN SOME RUBBER?

I
F HIGH-OCTANE shenanigans are your thing (and if they’re not, 
you’re probably reading the wrong mag), Gazzanats WA is one of 
the most epic weekends on the calendar.

This year, promoters Gary and Deby Myers extended the two-
day event at Collie Motorplex by another half a day, and it turned 
out to be a successful move. While the event revolves around the 

burnout competition, cruising is also an integral part of the weekend, 
so giving entrants even more track time was a no-brainer. After all, 
who wouldn’t want a few extra hours to take their mates for a lap and 
burn some rubber?

The cruising action kicked off Friday afternoon, with family-friendly 
cruise sessions alternating with stints reserved for more spirited 
beasts. Luke Birss put a few kays on his new blown combo in PRO 
HQ, while Jason Rapoff threw his PARALINES Commodore around 
the track like a man possessed – all the more impressive since he does 
it all with hand controls! Some of the more unusual stuff to hit the track 
included a Chev-powered Bedford van, Colin Byrne’s Holden shuttle 
van, and even a Toyota-powered VK Commodore.

The show ’n’ shine was a highlight this year, with plenty of high-quality 
rides on display. Tim Harwood’s 434-powered HK was a stand-out, 
taking out King of Show ’n’ Shine, and Best Paint for its perfect black 
duco. Russell Taylor won Top Engineered with his STOCK HK – and 
it is stock from the firewall back, though an 8/71-blown and injected 
540ci Chev now sits where the tired old 186 once lived. Dennis 
Harley’s HG GTS Monaro grabbed Top Undercarriage; it’s had the 
entire floorpan cut out and repaired and detailed to perfection. The 
HG’s Graphite paint and custom-made 17-inch Center Lines certainly 
drew plenty of attention when it was parked up, and it looked simply 

It’s been three years since Steve 
Sines’s KINGER has seen the light 
of day. Named after his daughter, 
the custom Lacey Pink paint mix 
could be seen a mile away, and 
with a new blown engine combo on 
board it could definitely be heard. 
The Blown Motorsports 320ci Chev 
packs 760rwhp, an 8/71 blower, 
a classic Bird Catcher injector hat 
and a dry sump system. Doing what 
any sensible man would do, Steve 
headed straight for the pad and 
drove it like he stole it!
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Anthony Page had a big weekend – he smashed a 
gearbox Friday arvo, swapped it for a borrowed ’box 
and broke that Friday night, then put his original 
’box back in for the burnout finals on Saturday. His 
efforts netted him fourth place in the Blown skids

LEFT: Girl power! Debs Benedetto 
had no trouble mixing it with the 
boys, winning Best Chicks’ Skid 
and the Iron Maiden award in her 
ANDROMEDA Commodore

BELOW & BELOW LEFT: Ian 
Auckland’s VK Commodore has an 
unlikely engine combo – in the form 
of a Toyota 7M-GTE. Pre-dating the 
JZ series of motors, the 3.0L inline 
six produces 570rwhp courtesy of 
22psi from a Garrett GTX turbo. 
With a Supra five-speed, coil-overs, 
AP Racing brakes and a race-bred 
interior, you can bet this thing 
handles corners and goes like a 
shower of shit
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02: Justin Pitsikas and Daniel Grime threw together 
their blown Commodore in less than a week before 
Gazzanats, using mostly parts they had lying 
around. The LS1 has an 8/71 and EFI, and between 
the pair of them the SCATTERED Commodore did 
two qualifying skids, two finals skids and destroyed 
10 sets of tyres over the weekend

01: Even though the muscle car demos 
were a filler in between events, it was 
thrilling to watch the historic racers 
going hard at it. There is not a lot that 
beats watching classic Aussie muscle 
rubbing doors and banging gears lap 
after lap

03: An exploding fuel 
tank put an end to Jay 
Bloss’s finals skid on 
Saturday night, but 
by Sunday arvo it was 
fixed and back on the 
pad for a demo skid
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While it’s not going to win any awards for panel and paint, 
Jarred Fiorenza’s BIG ITALY was definitely a crowd favourite 
on the pad. The 1963 XL Falcon ute runs a methanol-
chugging 250 crossflow, with a 4/71 blower bolted on for 
good measure. Unfortunately a snapped blower belt cut his 
skid short. There’s more on Jarred and his XL on page 152

BELOW LEFT: When Mark Schwirse put 
his BLOWN VE ute up for sale, Matt 
James wasted no time in snapping it up. 
Not being a man of patience, he drove 
non-stop from Perth to Adelaide the 
very next day to pick it up. After giving 
it a once-over Matt declared it ready for 
Gazzanats, and the first time he drove 
it was in front of the crowd during 
Friday’s Blown qualifying session 

BELOW: An unlikely but 
very deserving winner of 
the second ’Nats Masters 
Golden Ticket was Colin 
Byrne in his L98-powered 
Holden Shuttle van. 
Pulling off a ripper skid in 
Sunday’s burnout finals, 
Colin headed straight to 
the top of the N/A class 

stunning in the evening light when Dennis was out cruising. Brad 
Durtanovich won Best American with his ’57 210 Chev, and to prove 
it is no trailer queen he even took it out on the pad for a few doughnuts.

The burnout pad was indeed the place to be when the cars weren’t 
circulating around the Collie racetrack, and what a show the punters 
got this year! With two Golden Tickets for the Street Machine 
Summernats 30 Burnout Masters up for grabs, and a handful of 
eastern-staters over for the weekend, the competition was fierce.

Jay Bloss brought his GEMWAR Gemini over from Victoria, and with 
its metallic purple paintwork and blown LS it commanded attention as 
he threw it across the pad.

Peter Grmusa had his ATRISK XR Falcon out to play, and honestly, 
there are no words to describe this thing. The 16/71-blown and 
injected 702ci Chev (yes, you read that right) makes an estimated 
2000hp, and I’m pretty sure that if I wasn’t wearing earplugs I 
wouldn’t have eardrums anymore. The noise and smoke that Pete’s 
XR made on the pad was just insane, and he was rewarded with first 
place in the Blown category. Since he had already won a Golden 
Ticket earlier in the year, it was handed to the next in line, local legend 
Justen Brown.

It wasn’t all smooth sailing for Justen though; he smashed a header 
pipe unloading his STRUGLIN VE Commodore wagon, necessitating 
an emergency midnight repair. Then during qualifying he had a huge 

COLIN BYRNE CAME AWAY WITH
THE N/A WIN, WITH AN IMPRESSIVE SKID IN HIS

L98-POWERED HOLDEN SHUTTLE VAN
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Collie local Chad Greenmount had 
a grin from ear to ear all weekend, 
and he received big cheers from 
the bar area every time his recently 
completed one-tonner hit the pad

tyre fire, which led to an exhaust swap for the Saturday night finals.
Darren Green had a successful weekend in LX383, finishing third 

in the Blown-class skids, winning Awesome Super Skid and being 
crowned King of Show ’n’ Go Champion.

In the Naturally Aspirated class, Jono Kelly flogged the living 
daylights out of his 3FIVE5 VK Commodore, proving unequivocally 
that you don’t have to be blown to be known. Jordan Scott won 
the six-cylinder burnouts, as well as placing fifth in the N/A class in 
his 30PSI2FRY Barra-powered Mustang. Colin Byrne came away 
with the atmo class win though, with an impressive skid in his L98-
powered Holden Shuttle van, winning the second Summernats 
Burnout Masters Golden Ticket.

Debs Benedetto showed the guys how it’s done, taking out Best 
Chicks’ Skid with a solid display in ANDROMEDA, her efforts also 
being rewarded with the Iron Maiden trophy.

There were plenty of other burnout highlights though, even if they 
didn’t figure at the pointy end.

Jarred Fiorenza’s BIG ITALY Falcon ute was a crowd favourite, but 
the blower belt just didn’t want to stay on the supercharged crossflow 
during his finals attempt.

Always the showman, Jason Fletcher put on an entertaining display 
in his LS2-powered Patrol, RUCKUS, complete with Fordhold flags, 
stubby holders, and of course his signature handstand at the end of 
his skid.

Sindy Kent brought the noise in her bright pink Chev-powered 
HiLux, but unfortunately the wheels fell off during her skid – literally!

Although not on the burnout pad, one of the most exciting cars 

JONO KELLY FLOGGED THE LIVING
DAYLIGHTS OUT OF HIS 3FIVE5 VK, PROVING

UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT YOU DON’T
HAVE TO BE BLOWN TO BE KNOWN
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01: The bright 
orange ’Cuda of Al 
James was out on 
the track at every 
opportunity. The 
Hoosier rubber and 
tunnel-rammed 
big-block poking 
through the bonnet 
looked a treat

02: The eventual 
winner of the 
Go-to-Whoa was 
Dylan Riley, in 
his late-model 
FPV ute. Adam 
Glossop put up a 
tremendous fight 
in his immaculate 
HQ though, with 
half a wheel’s 
rotation deciding 
the end result

03: Jason Tanian 
placed second in 
the N/A burnouts, 
and is always at 
the pointy end 
of the field in his 
trusty Cleveland-
powered KENOATH 
Falcon ute

04: Dennis Harley 
(of ACDC308 fame) 
turned up in his 
latest creation 
– a beautifully 
restored HG GTS 
Monaro. The 
panelwork is die-
straight, and with 
the Graphite paint, 
17in Center Lines 
and 383 Chev in the 
engine bay, it ticks 
all the right boxes

For the fourth year in a row Darren Green was 
crowned the King of Show ’n’ Go. Having taken the 
Super Skids honours, placing third in the burnouts 
and cruising the wheels off of his blown Torana all 
weekend, he was a deserving winner

02
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Damien Pisconeri set the pad alight 
performing the very last skid of the 
weekend in his blown Cleveland-powered 
XD Falcon – a fitting send-off for another 
successful Gazzanats

RIGHT & BELOW: One of 
the most exciting cars 
to watch all weekend 
was Ben Mitchell’s KE70 
Corolla drift car. It is 
powered by a ‘Gumtree 
Special’ LS1 with a 
mystery cam, a Harrop 
top-mount supercharger 
and a big fuel system 
for E85. A built T56 and 
HiLux diff complete the 
picture. Smoky sideways 
entries were the order of 
the day, and Ben had no 
trouble hazing the entire 
straight during the 
Super Skids either!

Peter Grmusa claimed the outright win in the Blown burnout 
final in his devastatingly loud XR Falcon, ATRISK

to watch over the weekend was Ben Mitchell’s supercharged 
LS-powered Corolla. He took to the track with gusto during the 
drift demos, throwing the short-wheelbase Corolla around with 
such speed and precision he made it look easy.

All in all, the quality of vehicles present at this year’s Gazzanats 
really was impressive, and with plenty of Australia’s toughest 
machinery on show, more track time and a fantastic atmosphere, 
there really is no excuse not to get down to Collie to have a look.

My only gripe for the entire weekend: I made the mistake of 
wearing a white shirt on the first day.  s

THE NOISE ATRISK MADE WAS INSANE;
IF I WASN’T WEARING EARPLUGS I WOULDN’T

HAVE EARDRUMS ANYMORE
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4 into 1, 1 7/8”, SS & HSV

Holden 
VE

VT-VZ Ecotec Supercharged 
BA-FG Boss 4 into 1
XR-XF Windsor 4 into 1
High Flow Metallic Cat Converters
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All products are available with Ceramic Coating

Australia’s
Largest Range 
of Headers!
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Holden
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Holden
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Holden
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Now Open!
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Tri-Y, VT-VZ 5.7L - 6.0L SS & HSV

Holden
VT-VZ

www.hurricane.com.au

Phone: 03 9706 6331

NSW: 02 9602 3111 • QLD: 1300 730 092 • VIC: 03 9706 5330



I
T TAKES a lot of time and effort to build or restore 
a car. Specifying and preparing an engine for 
a project can be particularly challenging, but 
a crate engine can make things considerably 

easier. There are different types of crate engine 
though: you can get a complete turn-key engine, 
a long motor or a short motor.

READY TO GO
AS THE name suggests, a turn-key engine is one 
that’s ready to drop into an engine bay and run. Late-
model replacement engines from car companies, 
such as Chevrolet’s LS series, often fall into this 
category. However, many classic motors are also 
available complete and ready to go. 

Some late-model turn-key engines have 
headers, others don’t. Most don’t come with 
electronics, but separate ECU kits and wiring 
harnesses with sensors and actuators are 

available for fitting many late-model GM and 
Ford engines into earlier cars.

True turn-key engines come complete with 
alternators, air conditioning compressors, and 
all pulleys, filters, belts and other ancillaries. 
They are supposed to run as soon as the fuel, 
electrical, exhaust and cooling systems are 
connected. Still, even if an engine is described 
as turn-key, it’s best to check that absolutely 
everything needed is included, particularly if it’s 
a new installation in a project car rather than a 
straight swap. The bill for extras can add up to 
thousands of dollars. Ask detailed questions and 
make sure you know where you stand so there 
are no surprises.

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT
A LONG motor is less ready for immediate use. 
The exact configuration of a long motor varies, 

but in general it will have heads, a full valvetrain, 
rocker covers and a sump. Some long engines are 
fitted with balancers and coolant pumps, some 
aren’t. The advantage of a long engine is that a 
manifold and fuel system from a previous engine 
can be retained, which can mean considerable 
savings. Or, a new manifold and fuel system of 
the owner’s choice can be fitted.

A short motor is the most basic version of a crate 
motor. A short will contain a crank, rods, pistons, 
camshaft, timing set, lifters and a sump. This offers 
the greatest opportunity for customisation and 
tailoring performance to a particular application. 
A short can provide the savings of a crate engine 
and provide a solid base to build what you need. 
As with longs, some shorts come with harmonic 
balancers, but others don’t.

Generally, crate engines are built using 
brand-new components. This is particularly 

CRATE EXPECTATIONS
> CAN CRATE MOTORS BE A PLUG-AND-PLAY OPTION FOR YOUR PROJECT? DO YOUR HOMEWORK FIRST
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1: Here it is, the absolutely classic small-block Chev 
350, turning out a basic 290hp. Torque is 326lb-ft. 
Eagle says this short version is a huge seller and has 
four-bolt mains. There are countless options for turning 
this into something suited for your project car

2: This Gen II Chev 350 HO Turn-Key Deluxe small-block 
is a standard-ish classic. If you just want something 
suited to cruising with a bit more bite than a bog-
standard 350 Chev, this 330hp version will do the 
trick. It has a brand new four-bolt block, which will last 
another generation topped with Vortec iron heads

3: Edelbrock’s Performer RPM is based on a new  GM 
Goodwrench 350 short block, with 9.5:1 comp, a 
Performer RPM inlet manifold, hydraulic cam and an 
800cfm carby, adding up to a tidy, cost- effective 410hp. 
Available from Rocket 

4: This is the Chev Performance ZZ383 from Eagle. A 
383ci kit with a new factory block is a much stronger 
package than using an original block. The Deluxe 
version makes 450hp

5: The Shafiroff 434ci Big Dawg street engine puts out 
an impressive 700hp, and is based on a Dart Little M 
block. It’s available with plain covers so that no one 
will ever know. Less carburettor and ignition, it costs 
US$14,500

6: These newly manufactured BluePrint Chev small-
blocks have original bore sizes and contain 383 
stroker kits. There are three options: a cast crank with 
hypereutectic pistons, forged crank with hypereuctectic 
pistons and forged crank and forged pistons. If required, 
Eagle can add an RPM Air-Gap manifold and GM 
Performance Fast Burn heads to create a fourth option, 
which turns out about 450hp

7: Eagle couples a reconditioned Turbo 350 with a 
Vortec-headed Gen II Chev with the one-piece 
rear seal; if you already have a tailshaft and diff, 
you’re good to go

8: The ZZ5 350 Base engine comes with manifold and 
ignition as shown. A carburettor of your choice, 
headers and crank pulley gets you going. It makes 
400hp and 300lb-ft by 1500rpm, climbing to
 400lb-ft at 3500rpm. As such it’s well-suited 
for a stout cruiser

SMALL BLOCK
3

5

1

2

4

7

8
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important in an enhanced performance engine. 
Ford, GM and Chrysler (Mopar) have access 
to their own ranges of performance parts, but 
other reputable manufacturers like Shafiroff use 
quality aftermarket suppliers for components. 
The same is true for other engine builders; 
however, not all applications require brand-new 
high-performance parts.

RECONDITIONED VS REMANUFACTURED
IF AN ENGINE is designed to be a direct 
replacement for a standard unit in standard 
service, the use of properly reconditioned 
original components can be quite acceptable. 
In some cases though, reconditioning can often 
mean repairing only the most worn components 
and reusing as many parts as possible. 

A re-manufactured engine is different. 
Re-manufacturing means that everything that 

should be thrown away is thrown away. Only the 
base components are retained, and these are 
machined and fitted with new bearings to restore 
factory operating clearances. Obviously, higher 
performance levels call for stronger parts, but for 
standard applications this approach is perfectly 
adequate and reasonably priced.

GIVE ME MORE
OF COURSE, many people don’t want standard 
engines; they want more power and a bigger 
push in the back instead. Chev Performance, 
Ford Performance and Mopar Performance all 
offer uprated performance crate engines, from 
shorts to turn-key versions. Uprated blocks, 
heads and other components are also available 
individually. The important thing about crate 
engines from car companies is that the power 
figures are quite modest compared with some of 

the claims floating about the industry. Similarly, 
aftermarket crate engine builders like Shafiroff 
and others also claim realistic power figures.

WHO’S GOT WHAT
BOTH Eagle Auto Parts and Rocket Industries 
carry selections from a company called 
BluePrint. Having started off with one man 
building individual engines a couple of decades 
ago, BluePrint now manufactures brand new 
blocks and heads and offers a good range of 
packages based on them. Specifications and 
power potential obviously rise with price, but 
again, advertised power figures are realistic. 

Eagle Auto Parts also has a large engine 
replacement program, with many options 
for re-powering your Chev, Holden, Ford or 
Mopar. Eagle would be the largest stockist of 
replacement V8 engines in Australia, with bricks-
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and-mortar branches in Melbourne, Sydney and 
Brisbane. Eagle is also proud to point out that it’s 
the only authorised Australian distributor of GM/
Chevrolet Performance engines, including SBCs, 
BBCs, LS motors and related products. From the 
Ford Racing Performance catalogue, Eagle holds 
stock of 302 Windsors, 351 Windsors, Windsor 
stroker engines and the 5.0L Coyote engine. And 
as mentioned there’s also the BluePrint range 
of small-block and big-block Chevs, small-block 
Fords and Chryslers.

Herrod Motorsport is well known for building 
Ford engines, as well as tuning local and imported 
Fords and developing performance kits. More 
recently, Herrod has started supplying and fitting 
Ford crate engines. The Coyote is certainly a 
favourite, but classic pushrod Fords are also on 
the menu.

Shafiroff Racing is owned and run by well-
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9: GM describes the 7.0L LS7 as a future classic, 
but why wait? First used in the C6 Corvette, 
the LS7 has already been the base for plenty of 
hot engines. In GM catalogue trim like this, it 
makes 505hp. But if high-end forced induction is 
your game, there are better options.

10: For a broad torque spread across the 
rev range, the 6.2L supercharged LSA is a 
pretty good choice for LS applications. This 
engine is rated at 556hp and 551lb-ft out of the 
box and they respond very well to mild mods. 
Eagle report that these are rapidly becoming a 
favourite retrotech transplant option. 

11: The LS family of engines has really taken 
over in the GM performance stakes, and the LSX 
is the head of the family. Specifically, this is the 
LSX376-B15, designed specifically for forgced 
induction set ups. Eagle brings them in as long 
motors and tops them off with this fabricated 
alloy manifold. Of course you can use any 
manifold you want.

12: For those who haven’t seen one, here’s an 
LT1 6.2L. It’s similar to LS-based engines but has 
different oiling and better heads. It also uses 
direct injection, cylinder deactivation (Active 
Fuel Management), and continuously variable 
valve timing. There’s a special controller that 
allows this piece of advanced technology to 
be fitted to pretty much anything. It’s rated 
at 460hp. Eagle holds stock of most modern 
generation GM engines

13: The 6.0L L77 engine fits the VF Commodore. 
Like many crate engines, the L77 comes 
in auto and manual versions. A replacement 
for the L76, it turns out 361hp and 385lb-ft

14: A high-rise tunnel-ram manifold certainly 
looks the part, and on a big-block with injection 
it also acts the part. This Chev 502 makes 502hp, 
with 565lb-ft. A factory controller is needed to 
make it run

15: Big-blocks are well known for big torque 
down low. This carburetted ZZ502 Deluxe is 
Chev’s most popular big-block and turns out 
567lb-ft at 2500rpm, and it just keeps pulling up 
to about 5000rpm. Power is 502hp

16: 1000hp is a nice round number for the street, 
and this 598ci Shafiroff Dart Big M 9.8in-deck 
big-block delivers it. It’s called the Twisted 
SR20, and delivers 865lb-ft for US$18,950, 
excluding carburettor and ignition

17: Even if your car isn’t orange, the ZZ572/620 
Deluxe isn’t going to look out of place in it. 
Even if it did, you’d probably just paint the car, 
because GM describes this as their ‘baddest’ 
big-block crate engine, rated at 620hp with 
650lb-ft. The Deluxe version comes with an 
850cfm carburettor. It’s currently in stock at 
Eagle, so whatever your GM project is, this will 
push it along nicely

18: Shafiroff also builds blown combos like this 
Dart Big M big-block topped with an 8/71. The 
Stage 1 assembly shown sells for US$19,950 and 
is set up for moderate boost, but there are hotter 
versions for those with a thirst for power

LS & LT 

BIG BLOCKS

14

16

15

17

18
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25: BluePrint offers a number of Chrysler 
products, but Eagle says this 408ci small block 
long engine is particularly popular. It’s rated 
at 375hp with 460lb-ft. The iron heads are new 
castings from BluePrint

26. Rocket offer custom blown HEMI mills as a 
special order, with either dual carbs or EFI, set 
up for street/strip duty or with a fully polished 
show finish

MOPAR 

FORD

19: Ford folk will recognise the 302 Whipple-
supercharged Coyote engine used in the 2016 
Mustang Super Cobra Jet. It makes around 
900+hp. Herrod price: AU$48,000 

20: The all-aluminium Z427ART is based on a 
Ford Racing block and heads, but despite its 
own catalogue of performance parts, Ford isn’t 

shy about using hot aftermarket 
components, and this 427ci small-

block is full of them. It makes 
about 600hp. Herrod 

price: AU$24,000

21: While huge 
horsepower numbers are 

impressive, the reality is that genuine 1000hp 
cars can be a bit of a handful for anything other 
than racing. This Aluminator XS engine provides 
a naturally aspirated 500+hp. These are hand-
built by the same crew that build the Cobra Jet 
drag engines. It’s actually the most powerful 
naturally aspirated modular engine Ford has 
ever built. It drops into 2011-2014 Mustangs. 
Herrod price: AU$24,000 

22: Shafiroff likes Dart SHP blocks as the 
basis for its range of Ford stroked small-block 
engines. This Windsor-type block has a 9.5in 
deck height suitable for 351ci versions, but the 
stroker internals take displacement up to 427ci. 
This allows 630hp. The company calls this 
package its HHR (Hot Hydraulic Roller) engine. It 
costs US$11,950 without carburettor or ignition

23: The Ford catalogue describes this Z427 as 
a modern version of the legendary 427 FE big-
block, but about the only thing that’s the same 
is the displacement. This one is based on a 
BOSS 351 Windsor-style block and Ford alloy Z 
heads. It’s full of aftermarket components and 
makes 535hp

24: The Shafiroff Dart SHP-based 363 Hot 
Hydraulic engine makes 595hp and 510lb-ft 
on pump fuel. CNC-ported AFR Renegade 
aluminium heads are key to achieving the 
figures. It’s US$11,150 minus carburettor and 
ignition



FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:
www.eagleautoparts.com.au
www.herrodmotorsport.com.au
www.rocketindustries.com.au
www.shafiroff.com
www.precisionintl.com

known race engine builder Scott Shafiroff, who 
has a decades-old reputation in the US and 
abroad. The company supplies a wide range 
of GM and Ford engines for race, street and 
blown applications. Although the combinations 
are off-the-rack, it’s quite likely that something 
in the range will suit your requirements. If not, 
Shafiroff can build custom combos. Shafiroff 
Racing doesn’t have local agents; instead it 
ships directly to customers all over the world 
via air freight. The engines are all custom-built to 
order; it takes about four weeks for them to build 
what you want. Engines can also be sent by sea 
freight if you’re keen to save a bit of money and 
are prepared to wait four-to-six weeks. The exact 
cost for air freight and door-to-door Australian 
delivery of a complete engine is US$2250 
(around AU$3000).

One very familiar name that’s also into crate 
engines is Edelbrock. The company uses its 

vast array of ancillary engine components to 
create fully assembled crate engines. There are 
a couple of long assemblies in the range, but 
almost all have manifolds and carburettors, as 
you’d expect. Some have coolant pumps, but 
you should check to make sure. Rocket brings 
these into Australia.

Of course, the Australian distributors don’t 
always have all the engines from overseas in 
stock at any one time, but they can always order 
something for you. Usually, it will come in the next 
shipment, but you may have to wait a couple of 
months. Of course you can also get whatever 
you want sourced and shipped immediately, but 
doing so will cost you plenty. Best to plan ahead.

IF IT AIN’T BROKE
SOME US-sourced crate engines are covered 
by a warranty – if you’re in America or Canada. 
Ford and GM guarantees specifically exclude all 

other regions. Fortunately, local importers realise 
the benefit of customer satisfaction and word-of-
mouth, so if there is a fault with the basic product, 
they’re often willing to help sort it out. Herrod 
Motorsport works that way, but it’s even more 
of a sure thing because of its extremely close 
relationship with Ford both in Australia and the 
US. Eagle deserves a special mention because 
it backs its products with a solid 12/20 warranty 
on non-race street motors. Actually, the company 
doesn’t see it as that much of a risk, due to the 
reliability of current crate engines. s 
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LION’S SHARE

W
E HAVE a love/hate relationship 
with project cars here at Street 
Machine; we love to build them, 
but we hate to give them away, 
and our latest project, an LX 
Torana hatch A9X tribute car, 

might just be the best – and therfore the 
worst – of the lot. It’s not the quickest or 
the priciest but it is jaw-droppingly gorgeous, 
and one of you luck buggers is going to win it.

Unfortunately our busy schedules and 
deadlines have prevented us from getting 
too hands-on with this beast, so we flicked 
the keys to Mick and his team at Glenlyon 
Motors – aka Rats Ass Racing.

Mick is overseeing the project from start to 
finish and dealing with any headaches that 

come along while we sit back and marvel at 
how easily it’s all coming together.

It left the factory as a 202-powered SL hatch 
back in 1976, and along the way someone 
added flares, spoilers and a 253 V8 plus four-
speed combo. We’re not giving it away with 
a lowly 253, though we toyed with the idea 
of a turbo 253. Instead, we’re painting it Ford 
Focus Electric Orange and fitting it out with a 
healthy 355ci Holden V8, TH350 auto and a 
3.5-geared 31-spline nine-inch rear.

We’re getting down towards the champagne 
cork-popping end of the build now, but let’s 
look back through the past 12 months and 
see how it all came together. 

Want to win it? Turn to page 38 to find out
how to be in the running.  s

>  LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT HOW OUR LATEST TORANA PROJECT CAME TOGETHER

THANKS TO OUR
BUILD PARTNERS

Glenlyon Motors; Precision International; 
BBE Automatics; Glenroy Exhaust; 

Corporate Auto Body; Auto Image Interiors; 
Performance Ignition Systems; Aussie Desert 

Coolers; Lowe Fabrication; Reid Speed; 
Shannons Insurance; 

Quick Fuel Technology; 
Koni Suspension; Tuff Mounts; 

Rare Spares; McDonald Bros Racing

S T O R Y  G L E N N  T O R R E N S   P H O T O S  P E T E R  B A T E M A N

This is how we got it; fifty 
shades of blue with a black 
bonnet scoop and a full 
set of flares and spoilers. 
Under the bonnet there 
was a stock 253 in front 
of an M20 four-speed. It 
wasn’t cheap but we really 
wanted something devoid 
of rust and dents
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The shell was mounted to a rotisserie before it was 
shipped over to the guys at Corporate Auto Body so 
that Chris Pearson and his team could block it back 
and see what kind of trouble we were in

The sheer size of the rotisserie and its attaching 
hardware meant that the boys had to transfer it to 
stands to work on it. Most of the original paint was 
rubbed back, with just a smear of filler to hide 40 
years of bumps and dings

First job for the guys at Glenlyon Motors was stripping it 
down. The whole front end came out as a unit, then the 
diff, rear suspension, bumpers, glass and interior

STEP STEP

STEP

STEPBack at Glenlyon Motors, with all 
the flares, spoilers and hanging 
panels attached. Even without 
wheels, suspension and driveline 
it looks like a gem

The colour is Electric Orange, a hue you’d usually find 
on the Ford Focus XR5. The orange and black looks 
awesome, and the guys did a truly fantastic job of 
laying down the paint

STEP

STEP

The idea was always 
to paint it something 
bright and punchy, 
but while the initial 
sketches showed 
the car with chrome 
bumpers and grille, 
we ended up going for 
body-colour bumpers 
and a black grille 
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BBE Automatics put together 
a killer TH350 package for 
us, and the guys tested it on 
their transmission dyno – we 
got to see it run through the 
gears before it even went in 
the car. The converter is a 
3000rpm high-stall to match 
the 355ci Holden V8

STEP

Reid Speed slung us one of its black anodised 
serpentine pulley kits. Without power steering or air 
conditioning we didn’t need much, but Reid offers a 
full kit that turns everything for a pretty reasonable 
price. The rocker covers and the rest of the dress-up 
hardware came from Lowe Fabrications

STEP

Glenlyon put the engine combo together. It’s 355 
cubes with EFI heads and a Redline intake. The 
cam is 235/245@50thou with 0.520in lift, and we’ll 
be using one of Quick Fuel’s QFT self-learning EFI 
systems instead of a carby

STEP

STEP

While all this was happening 
we had the guys at Brown Davis 
build us a new drop tank; they 
have been building tanks for 
these cars since the 70s. The old 
unit was still usable, but it was 
looking pretty old and ugly

Mick from Glenlyon tinkers under the rear end. As you can 
see, the Torana got a McDonald Bros disc-brake nine-inch 
rear with King springs and Koni shocks. Also, note the 
lack of a fuel tank

STEP
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All finished and ready 
to go. The 120-litre 
drop tank has around 
double the capacity of 
the original steel tank 
and was built ready 
to accept an in-tank 
EFI pump

STEP

Glenroy sorted the exhaust for our hot hatch. Generally 
the exhaust system will be the last part of any big build 
because you want to make sure everything else is in 
position first. No point running tailpipes where the fuel 
tank or anything else needs to be

STEP

Norm Hardinge at Aussie Desert Cooler is the man 
we call whenever we need a radiator, and he’s never 
let us down. This massive alloy unit will have no 
trouble containing our ’Rana rage

STEP

Auto Image has a 
reputation for doing 
killer interiors. We 
didn’t exactly tax them 
with our demands for 
a factory re-trim, but 
they met our needs 
perfectly. The seats 
and door trims look 
just like when it rolled 
out of the factory in ’76

STEP
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STEP This is how she looked on the Street Machine stand at 
Summernats 29. It wasn’t actually running at this point, but 
we thought everyone should get a look; the response was 
overwhelmingly positive. Understandably, Mick is pretty 
happy with the result too

The exhaust consists of a pair of coated 
Pacemaker headers with a custom twin 
2.5in system and Magnaflow mufflers. 
The fat nine-inch and drop tank 
presented a few obstacles for Silvio 
and his team – but they delivered

STEP
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DIRTY STUFF
W I L L I A M  P O R K E R

I
N THE complicated world of automotive 
engineering design, the overhead-valve 
engine, with its cheap and effective pushrod-
and-rocker operating system, still has to be 
king of the kids. For decades we had the 
also-cheap in-block sidevalve layouts, such as 

Ford’s long-running cast-iron wonder, the flathead 
V8, which ran from 1932 until the Y-block engine 
took over in 1955. But overhead-valve engines 
proved to have vastly improved breathing.

The sidevalve design still survives in small and 
mostly lawn mower engines, although oddities 
such as the English Land Rover still insisted 
on manufacturing four-cylinder F-head engines, 
where the single exhaust valve was located in the 
block, with one inlet valve upstairs in the cast-iron 
cylinder head.

Then the majority use of single- and twin-
overhead camshafts took over, and we saw the 
quick introduction of four valves per cylinder, 
adopted for their superior gas flow capabilities, 
which resulted in major horsepower gains. 
Combined with computer-controlled ignition, this 
gave us vastly improved fuel economy.

While England and Europe went quickly into 
small-capacity overhead-cam units, the Americans 
built lazy, low-revving, large-displacement V8s 
and V12s, to drive their similarly large cars. They 
also had small gearboxes behind, as most of their 
driving was in top gear – these mills had huge 
torque at low revs and all the gearbox had to 
do was get the car rolling to just above walking 
speed. Then the driver shoved it into top gear 
and went forward 
from there.

The manufacturing 
output for the 
American market 
was huge, so valve 
operation by pushrods 
and rockers was 
about the fastest way 
to pump out engines 
in their thousands, 
and that’s why there 
are still mobs of them 
out there.

But when you get 
into modifying these 
engines and moving 
well away from what 
their designers 
intended, in the 
search for more rpm 
and huge horsepower 
and torque increases, 
lots of folks forget about the vital rocker arm 
angles, and their new and expensive engines then 
never quite reach their potential.

It goes like this: Original pushrod length and 
rocker pivot design had already been worked 
out to fit in with cylinder head and block 

dimensions, plus camshaft heel and toe 
specifications, so all this stuff did their job 
with the minimum of fuss, and rarely broke. 
But when you fit a modified-profile billet 
camshaft, deck the block’s upper faces 
down to the minimum piston clearance at 
TDC, then mill the heads if you are not 
fitting pop-top pistons, this change to the 
head and block relationship also radically 
alters the rocker arm working angles.

This means that the stock-length 
pushrod sits higher out of each cylinder 
head, pushing the socket end of the rocker 
arm higher, so it’s already going downhill 
before it begins to open the valve. That 

results in a change 
to the working arc 
of the rocker arm; vital 
leverage is lost, so you 
get less valve full-open 
lift. More critically, this 
also reduces the valve 
acceleration rate, and 
although the valve is 
still open for the length 
of time dictated by the 
camshaft lobe profile, 
the reduced acceleration 
rate immediately results 
in a valve that doesn’t 
lift as fast and as high 
as it could, so you 
get less gas in and 
lose the horses you
were chasing.

Rocker arm angles 
are easy to check. With 
everything assembled 

on the engine, the clearances set and rocker 
covers off, measure the full closed height of a 
valve, from spring base to spring retainer upper 
face. Look at the end of the rocker arm shaft and 
turn your engine over until that valve is at half-
open lift, as specified by the cam grinder, and 

check out the rocker arm angle. That should 
be dead horizontal in relation to the valve. If it’s 
already on the way downhill at the valve end, 
you’re losing grunt and you need either shorter 
pushrods, or spacers under all the rocker shaft 
posts to get the vital angle right – assuming you 
do have posts and the rockers are not located 
by individual studs. It’s a simple fix that is often 
overlooked by engine builders. Do it proper and 
you’ll get major dividends.

There is another change you can easily make 
to the rocker-arm engine. Most stock rocker 
arms are manufactured with a built-in leverage 
advantage, to reduce their length and translate 
cam lobe lift into a higher valve-open lift. They 
do this by making the length of the arm from the 
centre line of the pivot to where it sits on the tip 
of the valve, longer than the length from the pivot 
to where it sits on the pushrod. This is known 
as the rocker arm ratio, generally around 1.25:1. 
But we can easily gain more full-open lift at the 
valve and an increase in opening area by fitting 
a set of higher-ratio rockers. The length from the 
pushrod pivot to the centre line is reduced, and 
extra leverage is therefore gained at the valve end. 
So the valve opens maybe 100thou more, without 
having to fit a higher-lift camshaft!  s

R

dimensions, plus camshaft heel and toe 
specifications, so all this stuff did their job 
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WHEN MODIFYING 
PUSHROD ENGINES 
IN THE SEARCH FOR 

MORE REVS AND 
HORSEPOWER, LOTS

OF FOLKS FORGET 
ABOUT THE VITAL 

ROCKER ARM
ANGLES, AND THEIR 

ENGINES THEN
NEVER QUITE REACH
THEIR POTENTIAL



’  Established 1930
“Setting the standard for Quality & Value”

www.machineryhouse.com.au/signup

PAPERLESS WARRANTY
TRACK YOUR ORDERS
EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
LATEST RELEASES

ONLINE PROMOS
CLICK & COLLECT
COMPETITIONS
NEWSLETTERS

$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS
$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS
$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS
$70 FREE
DISCOUNT VOUCHERS

SYDNEY
(02) 9890 9111

1/2 Windsor Rd,  
Northmead

BRISBANE
(07) 3274 4222
625 Boundary Rd,  

Coopers Plains

MELBOURNE
(03) 9212 4422

1 Fowler Rd,  
Dandenong

PERTH
(08) 9373 9999

41-43 Abernethy Rd,  
Belmont
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STRT4
ONLINE OR INSTORE!

UNIQUE PROMO CODE

- JAMES 
Staff Member

HES-907F  
Engine Stand 
 907kg load capacity
 5 swivel castor wheels
 Fold-up legs

Order Code: A340

$189
SAVE $20

Order Code: A357

$569
SAVE $25

HCH-1T 
Hydraulic  
Engine Crane
 1T lifting capacity
 Tilt & swivel lift hook
 2500mm lift height

Order Code: J042

$379
SAVE $28

HJ-1DA
Hydraulic Garage Jack  
 1 tonne capacity
 Alloy construction
 Dual pump system
 90-450mm lift height

APW-140  
Auto Parts Washer  
Floor Model
 140 litre tank
 Safety link on lid
 180 litre/hr 240V pump
 1060 x 520 x 270mm 

Order Code: A374

$239
SAVE $25

Viper 182 
MIG Welder
 30 - 180 Amps
 240V - 10amp
 Inverter technology
 Gas / gasless
 10% @ 180A  
duty cycle

Order Code: W244

$561
SAVE $33

TCH-6D + TRC-7D 
Trade Series Tool Chest 
& Roller Cabinet Package 
 Ball bearing slides
 Protective drawer liners
 Key lockable

TCH-6D
 6 drawer tool chest
 670 x 310 x 375mm

TRC-7D
 7 drawer roller cabinet
 685 x 470 x 1000mm

Order Code: K006

$572
SAVE $44

Order Code: T758

$129
SAVE $19.50

STT-4W
Service Tool Tray 
 740 x 510 x 20mm top tray
 860~1200mm  
adjust. tray height

 34kg tray load cap.
 Padded vertical support

Order Code: V503

$219
SAVE $23

WDV-30L 
Industrial Wet and Dry 
Vacuum Cleaner
 1000W 240V motor
 Portable on wheels
 30L stainless steel tank
 Include: brush,  
crevice tool, wet  
& dry floor nozzle

Order Code: S225

$549
SAVE $45

EWM-75
English Wheel   
 1.6mm mild steel
 711mm throat
 Includes 7 dies

PPH-51  
Pneumatic Planishing Hammer
 1.2mm mild steel
 500mm throat
 875-1350 blows/min
 Includes 25, 50,  
76 anvils

Order Code: S227A

$297
SAVE $22

SHST-1.2H 
Shrinker & Stretcher 
 1.2mm mild steel
 Shrinking dies
 Stretching dies

Order Code: S2262

$239
SAVE $25

*Conditions:

per Customer.

valid with these 

advertised items.
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WILD AT  HEART
V I C T O R  B R A YV I

I
F YOU were planning to go to only one drag 
meeting this year, I reckon it should be the 
Willowbank Winternationals. All the Pro-
level classes have stepped up their game 
and it will be on for one and all at the biggest 
drag racing event outside the United States. 

It’s developed a real international flavour, with 
a lot of people coming not only from around 
Australia but around the world.

This year’s event will be a bit special, with 
some of the guys in Doorslammer running into 
a bit of form and starting to bang on Zappia’s 
door. In Alcohol, you have Craig Glassby 
coming over from Western Australia, and in 
Top Fuel, Wayne Newby and Damien Harris 
are fighting it out, not only for the championship 
but also to become the first Australian to run 
under 4.50 seconds. 

In Doorslammer, Mark Belleri, Grant 
O’Rourke and Paul Cannuli have all run well, 
as has the new guy in the series, Robert Taylor, 
the ‘Mad Professor’ from Victoria. He has run 
a 5.86. For a guy who has basically just come 
into the sport, to run any time in the .8s is a 
fantastic effort. Robert’s a crazy driver. I’ve 
seen him do some really wild stuff going down 
the drag strip; he’s a bit of a madman and lives 
up to his nickname. He has a great team around 
him and they have worked it out quickly; I take 
my hat off to them. I think he’s shaping up as 
a real threat to the long-established teams at 
the Winternationals. 

As for Team Bray, we have been doing 
a lot of testing on our engine tune-up and 
compression ratio, converters, gear ratios and 

tyres. We went down to Sydney for the Outlaw 
race and ran a 4.79@253mph. And yes, for all 
those who want to know, we did have a bit more 
overdrive – we had 118 per cent on it instead 
of 108 per cent, but other than that, Benny’s 
car was legal.

The timing lights weren’t working all morning. 
When we went out to do a test run without the 
lights, we pulled up to the staging lane and 
were ready to fire up the car, and hallelujah! – 
the lights started working. It was as if Benny 
had a switch in his pocket and just turned them 
on. So we had the car hotted up for the run, 
Benny got on it and blew the tyres off.

We went back to the pits, put a much 
milder tune in the car and Benny ran the 
4.79@253mph. It was a bit of a surprise 
actually; we were aiming to get in the mid-4.8s, 
but obviously some of the things we changed 
in the car worked really well.

We use a Power Grid, like most of the teams 
these days. Basically you can pre-set any 
ignition timing at any point going down the 
racetrack, in tenth-of-a-second increments. 
Benny has really got his head around it but 
I am still learning about it. You can’t expect 
everything to work perfectly all the time – 
when you’re playing with something new 
that allows you to make more adjustments 
to the car and make it go faster, there will be 
some occasions when you go up some dry 
gulches. It all came together for us on that 
run though, and we came away from Sydney 
believing there are some areas where we
can improve.

Andrew Searle was in the same boat as Benny 
on the day. He went out there aggressively, 
drove out hard and shook the tyres. It was a 
pretty green track at that stage, and then he 
came out later and ran a 260.9mph, which made 
him the fastest supercharged Doorslammer 
outside the United States. 

One of the people who has really helped us 
is Greg Gower from Perth. I have really got to 
give him accolades; Greg is a bit of a rocket 
scientist. He wrote this program called Alky 
Pro, and it’s like a flow bench in a computer. 
It has a lot of different algorithms in it. Greg 
has put about seven years of research into the 
program, and what it did was allow us to go 
from 108 per cent overdrive to 118 per cent 
and then change the compression ratio, the 
size of the fuel pump, the rpm we are going to 
work it at, and the boost of the motor. It does all 
that in a way that puts you straight back in the 
ballpark. It’s such a sophisticated program that 
we went down the track and never hurt a part; 
the engine was like brand new. A lot of the top 
guys in the US are using it now, and I think it’s 
safe to say that Greg Gower has revolutionised 
the art of tuning these racecars. 

There’s been a bit of talk around the traps 
lately about whether or not we are going to 
put a turbo in Benny’s Corvette. At the end of 
the day, Ben’s a turbo guy; he’s always had his 
turbo cars and loves that whole scene. He’s 
been toying with the idea of putting one in his 
car, and I think in the not-too-distant future 
you could see him out there running with the 
Outlaws. Stay tuned.  s
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URBAN WARFARE
M A R K  A R B L A S T E R

I
T SEEMS like forever since my new VG 
hardtop has had any love (Urban Warfare, SM, 
Oct ’15), with work stacking up everywhere. 
But things have slowly been progressing, with 
the 5.3 getting a strip-down, a wash-up and 
the new cam installed. While the fabrication 

process was still going on, I’d left the dummy 5.7 
in place in the car to continue mounting stuff up.

After the initial thrash to get it mounted and the 
manifolds made, we’ve had a bit of a rethink and 
redesign, and we ended up remounting the engine 
to try and get it a bit closer to the centre of the 
engine bay. This meant raising the motor so the 
log manifold would clear the steering box, which 
was better than the mill being lower and on a really 
pissed angle to the diff.

When we made the steampipe log manifolds,
we used bits we had lying around to make the front 
crossover pipe, and while effective, it was just 
downright ugly. It ended up cocked at an angle, 
as we were short of a few bends. So we ended 
up re-doing the crossover and wastegate pipe – 
basically everything except the manifolds. While 
the turbo did end up sitting a bit further forward 
than we would have liked, the idea of a little extra 
clearance between the back of the turbo and the 
surrounding components for the dump pipe was 
more appealing.

Once we had the engine in place and at the 
desired height, we boxed in the top of the engine 
mounts (square tube section), tacked them into 
place and drilled them for mount bolts.

One of the main parts of the build has been 
the rear end. Valiants traditionally don’t entertain 
a big tyre, as the leaf spring sits on the outside 
of the chassis rail – if you try jamming anything 
bigger than a 235 radial under the arse it will rub 
on the spring. But US Car Tool does an amazing 
spring relocation kit – much better than the similar 
Mopar Performance item. They even do a mini-
tub kit that allows you split the wheel tub and fill 
the centre strip with a factory-looking panel and a 
spot-welded seam.

While we are only running a 235 radial to start 
with, we needed to get the springs moved inboard, 
and given the enormous success of the locally 
made Gazzard Bros split leaf springs, traction 
bars and rear sliders, we decided to shout the old 

VALIANT EFFORTS
>  ARBY’S IN-THE-BUILD BARN-FIND VG VALIANT HAS A NEW SPRING IN ITS STEP
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girl the very best money could buy. In the interim we 
had assembled a Competition Engineering sheet-
metal nine-inch housing with a Strange case, 3.7:1 
gears, Moser axles, full spool and EL Falcon rear 
discs brakes.

Getting the rear chassis section removed for the 
spring relocation was the easy part, but installing 
the new front spring mounts was a little trickier 
than expected. While the US Car Tool replacement 
sections do have three holes drilled in them to 
coincide with the original front mounting holes, 
when you start running a string line to other parts of 
the car (to ensure that the diff will be parallel to the 
front wheels) you run into problems. Cars like these 
are all over the shop, with up to two centimetres’ 
difference between the main mounting points for the 

suspension and driveline components. In the end 
we ran a tape to the front axle line to ensure the front 
leaf spring mounts were parallel to the front of the 
car, so the rear end wouldn’t be skewed sideways. 
We also had to ensure the chassis replacement 
sections were mounted parallel to each other and 
level to the rest of the car.

Once they were welded into place, the next issue 
was to get the springs bolted in and the traction 
bars clearing the new chassis section. We began 
with the centre spring hole in the new front spring 
mounts, but it was clear the bolt in the triangular 
plate for the traction bars was going to hit, so we 
started notching the spring boxes.

After chatting with the Gazzard boys, we decided 
the spring needed to go in the top hole, but the bolt 

MAIN: Repositioning the engine more 
towards the centre of the bay will make
the driveline angles much happier, but it 
meant that the team had to redo much of
the previous work. A 5.7-litre LS1 is being 
used to dummy everything up until the 5.3
is ready to drop in
 
LEFT: Much like the Mopar kit, the US Car 
Tool spring relocation kit required the rear 
chassis rails to be notched and new spring 
boxes welded into place. These units are 
much sturdier than those in the Mopar kit 
though, and the mounting holes are in the 
original positions for extra insurance

BELOW: The steampipe manifolds were 
TIGed up by SumoFab, while Toothy’s 
offsider Tank did the final fit-up and 
adjustment of the crossover pipe. What’s 
that old quote? There’s never enough time
to do it right, but there’s always enough
time to go back and do it againtime to go back and do it again
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was not going to clear and we didn’t want to keep 
notching as it would remove strength from a really 
important part of the car. The trick was to fabricate 
a bush with the ends drilled and tapped to take 
flush-fitting Allen-headed cap screws. This way the 
triangular plate on the Gazzard Bros bars remains 
fastened and the whole assembly fits up inside the 
chassis section.

With this all sorted, the next challenge was to fit the 
rear sliders, which replace the rear shock rubbers. 
This process can be one of trial and error, as the 
rear shackle bolt needs to be far enough back in 
the slider so that as the car launches and the spring 
separates from the body, the rear of the spring can 
slide forward. It also needs to be mounted not too 
far back so there is room for the spring to compress 
when the car bounces. It all has to be set up with the 
car sitting on the ground and the full weight of fuel it 
will carry in the back.

The spring perches designed by the Gazzard boys 
are clever – instead of the usual U-bolt configuration 

that most leaf-spring cars run, these are scalloped 
perches that weld to the housing. These can also 
be a trial-and-error exercise to fit, as the car needs 
to be on the ground to set the correct pinion angle.

While a lot of this rear-end set-up was quite 
fiddly, the equipment we’ve used should make it 
worthwhile. With good suspension, a 235 radial 
tyre and the Haltech engine management, we hope 
to get the car into at least the bottom 1.3sec mark 
in the 60ft, and mid-1.2s after further development. 

The next step will be to get the tailshaft installed 
so the pinion angle can be set, and finish fabricating 
the oil pan and pick-up so we can finally start getting 
the 5.3 fitted up. After that, it will be on to the fuel 
system, and some alloy work in the engine bay 
to mount the radiator and the pressure pipe from 
the turbo to the intake. Not to mention a bunch of 
smaller jobs like fitting the BA brake booster and VZ 
Commodore master cylinder. The list is never-ending, 
but we should have it all ready and together for Drag 
Challenge 2016. That’s the plan, anyway.  s

ABOVE: We used the Gazzard Bros split 
mono-leaf system, which works great. 
Initially we tried to use the middle hole 
and notch the spring box for clearance, 
but it was recommended that the top 
hole be used, which meant the bolt in the 
triangular plate had to be replaced with 
a flush-fitting, countersunk Allen-head bolt

LEFT: The major components, such as the 
turbo and wastegate, were held in place 
with scrap metal and tack welds and the 
pipework built to match. The turbo is an 
80mm billet-wheel BorgWarner, and the 
plan is to punch out 650rwhp and run
low nines on E85
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 >     CALENDAR

WILLOWBANK
23 APR JP Racing Eighth-mile Series
23 APR Street Series
27 APR Test ’n’ Tune
30 APR Aeroflow Outlaw Nitro Funny Cars
01 MAY Racer Test Day
04 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
07 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
13 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
14 MAY Qld Drag Racing Champs
18 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
21 MAY Street Series
www.willowbankraceway.com.au
Phone (07) 5461 5461

SYDNEY DRAGWAY
23 APR Street Machine Supernats
24 APR Sunday Street Meet
27 APR Race 4 Real
28 APR JDMST End of Month Meet
30 APR Test ’n’ Tune
04 MAY Nitro Champs Test ’n’ Tune
04 MAY Race 4 Real
07-08 MAY Nitro Champs
11 MAY Race 4 Real
21 MAY Atura Blacktown Champs Rd 4
www.wsid.com.au
Phone (02) 9421 0700

CALDER PARK
22 APR ANDRA Fast Friday
01 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
13 MAY ANDRA Fast Friday
www.calderpark.com.au

PERTH MOTORPLEX 
25 APR Holden vs Ford
27 APR Formula Tech WhoopAss Wednesday Import Night
30 APR Super Speedway Gold Cup Grand Final
04 MAY Formula Tech WhoopAss Wednesday Hour of Power
07 MAY Fast Series #6
11 MAY Formula Tech WhoopAss Wednesday Street King
14 MAY Burnout Boss
18 MAY Formula Tech WhoopAss Wednesday WASSMA Night
www.motorplex.com.au

HEATHCOTE RACEWAY   
24 APR Test ’n’ Tune
08 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
22 MAY Test ’n’ Tune
www.heathcoteraceway.com.au

ALICE SPRINGS INLAND DRAGWAY 
30 APR Burnout Competition
14 MAY Race Ya Mates
22 MAY CADRA Drag Racing
www.cadra.com.au

BENARABY RACEWAY  
22 APR Off Street
23 APR Eighth Mile Series Rd 2
20 MAY Off Street
21 MAY Round 3
www.benarabyraceway.com

IRONBARK RACEWAY  
21 MAY 2016 Champs Rd 3
www.swdra.hwy54.com.au
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THE AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION

SPECIALISTS 
SINCE 1972.

AT BBE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS 

ARE ALL WE DO.
We can provide you with 

the following transmission:
• Standard
• Towing
• Heavy Duty
• Vintage
• Street + Strip

We deliver Australia wide,  
all our transmissions and torque-

converters are tested on our in house 
Superflow Transmission dyno.

Ph 1300 223 288
Email john@bbeauto.com.au

136A-138 GLEN EIRA ROAD
ELSTERNWICK VIC 3185

TO GET on the Australian Pro Street Association Top 10 lists fax your time card to 
Simon Kryger on (02) 9651 4041. See www.austprostassc.com.au.

APSA TOP 10 LISTS

PRO STREET BLOWN
Craig Hewitt 6.85/206.10 511ci Hemi B Monaro
Glen Forster 6.95/211.59 632ci Ford T Mustang
Steve Athans 6.96/190.08 572ci Chev T Mustang
Tomi Raikko 7.09/197.36 400ci Chev T LJ Torana
Karl Wicht 7.26/189.55 555ci Chev B LX Torana
Craig Munro 7.37/190 632ci TT VT Clubsport
Michael McGrath 7.55/182.01 555ci Chev N LJ Torana
Andrew Milford 7.67/177.93 452ci Chev N LC Torana
Nathan Hagenson 7.83/181.57 2JZ Toyota T RX-2 Mazda
Steff Buccella 8.06/170.30 400ci Chev N LC Torana

PRO STREET UNBLOWN
Tony Nicolaci 7.74/178 602ci Chev LX Torana
J Somma/T Papadopoulos 7.93/168.24 440ci Ford Cortina
Geoff Campbell-Brown 8.04/169.21 434ci LH Torana
Andrew Milford 8.25/163.41 452ci Chev LC Torana
N Dalipi/C Brewer 8.30/162.65 632ci Chev Mustang
Chris Stevermuer 8.48/158.91 598ci Chev LJ Torana
Darren Edwards 8.72/152.92 540ci Chev HT Monaro

MODIFIED STREET BLOWN
Matt McCarthy 7.46/195.08 400ci Chev T Bluebird
Michael Arnold 7.43/188.49 378ci Chev B HT ute
Paul Cibotto 7.64/188.96 347ci Ford T Mustang
Brett Benz 7.64/179.95 400ci Chev T VL Calais
Craig Lewis 7.66/179.33 363ci Ford T Cortina
Scott Cortina 7.70/173.52 565ci Chev N Holden
Ash Mason 8.33/163.31 365ci Chev T Mazda RX-7
Peter Vallis 8.58/149.05 SB Chev B Capri

MODIFIED STREET UNBLOWN
Danny Sharban 7.67/179.64 632ci Chev Capri
Mick Brody 7.86/172.39 622ci Chev LX Torana
Tony Cusolito 7.88/178.00 638ci Chev Capri
Logan Muir 8.08/154.99 BB Chev HQ Monaro
Kon Michaloudakis 8.28/163.28 632ci Chev Capri
John Habib 8.47/160.73 632ci Chev Torana
Mark Drew 8.47/160.65 622ci Chev LX Torana
Wayne Lear 8.54/157.30 582ci Chev LX Torana
Andrew Halstead 8.55/163.55 622ci Chev HQ Monaro
Peter Alexander 8.83/154.62 555ci Chev Camaro

TRUE STREET
Anthony O’Connor 8.53/157.63 412ci Ford XD Falcon
Dean McMahon 8.60/158.33 440ci Ford XF Falcon
Andrew Searle 8.70/156.35 427ci Ford XE Falcon
Anthony Visintin 8.91/151.91 447ci Ford XE Falcon
Janelle Scott 8.96/150.68 420ci Chev LX Torana
Jason Benz 9.12/148.72 427ci Chev VL Calais
Greg Brooks 9.27/147.57 426ci Chev LX Torana
Marcus Cripps 9.27/144.27 463ci Ford XD Falcon
Dean Goodingham 9.31/144.49 400ci Ford XB Falcon ute
Sean Helson 9.39/143.84 440ci Ford XA Fairmont

RADIAL OUTLAW
Dom Luppino 6.78/201.58 600ci Ford T Mustang
Marc Leake    6.95/215 622ci Chev T LX Torana
Tim Cross 7.03/206 441ci Ford T Cortina
Perry Bullivant 7.06/209.04 400ci Chev T Camaro
Michael Kalaitzakis 7.09/210.67 525ci Chev T Toyota Supra
Danny Busbidge  7.28/191 TT LJ Torana
Steve Bezzina 7.38/194.49 427ci Ford T XW Fairmont
James Horan 7.43/190.35 240ci Toyota T Hilux
Justin Simpson 7.53/188.04 BB Chev N HG Monaro
F Marchese/J Gauci 7.75/190.11 427ci Ford T XW Falcon

10.5 OUTLAW
Paul Mouhayet 6.08/244.52 526ci Ford T Mustang 
Frank Mamone 6.38/229.47 471ci Hemi B Nova
Michelle Davies 6.46/217.42 521ci Hemi B Torana
Jeremy Callaghan 6.62/222.77 BB Chev TT Camaro
Arthur Tsalamangos 6.64/184.22 864ci Chev N Camaro



Terms and conditions apply. The competition opens on 00:01am, (AEDST) 7th March 2016 and closes at 23:59pm, (AEST) 1st August 2016. Competition is open to Australian residents aged 18 years or over. The draw will be at 11:00am (AEST) on 15 August 2016.  

Visit the-engine-room.com.au for full terms and conditions. Please visit http://www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy for our Privacy Notice. Competition authorised under permit numbers: NSW: LTPS-16-01508

Join Our Research 
Community

An opportunity to share  
your ideas and opinions,  

where it counts.

WIN 

WORTH OF PRIZES
OVER $2,000 

Help shape the future of your favourite specialist magazines and websites.
Join now for your chance to win over $2,000 worth of prizes.

Plus additional cash prizes every month! 

visit the-engine-room.com.au



STAGE WRITE

W
HEN I went to the US last year I checked 
out a car or hot rod show nearly 
every weekend. The US car scene is 
phenomenal. They can build practically 
anything and register it, plus the roads 
are awesome. Some of the cars I saw 

were purely for show, some were racecars, some 
were muscle cars that looked just like they did
when they rolled off the showroom floor 40-50 
years ago, some were rat rods, and others fell 
somewhere in between. 

I’ve been thinking about the Street Machine Drag 
Challenge here in Australia. Terry Seng and Quentin 
Feast ran high sevens and low eights at Drag 
Challenge in 2015. I think this year competitors will 
step up their combinations and the front-runners 
will be well into the sevens. 

But it’s not that easy to build a really quick 
street-legal car that complies with all the ANDRA 
rules as well. I’ve been reading the Queensland 
Code of Practice for modifications, the Australian 
Street Rod Federation Queensland Street Rod 
Guidelines, and the ANDRA rules. It’s a head-spin 
trying to work out a way of complying with them 
all. As restrictive as the rules are, I think a hot rod 
may be the answer. No, I’m not going to build a hot 
rod myself, but maybe I might inspire someone to 
build one. 

A hot rod I’ve always been impressed with was 
Fred Cavasinni’s ’34 coupe. I saw it drive into the 
last race at Castlereagh, and long-time Street 
Machine readers will recollect the story we did 
on it. A professional drag racing chassis builder 
constructed the fibreglass coupe, and it weighed 
around 2100lb if I remember correctly.

It was ANDRA-legal in its day, and I’m thinking 
a similar rod with a late-model all-alloy LS
motor and a four-link that could hook up and go 
straight would be a Drag Challenge weapon. 
Naturally aspirated, an all-alloy LS can crank out 
750hp, and the rod with driver would weigh in at 

around 2300lb – potentially a mid-eight-second, 
160+mph street rod. 

For those of you who think outside the square, a 
turboed LS combo in a 2300lb hot rod would also 
be hard to beat at Drag Challenge. These days 
racers are making 1500hp out of a good turbo LS 
combination, which is potentially a 6.6@202mph 
ride. Not sure if I’d want to do it in such a short-
wheelbase car, but maybe a chassis builder could 
stretch the rod’s wheelbase out a bit. One thing’s 
for sure: it would need stout wheelie bars on the 
back of it!

And as sacrilegious as it sounds, an XR6 
turbo drivetrain, complete with air conditioner, 
out of a late-model Falcon would also make a 
great basis for a touring hot rod. I can remember 

Dave Sheehy’s unopened XR6 sedan making an 
easy 750hp on the Moroso calculator in its early 
stages of development, and getting something 
like 9.7L/100km on a trip from Collinsville
to Mackay.

Being a six-cylinder, rego would be cheap, and 
fuel economy would be amazing in such a light 
car. The turbo would be quiet and help meet the 
96dB exhaust noise limit, plus the late-model Ford 
six would be super-reliable. About the only way to 
stop it from running quick would be to stuff a rag in 

the intake. I’m not sure what the fastest six-cylinder 
was at Drag Challenge, but mid-eights would be a 
pretty hard act to follow.

Street Machine mightn’t be based on hot rods, 
but I’ve always maintained that a true street 
machine gets driven to the track, raced and driven 
home, no matter what sort of car it is. Hopefully I’ve 
planted a seed.

I personally like the idea of a turbo XR6 as a 
cheap, practical powerplant. It mightn’t sound as 
good as a blown V8, but there are no belts to break 
and it would be super-reliable.

I view turbos a bit like EFI, which is now legal in Pro 
Stock in the US. I think the days of carburettors in 
competition are numbered. Wonder how long it will 
be before ANDRA allows EFI in race classes here? 

And while on the subject of ‘get with it’ ANDRA 
rule changes, the most uncomfortable part about 
building an ANDRA-legal, road-registered hot rod 
or street car are the bucket seats that ANDRA 
forces competitors to use. It would make sense 
to allow Recaro-type buckets, which are permitted 
in other motorsports that are just as high-risk as
drag racing.

As I write this, the Easter break is winding up. 
Unfortunately it’s a sad time for many families. Like 
Christmas and other public holidays, at Easter I 
nearly always hear the sounds of sirens wailing 
past my place on the way to an accident scene. No 
one ever intends to crash or injure themselves; it’s 
always going to happen to someone else.

Personally I think driver fatigue is one of the most 
underrated factors in people losing control on the 
road, especially during the shorter public holiday 
periods like Easter or long weekends. I know police 
monitor speeds and we lose double points and 
such, but a car legally sitting on 100km/h with a 
driver that’s been at the wheel for 18 hours is every 
bit as dangerous as a speeding, drunk or drugged 
driver. So please, no matter the time of year, take 
care on the roads.  s

FRED CAVASINNI’S ’34 
WAS ANDRA-LEGAL IN ITS 
DAY, AND A SIMILAR ROD 
WITH AN LS AND A FOUR-
LINK WOULD BE A DRAG 
CHALLENGE WEAPON
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IRON MAIDEN
S T O R Y  A I D E N  T A Y L O R   P H O T O S  S I M O N  D A V I D S O N  &  N E W S P I X

GEMMA DUNN 
> BLUE MOUNTAINS, NSW 

GEMMA Dunn is a salt lake racer 
who has gone as fast as 234mph, 
at Lake Gairdner’s Speed Week last
year (check out the feature on this 

year’s event on p94). She’s also a clay target 
shooter, with aspirations of representing 
Australia at the Olympic Games. Yep, this 
super-competitive uni student definitely isn’t 
your average 21-year-old. 

How did you get into salt racing? 
My dad, Mark, got into it via the hot rod 
community about 20 years ago and built his own 
salt car. Dad and my brother Kurt raced for a few 
years, and then eventually built the orange car 
that we all race now. I first started racing when 
I was 17 years old, just after I got my L-plates! 
Even though the car was capable of 200mph, 
the licence system only allowed me to do up 
to 125mph initially. But the car didn’t have a 
speedo and Dad wasn’t quite sure what revs 
would get the car to 125mph, so I was a little 
clueless as to how much to push the engine. 
When I came back from my first-ever run they 
told me I had done 180mph! 
Ever had any hairy moments in the car?
I’ve never had an accident on the salt or on the 
road (I drive like a grandma), but this year I had 
my first scary moment. I was heading towards 
240mph, and near the 4.5-mile marker the car 
hit a bump and it didn’t quite settle properly 
because there’s no suspension; I got a little 
bit of wheelspin and the car started to veer off 
course slightly. So I pulled the parachute and 
backed off and the car went straight again. 

You joined the 200mph Club at Speed 
Week 2015 with a 234mph run; how fast 
did you end up going this year? 
I did 231mph, but I wanted to go faster than 
that. If I didn’t have that drama with the bumps 
and backing out early, the car probably would 
have got close to 240mph. I always want to go 
faster because I’m very competitive, but at the 
end of the day the goal is to make it to the end 
of the track safely. 
Tell us a little bit about the car.
It’s a bellytank lakester powered by an 
aspirated 417-cube small-block Chev V8. It 
has a quickchange gearbox and diff so we can 
change the ratios easily at the track, which is 
handy because we only drive the car once a 
year so it’s hard to prepare for the event. This 
is the first year we’ve run it on race fuel too, so 
we didn’t know what gears to run until we made 
our first pass. 
Do you ever work on the car yourself?
It’s mainly the two boys, but I help them out 
whenever they needed an extra pair of hands. I 
can weld, cut and grind but I leave the engine 
and transmission stuff with them. 
And you’re an aspiring Olympian?
Yes, I do clay target shooting. I am in the top 
10 in Australia and I tried to make the Rio 
Games but I missed out because of my age. 
Most shooters are in their prime in their 30s, 
because they’re more mature and able to deal 
with the pressure of competing at such a high 
level – shooting is a very mental sport. I’m taking 
a break this year to finish my studies but I will still 
continue to do it and aim for the 2020 Games, 

because I enjoy it and I want to take it to the 
highest level I can. 
How did you get into it?
It’s kind of a funny story; I stumbled into it while 
I was away on holidays with my family back in 
2007. We met two Olympic shooters and after 
talking to them I was keen to give it a go. At 
this point neither I nor my dad had ever done 
shooting, so it was new to both of us. We 
went to a range one day and I’ve been doing it
ever since.  s
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AT SPEED WEEK THIS YEAR I DID 231MPH, BUT I 
WANTED TO GO FASTER THAN THAT. IF I DIDN’T 
HAVE TO BACK OUT EARLY THE CAR PROBABLY 

WOULD HAVE GOT CLOSE TO 240MPH

Girls — wanna be 
famous? Send pics, car 

details and contact details 
to: Iron Maiden, Street 

Machine, Locked Bag 12, 
Oakleigh, Vic 3166. Or 

email: streetmachine@
bauer-media.com.au.
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BLOWIN’ GASKETS
S T O R Y  &  P H O T O S  R E D M O N D

THE $10,000 QUESTION
>  THINK YOU CAN’T BUILD A TOP STREET MACHINE FOR 10 GRAND?

SM READER REDMOND WOULD BEG TO DIFFER

I 
WOULD like to talk about $10,000. I’ve been 
reading some old SM mags from the 80s, and 
started to brew on what a street machiner 
could do with $10K in 2016. Not much, I hear 
from the peanut gallery! Well, maybe that’s 
true at an elite level, but at a more grassroots 

level I think you can do plenty.
So what could the average street machiner 

build for $10K? Here are some great choices: 
a factory LS1 SS Commodore, a same-model 
Statesman, or a 5.4L XR8 or Fairlane. Sure, these 
cars are going to have high kays on the clock and 
a few issues, but that’s to be expected.

Most Commodores can have the rear mufflers 
removed cheaply, and that changes the note from 
tame to tops without having to fork out two grand 
for a stainless system. 

For the cars I’ve listed I would also fit lower 
springs, tint the windows, and add a cheap, 
loud sound system. Then you’d have a genuine 
street machine that has rumble, will turn the tyres 
on occasion and can pump out some tunes for 
cruising or trips.

For $10K an early Commodore is doable as 

well, as long as the body and paint present well. 
Which brings me to my own $10,000 street 
machine project: a VK Group 3 replica. 

I was looking for an unfinished project to buy, so 
I hit up eBay and Gumtree. I was keen for a VB-VL 
Commodore in particular, but really anything for 
$6-8K would have been fine. I looked at an HR 
and a VN, but the HR was too far gone rust-wise, 
while the VN guy clearly had been using the 
indoor glass barbecue, as this car was in more 
parts than the Challenger space shuttle.

In the end I checked out the only VK that came 
up locally. It had had a closed-door respray in 
Waltons Blue; the original colour was dark blue, 
so the door jambs and under the bonnet looked 
okay. The paint was new and good, except the 
roof was a little dull – from a car cover rubbing on 
it, according to the owner. 

There was also a dint in the rear quarter, but the 
other panels looked good, and it had old-school 
15-inch Simmons rims.

The engine was a 308, but running very rich and 
black out of the pipe, the front brakes were noisy 
and the steering wheel boss was loose. But I had 

a good 308 at home, complete with a decent 
auto, as well as a 3.56 LSD 10-bolt disc-brake 
rear end, so I knew I had the mechanicals to make 
this thing decent. My brother Robert also had a 
couple of VK wrecks at his place, from which we 
could pluck the brakes and tail-lights.

So I left $7000 lighter from old mate’s and drove 
the car home, running on seven cylinders, with the 
brakes moaning out their one-note song and a big 
matriarchal rat standing her ground after being 
disturbed from her crib under the navigator seat.

I took it around to my brother’s shed and started 
blowing off a few cobwebs. Rob replaced the 
noisy brakes, and then he and my nephew Bull 
fitted my 3.56 LSD diff. They also replaced the 
radiator, centre-joint bush and blinker stalk with 
good second-hand ones that we had from other 
VK projects. 

I attempted to polish the marks out of the roof, 
but as soon as the water dried the marks come 
back – it looked terrible. The prior owner told me 
who had painted it for him, so I took it back to that 
same panel shop. The fella had a look and said 
the roof paint damage was due to the clear coat 
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having been burnt off – not car cover rub – and 
he could re-spray it for $300 and have it back to 
me in a couple of days. He kept his word, and it 
looks excellent now.

Then I had a friend of a friend fix the small rear 
quarter dint; it came up okay.

So I drove it back to my place and sat it in the 
shed for about two months while I saved up a bit 
more coin.

All of a sudden Bull’s wedding was only three 
weeks away and I had promised him we could 
use my car. I considered punching him quiet, but 
he’s a fair friggin’ size, so in the end we decided 
to hook in.

Rob found the choke was stuck shut, so sorting 
that fixed the richness. He also whacked in a good 
high-torque starter and made new battery cables. 
We then put my MSD ready-to-run dizzy in. We 
figured as long as it looked good and the starter 
and ignition all worked it would be hunky dory for 
the wedding.

Then, by pure chance, my wife looked inside the 
car. “The roof is falling and the seats are ripped 
– no bride will sit in that!” she declared. “Fix it!”

So I rushed it down to get a new roof lining 
fitted – $680. Rob had some really good seats 
in his shed, so in they went. I jumped on eBay 

and bought a full Group A decal kit for inside and 
outside. After fitting those, I fitted the crowning 
jewel to the rear windscreen: a genuine Street 
Machine sticker. I’m happy to fight anyone for
that sticker. 

Anyway, we used my car for Bull’s wedding and 
it was great.

Then over Christmas 2014 Rob gave my good 
308 a birthday. He cleaned it, replaced a noisy 
lifter and painted and detailed it. So I fitted that, 
along with my good Trimatic, into the VK. It’s really 
made it an excellent club car. It smokes both tyres, 
does crazy doughnuts, has nice paint and panel 
(for a closed-door respray), cool old-school 
Simmons rims and a nice note from the pipe.

I was shocked when it won a trophy at my local 
car club’s All GM Day, for Best Stock VB-VL – it 
owes me less than 10 grand! It is a very fun car 
and will do us until the day I buy a genuine HDT 
Brock. In the meantime the VK is going to get 
some 15x10s and Group C flares. Just need to 
figure out how to wring the funds from the budget!

I have to thank my brother Rob, who was always 
keen to help and build stuff for me and listen to my 
impatient ranga bellyaching. My nephew Bull has 
twisted lots of spanners on my cars too. Without
those two my car would be silent.  s

I WAS SHOCKED WHEN THE VK WON A TROPHY 
AT MY LOCAL CAR CLUB’S ALL GM DAY, FOR BEST 

STOCK VB-VL – IT OWES ME LESS THAN 10 GRAND!
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This monthh we talk to MMark Bevan from

AUSTRALIA IS HOME TO SOME OF THE MOST TALENTED MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE 

AFTERMARKET, AND THE PRODUCTS WE DEVELOP AND MANUFACTURE HERE ARE EXPORTED THE WORLD OVER.

STREET MACHINE’S TRUE BLUE SECTION CELEBRATES THE MEN AND WOMEN BEHIND THE PRODUCTS, AS WELL AS THE BUSINESSES AND PRODUCTS  
THEMSELVES THAT HAVE MADE AUSTRALIA THE INTERNATIONAL HOME OF HORSEPOWER. BUYING AUSTRALIAN SUPPORTS A THRIVING LOCAL INDUSTRY,  

AND KEEPS REAL PEOPLE IN REAL JOBS. HERE ARE A SELECTION OF BUSINESSES DEDICATED TO STAYING AUSTRALIAN MADE:

HALTECH ENGINE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

What is your business name and what do you do? 

My business is Haltech Engine Management Systems.

We design and manufacture engine management systems. We are the 
brand behind numerous record-breaking race cars, bikes, boats and 
offroad vehicles world-wide.

Describe how your business came about. 

Steve Mitchell, with the backing of his father Bill, started Haltech, back 
in 1986.  
Mid 1980s was an interesting time for the automotive industry with the 
advent of electronic fuel injection changing the way enthusiasts and 
racers built and tuned their cars.  
Steve was approached by Modern Motor magazine to solve a fuel supply 
problem on a project car which led to the development of the world’s 
first real time PC-programmable engine management system.

How many years have you been in business?

This year Haltech celebrates its 30th anniversary. Haltech’s first 
product, the F2, was launched in 1986. 

How many people do you employee in Australia?

60 world-wide, 45 in Australia.

What would you say is your niche – what do you really specialise in?

While Haltech specialises in high-end ECUs targeted at the top level 
racing market, our range extends to cover all levels of motorsport and 
street applications.

What is your company’s best-selling product?

The Elite Series ECUs.

What are you currently developing? 

We are currently developing a range of products specifically applicable 
to pro mod level drag racing. I’m talking big horsepower turbo and 
nitrous V8s. These high tech race cars require the latest technology, 
such as torque management, boost control, multi-stage nitrous as well 
as having up to 16 injectors.   

Do you collaborate with other Australian businesses?

We collaborate with many Australian businesses. Our association with 
the USA-based Street Outlaws TV show has helped many Australian-
based business get a foothold in the North American market.

What do you import from overseas? 

Not a lot. There are some small components that we have to source 
from overseas simply because they are not available locally. All our 
ECUs are designed, manufactured and assembled in Australia. This 
helps us implement a strict testing and quality control procedure and 
react quickly to changing market demands.

How much do you export overseas?
About 75% of all our sales go to overseas markets. We sell to over 50 
countries around the world.

How much of your work is for Australian clients/customers?
That would be the other 25%. Our Australian customers are always first 
to get all our new releases and, in most cases, all our testing and pre-
release trials are done in Australia.

The Australian market is quite advanced so while our products 
are pushed to their limits, the feedback we receive from our local 
customers is invaluable and helps us to continually evolve and improve 
our products.

What achievement or product are you most proud of?
It would have to be the Elite Series ECUs. Without a doubt the most 
advanced systems we have developed to date. Elite’s success since its 
launch last year has surpassed our expectations and the demand has 
not slowed down since.

But while sales are an important part of any product’s success, it is its 
performance on a race track that can “make it or break it” and that’s 
where Elite really proved its worth.

Within months of the launch, Elite ECUs found their way onto top-level 
race cars and the results started rolling in.

5-second passes, PBs, regional, national and international wins all 
proved the Elite was capable of delivering results in the toughest and 
the most competitive of racing environments.

By the end of its first year, Elite found its way onto six high profile race 
cars on the Discovery Channel’s hit show Street Outlaws.

While we are proud of all our products, it’s the achievements of Elite 
Series that really put the Haltech brand on the world map.

Further comments that you believe are of interest to our readers.
Haltech products are often associated with the Japanese performance 
market. While it’s true that many of our 
products are designed specifically for that 
market, for a number of years our focus 
has been on providing the latest engine 
management technology to the Australian 
and American muscle car, drag and street 
machine market.

The success of Haltech-powered cars 
at the Street Machine Drag Challenge 
is a testimony to our products and our 
involvement with the event a further 
proof of Haltech’s commitment to the 
Australian muscle car and street machine 
community.



YOUNG GUN
P H O T O S  A N D R E W  G O O D W I N

THE SHOCK TOWERS WERE SO RUSTED 
THEY EVENTUALLY SNAPPED OFF

FROM THE INNER GUARDS

JARRED FIORENZA
> 19, PERTH, WA

I
’VE had my 1963 XL Falcon ute 
since I was 13 years old. I found it 
in a farmer’s paddock and ended up 
buying it off him.

The floorpan wasn’t in great shape, 
and the shock towers were that 

rusted that they eventually separated and 
snapped off from the inner guards. 

When I was 15 I would finish work 
and head to Dad’s shed or Dennis 
Harley’s shed to work on it – we all 
worked together, and between the two 
of them they taught me everything that I
know today.

Dennis helped me build a full chassis, 
replace the floor and modify the trans 

tunnel. I pulled a UC Torana front end out 
of an upside-down car in the bush, and 
made that work in the ute too.

I’ve had four different naturally aspirated 
engine combos in the ute, and this is its 
second blown combo. Currently it is 
a fully built 250 crossflow with forged 
internals, a 4/71 GM blower and an 850 
Holley, and it runs on methanol.

It’s made 406rwhp at 10psi, through 
a C4 and a 28-spline Borg Warner diff.

I’ve been using the ute for burnouts, 
so future plans include fitting mechanical 
injection, winding up the boost, and I 
reckon I will clear-coat the body, as I like
the patina just the way it is!  s
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Aged around 21 or 
younger and have a neat 
ride? Send some pics and 
info to: Young Gun, Street 

Machine, Locked Bag 
12, Oakleigh, Vic 3166 or 
email us at: younggun@

bauer-media.com.au.
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KITTEN LICKS
KITTEN Metal Doctor is perfect for restoring, cleaning, 
polishing and protecting metal surfaces. It offers a long-lasting 
shine with superior weather protection to keep your ride 
gleaming, whether it lives in the garage or outdoors. Metal 
Doctor also provides protection against corrosion to keep
your metalwork in perfect condition. For more info visit
www.kittencarcare.com.au.

02

H2NO!
MOTHERS California Gold Waterless Wash & Wax does just 
what it says on the bottle: quickly and easily washes and
waxes your vehicle without water! Mothers’ formula provides 
extreme lubrication to encapsulate and dissolve dirt and
grime, allowing you to safely wipe your way to a scratch-free, 
perfectly clean finish. It’s safe to use on any exterior vehicle 
surface. Find out more by calling (02) 8853 2900 or visiting 
www.motherspolish.com.au.

04

PANNING FOR GOLD
AEROFLOW’S range of oil pans for LS engines are perfect 
for both street and track-driven high-performance 
applications. These GM LS-series pans incorporate a 
new stamped steel construction with specially designed 
extra-oil-capacity wings. They’re also fitted with a 
trap door that keeps oil at the pick-up during hard 
acceleration and braking. Suits LS engine transplants 
into Holden HQ-WB, 1968-72 Nova, 1965-72 Chevelle 
and 1967-69 Camaro. For more information visit
www.aeroflowperformance.com or call Rocket on
(02) 8825 1900.

05

MOUNT UP
WITH the release of the 2016 Mustang in Australia, 
the performance market has gone into overdrive, and 
Muscle Garage and Tuff Mounts have just released these 
beautiful CNC billet aluminium performance-inspired 
mounts to hold the toughest of engines in place in your 
’Stang. They’re height-adjustable to give you room for
a supercharger, come in two different hardness levels 
and bolt in easily. They’re priced at just $350 a pair.
For more info visit www.tuffmounts.com.au or phone 
(08) 8374 0011.

08

TOOLED UP
THIS new robust, lightweight half-inch-drive impact wrench 
from M7 Air Tools features a powerful 1200lb-ft motor and 
magnesium/alloy construction. It only weights 1.7kg and 
operates at a low noise level of just 85dB. Check it out at 
www.M7airtools.com.

03

PAINT YOUR WAGON
THE PPG Vibrance Collection features some of the coolest 
custom car paint colours on the planet. This palette of 
special-effects paint finishes gives you endless possibilities, 
from clean, crisp solid colours through to mind-blowing 
custom finishes. There’s sure to be a perfect Vibrance 
Collection paint finish to bring your dream project to life!
Find out more at www.vibrancenetwork.com.au.

07

HARNESS THE POWER
BLUEWIRE’S universal short wire harness and fuse block 
series offers an ultra-small fuse block that can be mounted 
in any position, including under the dash or seat. If your 
factory wire harness is still in good working order and you 
just want to clean up your old fuse box then this is the kit 
you need, at half the price of a full wire harness. Ideal for 
hot rods, racecars and custom car installations. Find out 
more at www.bluewireautomotive.com.

01

01

03 04

02

LS THE WORLD
WANNA jam some LS in your Jag? Hoist one in your Humber? 
Or even lever one into a Lambo? Eagle Auto Parts have a 
massive range of LS-based crate motors ready for immediate 
delivery, including the mighty LSX 454R. Check them out at 
eagleautoparts.com.au.

06

05
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READERS’  ROCKETS
SEND photos of your car and a few details of what went into the build to Readers’ Rockets, Street Machine, Locked Bag 12, Oakleigh,
Vic 3166 or email readerscars@bauer-media.com.au. Please note: Send us copies of prints as we are unable to return your photos.

WIN one of three Eagle One gift packs, including Wax-As-U-Wash, 20/20 Glass Cleaner, Wax-As-U-Dry, 
Nevr-Dull Wadding Polish and Wipe & Shine Detailer. See www.eagleone.com.au for info!WIN!

,
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“I PURCHASED my HG as a rolling shell from a bloke in Brisbane 
14 years ago. Before I even bought the car I knew exactly what I 
wanted and how it would look. Almost as soon as I had it in my shed, 
I started to strip it down. It was a 10-year bare-metal rotisserie build; 
it was one of those things of time and money – most of the time I had 
one and not the other! I enlisted the help of Dick Sharpley to attack 
the body and bring the car’s clean lines back to life. The engine was 
the next thing on the list, and Tony Lake from Lake Race Engines did 
an awesome job piecing together a stout 427 stroker small-block 
Chev for it. Paint time came, and after being stuffed around by some 
so-called painters I was put onto Trevor Long, who fixed the previous 
mess and painted the car Sebring Orange with a gold pearl, giving 
it a beautiful, glass-smooth finish with no orange peel! I can’t thank 
Dick, Tony and Trevor enough. I would also like to thank my wife 
Angela for the encouragement and understanding, and our three 
children, who are just as mad about cars as I am.” Photos: Rick Welch

JAI OZOG
1970 HG HOLDEN MONARO

WINNER!
EAGLE ONE PACK
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“I BOUGHT my XB Fairmont about three 
years ago from the mechanic who had 
serviced it from new – he’d bought it from the 
original owners just prior to selling it to me. I 
have always loved the shape of the XA/XB/
XCs, as Dad’s XB Fairmont GS, which he still 
owns, was our daily when I was a kid. As my 
car is so original, I don’t want to mess with it 
too much. I have lowered it, added whitewall 

tyres, had the factory 302 Clevo rebuilt and 
balanced, and added an Edelbrock Performer 
inlet and Holley 600 vac-secondaries, as well 
as electronic ignition and a dual two-inch 
exhaust with tri-Ys to give her a bit more bark 
and bite. She’s still running the highway diff 
gears, because this car is made for hitting the 
open road and cruising to the beach.” Photos: 
Nathan Jacobs

NATHAN JACOBS 
XB FAIRMONT

k 

e
s:

BILL GINN
1966 VC VALIANT 
“I’VE had my VC for around five years. 
I bought it off a mechanic, who’d had it 
sitting in his workshop for 15 years. He’d 
purchased it from an old Italian lady, who 
bought it new, making me only the third 
owner! It only had 80,000 miles on the 
clock when I got it, and the condition 
was pretty decent, with surprisingly little 
rust. Other than a front quarter panel, it 
is still the original paint. Mechanically, 
it’s all stock: 225 Slant Six with three-
on-the-tree. I’ve replaced the front wheel 

bearings and the exhaust manifold, 
and inside I reupholstered both bench 
seats, added new moulded carpet, and 
retouched the paint on the doors. The 
car came with Charger rims, but I found 
some steelies, painted them up and 
added whitewalls and hubcaps for the 
Val’s 50th birthday present. Future plans: 
keep it stock, freshen up the paint and the 
suspension, and just keep her on the road 
to help make sure the metal bumpers 
survive and stay in the mix.”
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SCOTT AUSTIN 
HQ HOLDEN UTE

“THIS is my 1971 HQ ute. Over the 
past 12 months I have built it up from a 
paddock basher to what you see now. 

It features a strong 253ci Holden V8 
with a big cam and gear drives, backed 

up with a tricked-up Trimatic and 
3.55-geared diff. Paint is Java Green 
Baslac two-pack with custom three-

layer Pearl White GTS stripes and 
dash. The rest of the interior has been 
retrimmed to match; seats are original 

two-door HQ Monaro buckets. The 
wheels are billet Center Line Hellcats, 

and the ute has been lowered three 
inches all ’round.”

WINNER!
EAGLE ONE PACK

WINNER!
EAGLE ONE PACK

CLYNTIN PERRY
BA FALCON 
“THIS is my freshly built BA skid ute. I picked 
it up in October last year with a view to strip 
it out and make a skid pig out of it. I stripped 
it to a bare shell and sent it in to Warpipes 
Performance & Fabrication, where Chris and 
the boys fitted a full ’cage and airbagged four-
link rear end. Then good mate Andrew Yeo at 
Oberon Smash whacked on some new paint, 
while I built a tray. I built a nice strong little 
Clevo to go under my new 10/71 and alky 

carbs that I’ve had on the shelf for a while. It’s 
got all the good gear needed to handle the 
boost and flogging that skid cars cop, backed 
by a manualised C4 and Detroit Locker nine-
inch. I got carried away with the interior – I had 
all the sheet metal hydro-dipped for a bit of 
‘wow’, and enough gauges to launch a space 
shuttle, just to keep an eye on things. Its first 
run was Powercruise Sydney last month. I had 
a ball and drove the wheels off it.”
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LOL
Send your favourite funnies to: LOL, Street Machine, Locked Bag 12, 
Oakleigh, Vic 3166 or email them to: streetmachine@bauer-media.com.au.

BALLS-UP
A PASTOR asked if anyone in the 
congregation would like to express 
praise for prayers answered.

A lady stood up, walked to the pulpit 
and said: “I would like to express praise. 
Two months ago my husband John had 
a terrible bike accident. His scrotum 
was smashed. Every move caused him 
unbearable pain – he couldn’t hold me 
or the children, and the doctors didn’t 
know whether they’d be able to help him.

“In the end,” she continued, “the 
doctors performed a delicate operation 
and we prayed. With God’s grace, 
they were able to piece together the 
crushed bits of John’s scrotum and 
wrap wire around it to hold it in place.”

All the men in the congregation 
squirmed uncomfortably.

“Now John is out of the hospital and 
the doctors say that in time his scrotum 
should recover completely.”

All the men sighed with relief. The 
pastor rose and asked if anyone else 
had anything to say. A man stood up 
and walked to the pulpit.

“Good morning,” he said. “I’m John, 
and I’d like to once again remind my 
wife that the word is ‘sternum’.”

Howard A Hangin, email

 >     GAG OF THE MONTH

CORRECTION
ONE day Jim receives a distressing SMS from his 
next-door neighbour.

“Jim, I’m so sorry,” it reads, “but I’ve been wracked 
with guilt and have to confess. I have been helping 
myself to your wife when you’re not around, day and 
night. I don’t get it at home, but that’s no excuse. 
I hope you will accept my sincerest apologies. I 
promise it won’t ever happen again.”

Jim is enraged – insanely so. He grabs his gun and 
shoots his wife, killing her instantly.

A few moments later, he receives a second text: 
“Bloody auto-correct! I meant ‘Wi-Fi’, not ‘wife’.”

Tadbitt Layte, email

DANGEROUS GROUND
TWO cowboys came across an Indian lying on his 
stomach, his ear to the ground. 

“Look,” said one cowboy to the other, “he’s 
listening to the ground. He can hear things for miles 
in any direction.”

The Indian suddenly raised his head and looked 
at the two men. “Covered wagon, about two miles 
away,” he said. “With two horses, one brown, 
one black. Man, woman, child, household effects 
in wagon.” Then his head dropped back down to
the ground.

The best argument against 
democracy is a five-minute 
conversation with the 
average voter – Winston Churchill

 >     THOUGHT OF THE MONTH

asked her many questions, but was finding it hard 
to get to the crux of the matter. Finally he asked: 
“Do you ever watch your husband’s face while you 
are having sex?”

“Well, yes, I did once,” the woman replied.
“And how did he look?”
“Very angry!” the woman said. 
The psychiatrist finally felt he was getting 

somewhere. “Hmm, that’s very interesting,” he said. 
“And why do you think he looked angry?”

“Well, he was looking through the window at us.”
Datwood Doowitt, email

ROACH CLIPPED
EVERY night, Dave would go down to the bottle 
shop, get a six-pack, bring it home, and drink it while 
he watched TV.

One night, as he finished his last beer, the doorbell 
rang. He moved somewhat unsteadily towards the 
door and opened it. There was a human-sized, evil-
looking cockroach standing there.

Before Dave had a chance to respond, the 
cockroach grabbed him by the collar and threw him 
across the room, then left.

The next night, after Dave finished his fourth 
beer, the doorbell rang. He opened the door to 
find the same giant cockroach standing there. The 
cockroach punched him in the stomach, then left.

The next night, after Dave had finished his first 
beer, the doorbell rang again. Yep, the giant 
cockroach. This time Dave was kneed in the groin, 
and when he doubled over in pain, the cockroach 
clobbered him over the head. Then the roach left.

By the fourth night Dave was petrified, and didn’t 
drink at all. The doorbell rang. It was the cockroach. 
This time Dave had the living snot beaten out of him, 
and the cockroach left him in a crumpled, bloody 
mess on the lounge room floor.

The next day, Dave went to see his doctor, and 
explained the events of the past four nights.

“What can I do?” he pleaded.
“Not a lot,” the doctor replied. “There’s just a nasty 

bug going around.”
Mort Teane, email

 >     FUNNY FOTO Spoiler alert!FOTO Spoiler alert!

“Incredible!” the second cowboy said to his mate. 
“He knows how far away they are, how many horses, 
what colour they are, who is in the wagon, and what 
they’re carrying!”

The Indian looked up once more and said: “Ran 
over me about half an hour ago.”

Khan Geddup, email

UNDER THE TABLE
FRANK and Julie are having dinner in a fancy 
restaurant. Their waitress is taking another order 
at a table nearby, but notices that Frank is slowly 
sliding down his chair under the table. Julie appears 
unconcerned by this unusual occurrence.

The waitress continues watching as Frank slides 
all the way down his chair and under the table, out 
of sight. Julie still appears apparently unsurprised 
at this.

So after the waitress finishes taking the order, 
she comes back over to the table and says to Julie: 
“Excuse me madam, but I think your husband just 
slid under the table.”

Julie looks back at her calmly and replies: “No he 
didn’t. He just walked in the front door.”

Kwik Li Hyde, email

BRASSED OFF
A MAN comes home completely drunk late one 
night. He stumbles through the door and is met by 
his wife, who is absolutely livid.

“And just where the hell have you been?”
she demands.

“At thish new bar,” he slurs. “The Golden Shaloon! 
Everything there ish golden! It’sh got huge golden 
doorsh, a golden floor – even the urinal ish gold!”

The wife doesn’t believe any of this for a second. 
So the next day, she checks the phone book and 
discovers there is indeed a place called the Golden 
Saloon on the other side of town. She calls the 
number to check her husband’s story.

“Is this the Golden Saloon?” she asks.
“Sure is,” the bartender answers.
“Do you have huge golden doors?”
“Yep, we do indeed.”
“And golden floors as well?”
“Certainly do.”
“What about golden urinals?”
There’s a long pause. Then the woman hears the 

bartender yelling: “Hey Larry, I think I got a lead on 
the guy who pissed in your saxophone last night!”

Ariel Hornful, email

THERE’S YOUR PROBLEM
A WOMAN was having problems with her sex life, 
so she went to see her psychiatrist. The shrink 
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SHAFTED
A MAN wakes up in hospital bandaged from head 
to toe. The doctor comes in and says: “Ah, I see 
you’ve regained consciousness. You probably 
won’t remember, but you were in a huge car 
accident. Now, you’re going to be okay, you’ll still 
be able to walk and everything. It’s just that, well, 
your penis was severed in the accident, and we 
couldn’t find it.”

An anguished moan can be heard from the man 
through his thick bandages. 

The doctor continues: “Now, the good news is, 
you’ve got health insurance so you’ll have a $9000 
pay-out coming, and we now have the technology 
to build a new penis. They work great, but they don’t 
come cheap – it’s $1000 an inch. So you must 
decide how many inches you want, but I’d strongly 
advise you to discuss this with your wife. After all, 
if you had five inches before and get a nine-incher 
now, she might be a little, er, put out. And if you 
had nine inches before and you went with just five 
inches now, she might be disappointed. So, it’s 
important that she plays a role in helping you make 
a decision.

The man agrees to talk it over with his wife.
The next day, the doctor comes back and asks: 

“So, have you spoken with your wife?”
“Yes, I have,” comes the man’s voice through

his bandages.
“And has she helped you make a decision?”
“Yes,” the man replies.
“And what is your decision?” asks the doctor.
“We’re getting the kitchen renovated.”

Rod Lesse, email

EATING DISORDER
TWO men are sitting in the doctor’s office. The 
first man is holding his shoulder and grimacing in 
pain. The second man has tomato sauce in his hair, 
bits of fried egg down the front of his shirt and two 
sausages sticking out of his pockets. He asks the 
first man: “So, what happened to you?”

“Well, my cat got stuck in a tree,” the first man 
winces. “I went up after him and fell out. I think I’ve 
broken my shoulder. What about you?”

“Oh, it’s nothing serious,” the second man replies. 
“I’m just not eating properly.”

Di Ettishuze, email

BYO
JESUS walks into a restaurant and says to the 
waitress: “A table for 26, please.”

The waitress does a quick head count of Jesus 
and his disciples and says: “But there are only 13 
of you.”

“You are correct, my child,” Jesus replies, “but we 
are all going to sit on the same side.”

So, somewhat nonplussed, the waitress shows 
them to a table. “Would anyone like to see the wine 
list?” she asks.

Jesus replies: “Water’s fine, thank you.”
Saivonne Cawkidge, email

BAD CASE OF GRAMMAR
A PREGNANT woman hobbled into the hospital 
with one hand on her back. A nurse asked her what 

the matter was. The pregnant woman screamed: 
“Shouldn’t! Wouldn’t! Didn’t!”

The nurse was taken aback. “I’m sorry, I don’t 
understand.” The pregnant woman’s face contorted 
in pain, and she shouted: “Can’t! Won’t! Don’t!”

The nurse was alarmed and turned to a doctor 
for help.

“It’s all right, nurse,” the doctor said. “She’s just 
having contractions.”

Tokan Dadyoke, email

QUICK THINKING
AN ELDERLY man had owned a large farm for most 
of his life. In one field was a large pond. It was just 
perfect for swimming, so the farmer had fixed it up 
nice with picnic tables and some shady fruit trees.

One evening the old farmer decided to go down 
to the pond to look it over, as he hadn’t been down 
there for a while. He took a big bucket with him so 
he could bring back some fruit.

As he neared the pond, he could hear female 
voices shouting and laughing. As he drew closer, 
he realised there were a bunch of beautiful young 
women skinny-dipping in his pond.

The old farmer cleared his throat loudly. The 
women screamed and rushed to the deep end of 
the pond to protect their modesty. “Dirty old man! 
We’re not coming out until you leave!” one of the 
women shouted.

But this farmer was a crafty old bugger. “Don’t 
worry,” he replied. “I didn’t come down here to ogle 
you ladies.” He held up the bucket and continued: 
“I’m just here to feed the crocodiles!”

Koppan Eiffel, email

ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN
WHEN Beethoven passed away, he was buried in 
a graveyard on the grounds of the local church. A 
few days later, the town drunk was walking through 
the cemetery and heard some strange noises 
emanating from Beethoven’s grave. Terrified, he 
ran and got the priest. “Father, come quickly!”
he cried.

The priest followed the drunk out to the grave. 
There he bent close to the ground, and heard what 
sounded like faint, strange-sounding music coming 
from the grave. Frightened, the priest ran and got 
the town magistrate.

When the magistrate arrived, he bent his ear to the 
grave, listened for a moment, and said: “Why, that’s 
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, but it’s being played 
backwards!” He listened a while longer. “And now 
it’s the Eighth Symphony, and it’s backwards too!”

Amazed, the three men listened a long time to the 
sounds coming from the grave. As time went by, the 
magistrate identified more of the backwards music: 
“There’s the Seventh Symphony... the Sixth... the 
Fifth... the Fourth...”

By now, a huge crowd had gathered around 
the grave, transfixed by what was happening. 
Eventually, the magistrate got up and addressed 
the crowd. “My fellow citizens,” he announced. 
“I’ve finally worked out the meaning of all 
this. There’s nothing to worry about. It’s just 
Beethoven decomposing.”

B Ondergrave, email

REBUILDING 
YOUR CAR? 

INSTALL 
RESOMAT

We are the Australian 
automotive distributer for 

noise and heat proofi ng 
products for one of the worlds 

leading manufacturers.

VISIT OUR NEW MODERN 
SHOWROOM AT 1/6 AIRLIE AVE, 

DANDENONG VICTORIA 3175

CALL TOLL FREE 1800 335 896 
OR VISIT www.tru-fi tcarpets.com.au

RESOMAT ®

Illustrated- 
LC/ LJ Torana Floor

10% DISCOUNT
& FREE DELIVERY 
MOST PLACES 

AUSTRALIA WIDE 
Just mention this ad!Offer closes 30/11/14

Bulk pack $175 for 3.5 Sqm

RESOMAT the choice 
of new vehicle manufacturers to
reduce noise & vibration.
RESOMAT is approved for use in new automotive 
vehicles, hospitals, apartment buildings, etc.

RESOMAT is currently installed in Kenworth and 
Mack trucks, Australian Defence Force vehicles, 
cars, buses, train carriages and more... What more 
endorsement could you need?

RESOMAT is not bitumen or butyl based, unlike 
similar looking sound deadeners which can have an 
offensive odour and lose performance quickly as they 
heat up. Also, over time they can harden resulting in 
further performance loss.

RESOMAT can be easily removed where required 
unlike butyl based products. This may be necessary 
when a vehicle needs repairs or modifi cations. Ask 
almost anyone who has had to remove a butyl based 
product and you'll usually hear a loud groan. If you've 
ever tried to remove windscreen sealant (butyl based) 
you'll know what we mean!

RESOMAT is now lighter than our competitor - with 
no performance loss!

RESOMAT is extremely price competitive.

RESOMAT can be purchased
in a BULK PACK of 3.5 sqm. 
Single sheets can also 
be purchased in: 
1300mm x 1000mm, 
1300mm x 500mm and 
500mm x 430mm sizes. 

You can buy exactly 
what you need for your 
job and if you run short 
you're not forced to buy 
another bulk pack - only 
buy the extra you need.

JUST MENTIONTHIS AD!
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Email: hicraftwheelmodz@bigpond.com
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and Bumper Restoration 
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Brand Sales Manager  
Joseph Lenthall 

jlenthall@bauer-media.com.au 
0401 553 112

 Victoria  
Bruce Williams  

bruce@overdrivemedia.com.au  
0418 349 555 

Queensland 
Todd Anderson 

todd@motormedia.com.au 
0409 630 733

Dont miss your chance to 
reach over 334,000  

READERS EVERY MONTH

To advertise in

GASOLINE ALLEY call

HURRY LIMITED 
PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE

Australia’s leading supplier of Commodore engine bay aesthetic 
enhancments. Talk to the trophy-winning, industry-acclaimed 

engine bay specialists about your Commodore today!
CNC-MACHINED BILLET ALLOY DRESS 
CAPS FOR ALL COMMODORE MODELS

One and two-piece billet strut tops VB-VE Billet 308ci timing covers
 VB - VL stainless steel scuff plates (polished or satin) Brand new VE range

Stainless steel fabrication Stockists of Tuff Mounts 

www.lowefabrications.com.au
Email: info@lowefabrications.com.au 

ANDREW - 0403 324 266 MEGAN - 0408 728 250
WWW.BLISSCUSTOMMACHINING.COM.AU

AUSTRALIAN MADE!!

BONNET HINGES 

Bliss Custom Machining bonnet hinges are 
proudly AUSTRALIAN MADE. They are machined 
from 6061 - T6 aluminium. All our bonnet hinges 
are supplied with quality bearings and mounting 
bolts. Our struts are sourced from a local 
supplier. Simply bolt in place to your existing 
hinges, no modifi cations are necessary.
AVAILABLE IN MACHINE FINISH, BLACK 
ANODISED FINISH AND POLISHED.
HQ TO WB, LH TO UC HOLDEN,
HK, HT & HG HOLDEN,
LC TO LJ TORANA,
XR TO XY FORD FALCON

HorsePo

When too much… Is never enough…

horsepowerworld.com.auhorsepowerworld com au
Brisbane - 0732994948BBBBrriiissbbbbaannee - 007
New shop in

Custom Engines :
LS, CHEV,

FORD,
HOLDEN,

HEMI/CHRYS

ProChargers :
Auto

V-Twin (H-D)
Truck

Marine
Custom

Wheeen too much Is neveer enough

Custom

Tough Street & Racing Engines
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HQ-WB Torana

Commodore Tubular 
X-Members

LS Conversion Mounts

FG Falcons V8 & Turbo

Chrysler 
TUFF MOUNTSTUFF MOUNTSFF MOUNTS

VB-VT Commodores  
5 Litre V8

Fastest & EASIEST 
TO USE POLISHER 
EVER!



SUNDAY TOO FAR AWAY
Send your photos of fun with cars to: Sunday Too Far Away, Street Machine, Locked Bag 12, Oakleigh, Vic 3166, or email high-resolution 
images (1mb+) to: sundaytoofaraway@bauer-media.com.au. Please send copies of prints as we are unable to return your photos.

WIN one of three Mothers packages, including glass cleaner, carnauba cleaner wax, car wash, 
polishing pads, a pack of microfibre towels and more! See www.mothers.com for details.WIN!

WINNER!
MOTHERS PACK
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CACKLING PIPES

TODD HATCHMAN ANDREW BROADLEY



CHRIS THOROGOOD
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ANDREW DAY

SHANE CARVER

NATHAN HADFIELD



WINNER!
MOTHERS PACK

GREG DIMMOCK

SCOTT AUSTIN

GREG DIMMOCK

JON SCHEIDER
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TIM MCCORMACK

M NEWTON

ANDREW DAY

LEON DAVIES

CHRIS THOROGOOD

WINNER!
MOTHERS PACK
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427CI TWIN-TURBO LS ENGINE
>      MPW PERFORMANCE, DANDENONG

ACTIONS speak louder than words in 
the performance scene. Adam Rogash 
from MPW Performance knows this 
better than most, which is why he’s 

built his own seven-second street machine, 
an HSV VT Clubsport called NOSHOW. And 
here’s the engine.

At the heart of the package is a Dart LS Next 
block that they’ve built with the help of Johnny 
Pilla at Powerhouse Engines. Adam likes the 
LS Next with its thicker bores, priority oiling and 
splayed main cap design, rather than trying to 
contain all that grunt within a factory block. It 
measures up at 427ci thanks to a bulletproof 
combo featuring a Lunati Signature Series 
crank, Callies Ultra H-beam rods and JE pistons, 
and the whole shebang is topped by a pair of 
Johnny’s own LS Power Heads. They’re six-bolt 
items based on an LS3 rectangular-port design; 
they start as blanks and then Johnny ports and 
machines them to his own specifications. Filling 
the gap between them is a Holley Hi-Ram EFI 
intake with a 90mm throttlebody.

It’s a solid package, but as with any engine it’s 

all about airflow, and the twin Turbonetics 69mm 
turbos provide plenty of that. They hang off a pair 
of custom four-into-one steampipe manifolds, 
which were fabricated in-house at MPW, and 
there’s a pair of Turbosmart 45mm wastegates 
to keep the boost under control.

At just under 24psi, the engine maxed out its 
injectors and produced 1615hp on Powerhouse’s 
engine dyno, running pump E85 and 
a Haltech Elite ECU.

It’s a stout combination 
by anyone’s measure, and 
surprisingly streetable. The 
guys finished third overall at 
Street Machine Drag Challenge 
2015 without a problem, and 
managed a 7.99@171mph on the 
last day of competition. 

“We’re going to switch to methanol 
for the strip and turn this thing up,” Adam 
reckons. “The aim is to get it into the mid-seven-
second zone. Eventually we’ll look at stepping up 
the turbos, but essentially it’s still a street car, so 
for what we’re doing, it’s perfect.”  s

T O R Y S C O T T T A Y L O R  P H O T O S N A T H A N  J A C O B S

CI TWIN-TURBO LS ENGINE BELOW: The engine was a collaborative 
effort between MPW Performance and 
Powerhouse Engines; both companies 
bring years of experience to the table. 
They’re looking to step things up, but at 
the moment the Bosch 2200cc injectors 
are tapped out



Wilwood master 
cylinder adaptors

LS
conversion kits

Fully engineered new
front suspension clipBell housings

FOR VARIOUS MODELS

LS Flex plate

SUIT T400

OVER 500 VARIATIONS

TO SUIT AUST AND USA VEHICLES  

NOW
AVAILABLE

WITH POWER
STEERING!

HP
engine mounts

IFS
front ends

EARLY HOLDEN
AND FORD

www.rodshop.com.au
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email sales@rodshop.com.au

Conversion 
specialists for 
over 40 years!
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Australia's BIGGEST dealer 
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